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ABSTRACT 
Leonardville: Cultural Expression in a Rural Central Texas Volunteer Fire Department. 
(August 1999) 
Kash Krinhop, B. A. , Texas A&M University 
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Jeffrey H. Cohen 
This ethnography of a volunteer fire department (VFD) in Leonardville, Texas 
documents the maintenance and reproduction of community in rural Texas. Through 
ethnographic analysis I illustrate how the VFD becomes a setting where the social world 
of Leonardville is created and where the people of Leonardville become stakeholders in 
their community. This project builds upon the growing interest in the ethnography of 
North America, the anthropological analysis of work and what is often called "worklore" 
or the folklore of the work place. 
To understand the VFD and its place in both Leonardville and the state, I develop 
the concept of the "conventions of work place" or the job-specific actions and 
communicative practices that define the VFD as a social entity and establish a sense of 
membership, camaraderie and trust among its participants. Also, I use "conventions of 
mutual obligation" to talk about the responsibilities and commitments volunteers have to 
each other and their community. Finally, the VFD is examined in the context of its 
"social fields" (comniunity, service area, county, and state) to understand thc links that 
exist between Leonardville, the VFD and state programs/regulations as well as private 
organizations and businesses. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1. Thesis Description and Objectives 
Modernization and increasing urbanization have a major impact on life in rural 
Texas. Maintenance and reproduction of the rural community as a social place, in an 
environment of social, political, and economical change, is a topic of interest in this 
study and to anthropology in general. I will examine the role of the volunteer fire 
department (VFD) in the maintenance and recreation of group and community identity in 
rural Texas. My research analyzes socio-cultural processes and human behavior through 
participant observation and will relate it to discussions in occupational folklore, 
organizational culture and community studies. Involvement and participation in the 
VFD is one characteristic that defines Leonardviffe, Texas as a community. I propose I 
that participation in the VFD provides the local citizenry a stake in their community's 
affairs. Additionally, Ihe contributions of time and labor by volunteer fire 
fighter/emergency medical technicians (FMTs) are recognized by other non-VFD 
participants, thus providing these individuals with a degree of status and prestige. 
This introductory chapter contains a brief overview of the ihesis, including a 
statement of purpose, a literature review and methodology seciion. I will accomplish 
This thesis follows the style and formatting of American Anthropologist. 
two goals in this research project. First, the ethnographic analysis of the Leonardville, 
Texas VFD as a social institution in which cultural expression of community and 
identity occur through work and participation. The workplace is a setting in which 
culture both affects and is affected by participants' ideas and deeds in a dynamic, 
interactive social system. Cultural expressions in the workplace are a means through 
which a common identity is constructed and maintained. The analysis of the 
Leonardville VFD is presented as a model through which we can understand how and 
why this community is organized by its population. 
Secondly, I will examine the Leonardville VFD in the context of broader regional 
and state processes. The VFD is one institution that serves to maintain community 
identity when outside forces, such as state bureaucracy, economics, and population 
issues effect social change. Overall, the social characteristics of this rural Cenlral Texas 
VFD will be examined within the context of work and occupational folklore, luunan 
organization, and social environment. 
Focal points of this VFD's examination vill be inner group behavior, group 
communication and work techniques as cultural expressions. The workplace is part of 
the social system in which local citizens live and act and is a legitimate area for 
examining social processes. 1 will argue that being a local volunteer lire fighter is not 
simply a job for putting out fires or a job that someone has to do. instead, it is a means 
through which local citizens, sharing a common goal, come together in social 
cooperation to contribute time and labor to their community (Perkins and Metz, 1988: 
17). In this organization, social processes such as worker, friend, family and community 
relations are acted out and prestige or status is sought and achieved. Participation in the 
VFD also serves as a rite of passage or a means of gaining local status as an adult and/or 
common recognition as a citizen of the community (Simpson, 1996; 22). 
Chapter II is a description of the setting and history of Leonardville from its 
founding in the mid-19 century by Czech immigrants. This chapter also presents a 
discussion of the events which eventually led to the formation of the VFD and its 
subsequent development as a local institution within Leonardville. 
In the third and fourth chapters, I propose that fire fighter/EMT identity, behavior 
and communication are embodied in "conventions" of mutual obligation and workplace. 
Conventions of mutual obligation are a shared set of beliefs, values and corresponding 
actions concerning devotion and assistance among individuals belonging to a community 
or group. Conventions of workplace are the shared work practices associated with task 
accomplishment and the behavior among workers who perform work. The idea of 
"conventions" is based upon John Watanabe's research on community meaning and 
identity in rural Guatemala (1992). Conventions are "acts of communication through the 
use of symbols that entail both the context of articulation [social and geographic setting]. 
. . and those doing the articulating, the interlocutors. " These conventions deline patterns 
of social action and relations, whose meanings are commonly understood among 
community or group members and are an expression of group or "local solidarily" 
(Watanabe, 1992: 13, 184). In other words these conventions help volunteer fire fighters 
maintain individual, group and community identity even as the workplace or community 
is in a state of change. Conventions include: 
~ commitment to each other and to the community 
~ appropriate behavior in the fire house and on emergency scenes; ability to follow 
orders, attending meetings, not responding to emergency calls intoxicated, etc. 
~ communication such as the ability to learn and/or instruct during uaining sessions, 
sharing insights regarding the VFD and associated work or simply being able to 
communicate with others about everyday events, etc. 
~ and attitudes and ideas; positive association with being a volunteer and 
understanding the importance of the VFD to Leonardville and surrounding area, 
willingness to work and participate as a volunteer or simply being able to work well 
with others. 
Furthenuore, conventions of mutual obligation and workplace are enacted in 
conjunction with conventional notions of morality and community assisting in the 
overall social construction of Leonardville as a community. Conventions of morality are 
a "way of being that alludes less to individual personality than to the shared - and 
therefore moral - proprieties of the comniunity from which" a person comes. ' Morality, 
in this scnsc, regards shared and commonly understood standards of personal behavior in 
relation to thc "normality" ol' Ihe community (Watanabe, 1992: 81-83). Conventions of 
community are the shared sense of meaning associated with citizenship in Leonardvi lie. 
This local identity is created through conventions stemming from the community's 
physical proximity, "the particular past that this place possesses [and] the immediacies 
of life in the here and now shape how they [citizens of Leonardville] use this heritage. " 
The sense of "belonging to a place" is socially (rather than geographically) realized 
through the interactions of conventionalized knowledge regarding mutual obligation, 
workplace, morality and community (Watanabe, 1992: 76-80). 
Chapter III focuses on both conventions of mutual obligation (in the VFD itself) 
and conventions of the workplace. Mutual obligation in the workplace includes: 
attitudes regarding the faithful attendance of meetings and training sessions 
prompt response to emergency calls 
and possession of a common understanding of the physical need for fire 
protection/emergency medical service (EMS). 
Volunteers sharc these conventions and use them as a basis or framework for action and 
evaluation. In other words, these conventions are necessary to maintain thc VFD as both 
a social and cmcrgcncy service organization. Also, shared notions and understanding of 
mutual obligation is necessary in maintaining group identity and efficacy. 
Conventions of workplace arc the job-related actions and communicative 
practices of VFD members and as Robert McCarl points out, they act to coordinate 
thoughts and actions (1985: 159). Conventions of workplace are necessary to the 
maintenance and reproduction of the workplace as both an effective fire department and 
social organization. These conventions are created in the repetition and modification of 
past behavior and communication, They also aid fire fighters as they successfully deal 
with emergency calls and eliminate or modify unsuccessful job-related interaction. 
Thus, these conventions are basic to survival and to complex manners of behavior and 
communication. Additionally, these conventions are found during administrative 
meetings, training sessions, and actual emergency responses. Included in the 
conventions of workplace are: 
~ motivations/rewards; 
social activity such as bar-be-queing at meetings and feelings of pride in 
providing an important service to the community such as fire protection/EMS 
~ camaraderie; 
developed over time through shared experiences during fire protection service 
and EMS 
~ technical terms and techniques regarding lire fighting/EMS; 
thc usc of techniques such as positive ventilation (forcing smoke through a space 
rather than drawing it out) during structure tires 
~ teamwork; 
volunteers working together fluidly and effectively to accomplish a task 
~ experience; 
having responded and practically participated in varying emergency 
situations, gained by volunteers over time and lends to personal status within the 
VFD (becoming an elected officer or a recognized leader on emergency scenes) 
~ task assignments; 
directing others in specific tasks that must be performed in order to accomplish 
particular goals both in the fire house (maintenance of equipment) and on 
emergency scenes (checking for gas lines/tanks at fires). Knowledge of needs 
and/or potential dangers allow experienced volunteers to assign tasks to less 
experienced volunteers. 
~ and individual/group recognition of leadership; 
stems from the experience as well as officer elections but an experienced 
volunteer does not have to be an officer to be recognized as a good leader or 
knowledgeable fire fighter/EMT, 
Conventions of mutual obligation and workplace are not mutually exclusive 
entities. Instead they overlap and interact with each other. For example, thc need to 
keep equipmcnt as basic and uniform as possible is a combination of the use of technical 
terms and techniques resulting from experience. This practice insures that training and 
use of tools during emergency situations does not become confusing or, worse yet, 
hazardous for less experienced volunteers due to the facl that they do not utilize fire 
lighting equipment/procedures on a regular basis. Many volunteers do not even use this 
equipment on a semi-regular basis. Complicated and/or various kinds of equipment can 
lead to valuable time being lost or accidents resulting in loss of property, injury or death. 
The conventions of workplace and mutual obligation create and build upon 
networks of social relations (verbal and non-verbal) that are often ordinary ideas, acts or 
communications for the insider and sometimes very difficult for the outsider to 
recognize and understand. Detailed examination and understanding of these conventions 
provide insight into group dynamics, characteristics, social processes and the shared, 
tacit knowledge of the members of this organization and community. 
Chapter IV addresses the conventions of mutual obligation as they pertain to the 
relationship between the VFD and Leonardville and the VFD's social environment. The 
social environment I discuss is based on the already well delineated geo-political 
boundaries of the community, the service area (Voting Precinct 3), the county (Donnell 
County) and the state. I examine the social actions and interactions occurring in and 
between the VFD and other people/organizations located in each of these areas. 
Conventions of mutual obligation observed at the community level 
establish trust and offer opportunities for volunteers to demonstrate their devotion to the 
community. These conventions also create shared responsibilities and addresses the 
burdens of sometimes dangerous and/or traumatic emergency situations such as 
house/grass fires or car accidents. Mutual obligation maintains local identity and social 
stability and are one v ay individuals establish and validate their membership/citizenship 
in Leonardville. 
The reproduction of community as a social place is created through ihe elforts ol 
citizens as they fulfill particular roles in specific manners. Participation in the 
community is both expected and required of volunteers to remain in "good standing. " 
Expectations regarding the notion of "good standing" are created from shared beliefs 
about what it means to be a good member of the VFD (and community) which include 
concern about and involvement in issues that affect the community (Goreham, 1988: 
89). In this particular case concern and involvement are in the form of providing fire 
protection service and EMS to the citizenry of Leonardville and the VFD's service area. 
I propose that many individuals who participate in the Leonardville VFD volunteer as a 
means of community involvement. Volunteering is a way for individuals to gain a stake 
in their community; to make a contribution and through which they will receive a degree 
of social capital. Social capital is group membership and the benefits gained through 
commitment, interaction and participation in a group (Bourdieu, 1986, Coleman, 1989: 
S119). Involvement and participation in the VFD is cultural expression of communal 
identity through volunteerism. Furthermore, this volunteerism is public. Group and 
community involvement are observable in parades, community service and fund-raising 
events. It is for all within the VFD and community to sec (Simpson 1996: 17). Like 
other community, political or religious functions and rituals, ihe actions of the VFD 
create and maintain a public image and identity for the volunteers. This public 
participation also creates a sense of belonging while it establishes ihe parameters of 
correct behavior. By this, I incan that volunteers are not merely reactionary agents 
responding to forces such as fires or medical emergencies but instead are actively 
involved in thc "production and reproduction" ol' their community. This is accomplished 
by actively engaging in both the practical and symbolic actions related to service and 
ceremony (such as emergency response and/or parades) in the local setting where the 
"world as lived and the world as imagined" merge and become the same (Geertz, 1973: 
112-13, Ghani, 1995: 38, Ortner, 1984). Or more simply, volunteer fire fighters create 
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and fill a position in society (especially in their local community) that serves not only the 
actual, physical need for fire protection and EMS but also the symbolic role of 
representing the positive aspects of a community. Volunteers embody the collective 
desire and ability of citizens to join and work together for the greater good: protecting 
and saving lives and property. 
Although all fire departments require fire fighting equipment and storage 
facilities for equipment (the firehouse), the fundamental components of a fire 
department, voluntary or otherwise, are its fire fighters. The Leonardville VFD relies 
almost solely upon its local citizens for its volunteers and its financial support. With the 
exception of $200 from Donnell County for every fire call the VFD responds to outside 
of the city's limits, this fire department receives no direct assistance from the 
government (local or state). The Leonardville volunteers maintain their independence 
!' rom government bureaucracy and funding. Continued independence from government 
bureaucracy and funding is conscious resistance io outside control or influence. 
According to one long-time volunteer: "We don't want anybody coming in here telling 
us what we can and can't do. 1'hc way we do things is pretty good plus we don't have a 
tax added to our water bill every month. If v e did, non-members would start trying to 
tell us how to run our business. No Way!" Financial independcncc and lack of 
municipal control allow volumeers to retain a high degrcc of control over their 
organization's affairs and operations. The Leonardville VFD's support comes primarily 
from the good will and self-organization of the local citizenry. In turn, VFD 
participation allows a portion of local citizens to come together in a formalized setting to 
organize fire protection service and discuss matters of the community as well as 
providing an opportunity to publicly demonstrate their citizenship to fellow volunteer 
fire fighters and non-volunteers alike through volunteerism. 
Volunteerism allows for and perpetuates the continuance of the local VFD as a 
viable entity in and for the community (Putnam 1993: 89). Successful individual 
participation and acquisition of social capital, status and/or prestige within the VFD 
demonstrates to other community members that this organization provides an 
opportunity for the volunteers to serve the community while simultaneously gaining 
recognition as a community member through positive association, thus keeping the VFD 
viable as an institution by continuing to attract volunteers (Jordan, 1989: 6). Likewise, 
the success of this VFD perpetuates and reproduces community identity when the local 
citizenry is confronted, both internally and externally, with change. The actions of 
people in this organization and community might seem mundane. However, when 
examined in an anthropological context; codes of commitment, conduct and community 
set the standard and stage for practice and construction of expected and acceptable 
behavior, duties and rights (Ghani, 1995: 38). 
In the second part of Chapter IV, I discuss the fact that Leonardville is not an 
isolated rural iown nor does the VFD serve only its immediate community. Rather, 
Leonardville is located in progressively larger social and geographical settings that 
consist of: 
12 
the community; Leonardville 
the service area; (area that the VFD is responsible for providing services to, 
Voting Precinct 3) 
the county; Donnell County (South-Central Texas) 
and the state; Texas. 
Separation of the Leonardville VFD from its social context is no more theoretically 
legitimate than the separation of culture from the workplace. The volunteer fire 
department assists and cooperates with small neighboring community VFDs and 
organizations as well as county/state bureaucracies and private businesses, It provides 
people v, ith emergency tire protection and medical service in a 181 square mile area 
(service area). Similarly, William Roseberry (1995) discusses Eric Wolf s idea of the 
social setting and places the community in a broader sociological context or v hat Wolf 
calls "lields of power" (Roseberry, 1995: 56, Wolf, 1969, 290). The "local" exists in the 
larger "social field" which are macro-political and economical processes that engage 
and are engaged by microsocial or local and individual political and economic. actors. An 
understanding of connections within and between progressively larger social groups and 
communities is necessary to account for socio-cultural processes and action as well as 
the acquisition ol'resources and power (Roseberry, 1995: 57). I will use this idea as a 
model to analyze the Leonardville VFD as a "local" entity in its social fields. The 
interaction between the VFD and other local groups and citizens provides insight into 
local social dynamics. Examining the VFD's service to the non-local population in the 
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service area is also important because it highlights volunteers' behavior toward and 
relationships with people who are not actively involved in the VFD (or community) and 
who, often, do not contribute to the maintenance of or have ties with the VFD. The 
focus on county-wide context demonstrates the inter-organizational interaction between 
various communities in Donnell County. And the discussion regarchng the VFD in 
Texas concerns the VFD relations with state government bureaucracy and private 
business. 
Chapter V is the discussion and conclusion. In this chapter, I reiterate the 
primary foci of my research project which is examining both the inner workings of the 
VFD as expressed through conventions of mutual obligation and workplace as well the 
VFD in its broad social context or environment. Furthermore, informed opinions or 
projections regarding the future of the Leonardvi lie and its VFD are presented. This 
information is given for the explicit purpose of assisting future anthropological studies 
regarding thc anthropology of work and rural communities. 
2. Previous Research and Theoretical Approaches 
Farly research in the United States regarding culture and work as an integrated 
topic was primarily carried out in thc context of sociological community studies in the 
first half of this century (scc for example Robert and Helen Lynd's Mid~letown, 1930). 
It was not until the late 1970s and 1980s udth the increase in economic, competition 
between the United States and Japan began that research of work as part of culture 
became a legitimate topic of interest for anthropologists (Jordan, 1989: 2). The 
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following is a brief literature review of organizational social suucture, the anthropology 
of work and how this information relates to my thesis topic. Also included with these 
topics is a brief section regarding Eric Wolfs notion of "fields of power" (see Roseberry, 
1995, Wolf, 1956, 1969: 290). I use Wolf s idea as a means of demonstrating and 
describing relationships of the Leonardville VFD to its broad socio- political 
surroundings. Work and how we organize ourselves is an integral part of the human 
condition. Yet, we, as people and as social scientists, sometimes underestimate its 
significance and influence in our lives. In my thesis, I hope to convey to the reader the 
importance of work and its role in human social organization. In this literature review, I 
examine how various scholars approach the study of work and develop models of work 
and human organization. 
To begin, it is both necessary and appropriate to provide the reader with 
delinitions of culture and work. Culture, as defined by Herbert Applebaum (1992). is 
"knowledge, ideas, beliefs, values, and behavior which are shared and transmitted to 
others. " Culture is what we do, how we do it and what. we think about our actions. It is 
our actions and thoughts. Similarly, work includes the social roles, beliefs, techniques, 
knowledge and appropriate behavior for attaining "a certain level of productivity and 
quality. " ln other words, work is specific tasks and relationships v;iih prescribed 
behavior and concrete goals. Additionally, people do not jusi work. Work necessarily 
demands reciprocity and rewards; there must be some purpose or advantage to 
accomplishing tasks (Applebaum, 1992: 2, 3). A basic premise on which my research 
depends is that human behavior and interaction exist in the work environment as much 
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as they exist in kinship systems, political systems or religious institutions. Culture 
cannot be separated from the context of labor and work environments are legitimate 
areas for cultural study. They are areas in which anthropologists can observe, analyze 
and understand cultural processes taking place (Sachs, 1989: I). 
Concept of Work. The Leonardville VFD does not physically "produce" 
anything. However, fire fighting is a job in which protection of life and property is 
provided and is "linked to the control of a natural element [fire] once it has gotten out of 
control. " (McCarl, 1981: 12). Applebaum's description of work is just as applicable to 
this type of service-oriented job. But more importantly, his definitions of culture and 
work give credence to the concept of the workplace as a cultural setting. 
The workplace is a social setting created through culturally based social 
practices/social actions. The physical nature of the workplace is a location that greatly 
intluences the social behavior of workers. This behavior is learned and passed from 
individual to individual. The way people act in the work environment is important to the 
future success of individuals entering the job and of the company or organization itself 
which in this case is the VFD. Work environments are places which demand certain 
codes of behavior (Applebaum, 1984: 4). These codes are common to all that participate 
on the job and are both spoken (explicit) and unspoken (implicit). In other words there 
are things that everyone mum's do and things people can do. 
Their are several key elements in Applebaum's concept of work worth noting. 
First. workers must be motivated to perform their duties. This motivation is not 
necessarily financial. It can include motivations such as gaining appreciation, respect, 
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status or simply helping someone in distress. The worker must also possess the ability to 
complete assigned tasks and be able to accomplish tasks efficiently. In order to do this, 
the worker must be able to follow rules. Specifically regarding the VFD, rules are 
usually spoken or explicit such as directions on water pump operation or hose-nozzle 
operation. Unspoken or implicit rules may include things such as appropriate language 
in certain settings or assumptions of trust between group members. Interpersonal skills 
are also vital to the success of a worker and often times require being able to control 
personal feelings and emotions (Applebaum, 1984: 18-19). The control of feelings and 
emotions is especially important for fire fighter/EMTs because of the sometimes 
traumatic nature of working with accident and fire victims. For example, the following 
excerpt from an interview with Damon Burden is a good indicator of the, sometimes, 
horrible events cncountcred as a volunteer. Damon has been a volunteer in 
I. conardville's VFD for I 2 years but had only been a member in the organization for 3 
years (but was already EMS certified) at the time of the following story. 
Kash: "What are some of the morc memorable emergency calls you 
have assisted with'?" 
Damon Burden: "One really comes to mind from back in 1990. It ivas 
an EMS call. A truck load of kids, two in front and three in back [in 
the bed ol'i. he truck]. That call broke a lot of members from going on 
EMS calls lrom then on, They were all drunk, went around a curve 
and went up under a big rig trailer. It was a bunch of Ezra High 
School kids. Killed three of them. Had to cut one out; the driver. " 
"First person I walked up to was propped-up in the upright 
position with his legs dangling over the end of the truck and kinda 
leaning against a girl, Man, you saw light go straight through his skull. 
The girl was dead too. The kid further in the back of truck survived. 
Didn't get a scratch on him. I don't know how that happened. 
The passenger in front got a broken leg but the driver died the next 
day. The whole cab of the truck had wrapped around his head and 
chest. If he would have lived through it he would have probably been a 
vegetable. " 
Kash: "How do you deal with that kind of stuff?" 
Damon: "You just gotla do what you gotta do to get the job done. 
That episode broke a lot of the non-certified volunteers from going to 
FMS calls. But they' re still fire fighters. Thc prospect of actually 
helping someone in a situation like that is motivation enough for a lot 
of people to do it but not others. Depends on the individual. " 
"Wc watch out for each other. People can get messed up 
from seeing something bad. It's usually ihe new guys; the rookies, 
that you have to watch out for. They' re all young, dumb and full of 
curn and act tough. They usually won't say anything but if they act 
kinda funny then we try to get them to talk about it. We always come 
back to the fire house after a call and talk about things like what we 
could have done differently or better and how. " 
"That's a pretty extreme case. Usually, things don't get that bad. " 
Awareness of the varying elements in the workplace provides the researcher with 
an informational basis to understand and explain the cultural and social nature of work. 
The work environment is a social setting that both influences and is influenced by the 
worker. Codes of behavior and information are transmitted from worker to worker, both 
consciously and unconsciously. As Damon first stated in his account of the deaths of 
three teenagers, volunteers "have to do what [they] have to do" or possess the ability to 
get the job done which often time requires setting aside personal emotions, at least 
temporarily. Volunteers who can successfully manage these emolions are the ones who 
continue functioning as EMTs. Those who continue to act as EMTs must also be 
motivated to perform duties that include dealing with accidenis such as the one 
described. Motivation is stated (by volunteers) as the desire to help people in trouble but 
may also include thc anticipation of gratitude and appreciation that is often reciprocated 
by accident survivors (Perkins, 1996: 21). Additionally, volunteers "watch out for each 
other. " This is especially true of experienced volunteers looking out for rookies who 
may not have encountered "something bad" and with such events had thc opportunity to 
decide from experience whether or not to continue assisting with EMS. Furthermore, 
volunteers may not want to appear unable to perform on the job due to pride or desire to 
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prove themselves to other volunteers. This leads to issues of communication which, as 
Damon stated, are often implicit such as when volunteers "act kinda funny. " This is 
usually noticed from a lack of conversation or evident emotional stress. There is also an 
account of explicit communication in Damon's story. This is when volunteers come 
back to the fire house and discuss the events of an emergency call. Volunteers 
consciously make an effort to improve on technical aspects of their work through 
discussion. This time also provides an opportunity for sharing personal feelings or 
thoughts regarding calls. Acquiring and using cultural knowledge (i, e. experience) is 
necessary for the success of both the worker (volunteer) and the organization (VFD). 
Furthermore, the ability of individuals to successfully acquire and transmit job-specific 
cultural knowledge is not confined to the workplace but is also due to broader cultural 
conditioning acquired in other settings which people live in. This includes participation 
in various other community organizations/activities and areas such as family and 
education as well as religious attitudes that shape broader beliefs and attitudes about 
work and community (Applebaum, 1984: 5-6). 
Realizing that people not only leam culturally job-specific knowledge in the 
workplace but also bring culture to the workplace from other spheres of their lives is 
helpful in understanding and modeling work as a cultural concept. The reciprocal 
relationship between individuals at work as well as ibe relationships between individuals 
and different societal entities or organizations are important factors in my 
conceptualization of v ork. The work environment necessarily demands a contribution 
from the worker for the common goal and the worker in turn necessarily demands 
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compensation for their time and effort, The motivating factor, in the case of this 
research project is not money but appreciation, respect, social status and, for some, 
anticipation of future employment (in professional fire fighting/EMS units). However, 
even though volunteers may desire rights and rewards they are not always received from 
everybody. Some people are not appreciative of the service the VFD provides or may 
not understand the sacrifice involved in being a volunteer. Accepting and dealing with 
this fact is also crucial to success as a volunteer fire department. 
In sum, Applebaum (1984) states that a job is a social landscape in which 
individual workers acquire and use cultural as well as technical knowledge. Knowledge 
and behavior are learned and passed from individual to individual. People's behavior in 
the work environment is important to continued efficiency and success of work groups. 
Also, work environments are places which demand certain codes of conduct and 
responsibilities. In reiurn I'or abiding by these codes, participants are awarded rights and 
resources which may or may not be financial. 'I'he Leonardvillc VFD is a cultural 
setting where labor and information sharing occurs, a certain conduct and amount of 
commitment is expected, and the motivation and rewards for contributions of lime and 
labor is not monetary (Applebaum, 1984). 
The Cultural Approach. Ann Jordan (1989) states that cultural expression in 
organizational settings is "integrated" and "holistic. " IIy this she means that social 
processes are caused and perpetuated by individual actions/interactions and 
political/economic forces both within and outside the organization. Internal forces are, 
for example, inner-group competition or strife and external forces are broad economic 
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changes that occur outside the group. The VFD is one work setting in which these 
forces and culture can be examined and understood. 
Jordan describes what is referred to as the orthodox theory of work. This 
states that an organization's behavior is "goal-directed" and an inthvidual's behavior 
is "preference-directed. " The concept refers to the fact that an organization's purpose 
or "goals" overrides or takes precedence over its individual members' behavior or 
"preferences" as necessary to fulfill the mission of or reason for creating the group. 
In other words, to be a member of a group (i. e. the job) there are certain requirements 
met or sacrifices made by individuals. There are norms and mores that must (or 
should) be observed. These vary in severity and enforcement from group to group 
but do generally have a controlling effect on "prcfcrcnce-directed" behavior. 
Furthermore, social stability is subject to constantly changing situations and 
"predictability" depends upon the "limits" of information acquisition and Ihe ability 
to usc and apply this information (lordan, 1989: 3, Clark, 1985). 
Jordan also discusses what she refers to as the non-orthodox theorv or "the 
cultural approach. " ln this theory, anthropological methods are stressed such as cross 
cultural comparison of various work environinents. This approach also rejects the notion 
that culture in the v'orkplace is created and maintained by management or leaders. 
Organizational culture is instead created and maintained through personal motivations, 
individual actions, and social relations. For example, hmnan beings are not just 
motivated by money. Motivation may be the desire for status or prestige. Second, 
people are social and therefore pass on knowledge and information in various ways such 
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as deliberate use of technical terms and procedures as well as informal, relaxed 
conversations (often referred to as "lore" ) regarding emergency situations (McCarl, 
1985: 13). There is also what is commonly called "on-the-job-training. " For the VFD 
this includes hands-on, practical training/observation at actual emergencies and is 
accomplished through repeated emergency response. And third, re-modification and 
reinterpretation of social information constantly occurs and is expressed in ideas and 
actions. Individuals' motivations, actions, and social relations are based in, create and 
maintain culture (Jordan, 1989: 6). Jordan's discussion of non-orthodox culture in 
organizations is applicable to my research because volunteer fire fighter/EMTs are not 
motivated by money to contribute their time and labor but instead by the desire to help 
the community. There is the attitude that if you expect others to help save your property 
or life then you should be willing to help others do the same. Additionally, the fact that 
the VFD affects and is affected by social, economic and political forces (both internal 
and external io l, eonardville) is helpful in understanding this group. This is because, in 
the face of change, maintenance and reproduction of group/community identity occurs in 
the VFD through social action and information sharing in the 1'orm ol'conventions of 
workplace and conventions of mutual obligation (Watanabe, 1992: 4, 13). 
Social structure includes ascribed value and is framed by human action (Jordan, 
1989: 6). This means that what people do and how they do it has a relative value to a 
particular group which is inherently linked to what that group collectively deems 
important, appropriate, good, normal, etc. In other words, people constantly place 
meanings and values on their actions and peoples' actions (and their meanings) change to 
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adapt to varying situations and/or pressures. For instance, in an organization such as the 
VFD, cultural expression occurs through the public display of volunteerism (human 
action) which is ascribed meaning by people and also ascribes meaning to people 
(Radcliffe-Brown, 1965: 179-180), Such meanings may be the notion that an individual 
participating in a VFD is community oriented or has an exceptionally high regard for 
human life and property. Additionally, organizations of work do not stand alone but are 
influenced by experience in and forces exerted from other social circles (Gamst, 1989, 
Wolf, 1971: 178), For instance, this VFD provides emergency services to people and 
communities other than Leonardville and volunteers are certainly influenced by the 
stories of fire fighting they grow up with. 
Conventions of Workplace and Mutual Obligation. One of the main 
resources for my research is Robert McCarl's ethnographic study of professional fire 
fighters in Washington, D. C. (1985). McCarl states that the primary ingredient needed 
in an organization of fire fighters is the "development of coordination between thought 
and action. " He refers to Ihis as the "work technique. " The ethnographer must adopt a 
"process-oriented perspective" rather than a "goal-oriented perspective" whmi 
investigating occupational groups and their work techniques (McCarl, 1985: 159-160). 
By identifying and separating these iwo perspectives McCarl implies that the process of 
achieving a goal is much more important than the goal itself. The processes or 
conventions of workplace are the cultural "core" of the Leonardvillc VFD's task 
achievement (McCarl, 1985: 166). Conventions of workplace are job related actions and 
communicative processes that enable Leonardville Volunteer to successfully interact and 
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complete fire fighting/medical tasks. Rather than a set process, volunteers adopt and 
modify techniques that assist in the successful navigation of their work environment. 
Recognition and understanding of the processes involved in task accomplishment assist 
in the analysis of information transmission (formal and informal) making up the cultural 
processes unique to the Leonardville VFD. Utilizing McCarl's process-oriented 
perspective, I focus on the conventions of workplace and mutual obligation to 
understand how information and knowledge are relayed from person to person in this 
VFD and its community in general (Watanabe, 1992). 
Social Fields. The Leonardville VFD has ties to and cooperates with small 
neighboring communities and organizations as well as county/state bureaucracies and 
private businesses. The Leonardville VFD is responsible for providing emergency lire 
protection and medical service in a 181 square mile area. Therefore, the relationships 
between the VFD, Leonardville and its broader social environment are dynamic and 
inseparable as long as this fire department serves to fill socially and physically pragmatic 
needs (Perkins, 1987: 342, 1996, Perkins and Metz, 1988: 117). In order to fully 
understand this group (or any group), its social context must be understood. Fric Wolf 
states that we should focus "attention on the relationships between different groups 
operating on different levels of society, rather than on any one ol its isolated segments" 
in order to truly comprehend socio-cultural processes (Wolf, I 956: 1074). Thus, the 
Vl'D exists in or is a part of a larger system. It is a group or "local termini of a web of 
group relations which extend through intermediate levels from the level of the 
community to that of the nation" (Wolf, 1956: 1065). ' In this perspective, the 
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community is theoretically modeled as existing in "fields. " These fields are macro- 
political and economical processes (governments, markets, education) that consist of 
microsocial (local individual and/or group) political and economic actors. This model 
seeks to describe and define social actors and groups, their interpersonal relationships, 
and their relationships with other social actors and groups. An understanding of action 
and interaction within and between these entities is necessary to account for socio- 
cultural processes as well as acquisition of resources and power (Roseberry, 1995: 57). I 
use the idea of fields of power to model and analyze the VFD as a "local" entity existing 
in a progressively larger, concentric social fields of community, service area, county and 
state. 
3. Procedure 
The research for my thesis project consisted of three phases: library research, 
fieldivork and analysis. Ethnographic studies ol community regarding cultural 
expression through fire departments and social institutions in general make up the bulk 
of the literature reviewed. These readings are both theoretical and descriptive in nature. 
This portion of my research enabled me to construct an anthropological framework in 
which to place my data and further develop my proposal that the Leonardville VFD is a 
valid setting for the reproduction of group/community identity and examining the 
broader sociological milieu of this organization. 
I employed standard anthropological methods in my research including 
participant observation and individual interviews. Participant observation required 
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personal involvement with the Leonardville VFD. This meant attending and interacting 
in group meetings, training sessions, and responding to emergency calls. Furthermore, 
attending social events such as parades and fund raisers was also necessary because 
these were good opportunities to observe volunteers outside the fire house and context of 
emergency situations. The purpose of participant observation is to gain a better, more 
personal, perspective of the feelings and actions of the organization and community. 
Personal interviews require asking individuals specific questions regarding their 
participation in the fire department and their lives in general. Questions cover topics 
such as what it takes to be a good fire fighter/EMT and types of jobs people hold to 
make a living. This interview process is designed to provide general information 
regarding the historical, demographic and socio-economic make-up of Leonardville, 
Texas and its VFD (see Appendix A for questionnaire). 
The people I intcrvicwcd were self-selected. What is meant by this is that during 
informal, rclaxcd conversations at monthly meetings I mentioned my interest in 
conducting formal interviews. At the mere suggestion of this many volunteers 
immediately shied away, avoided eye contact v ith me and some flatly refused to bc 
interviewed when asked directly. To avoid pressuring, alienating or offending anyone. I 
was as gracious and undemanding as I could be while still letting the volunteers 
understand that I was very interested in speaking directly with as many of them as 
possible and that I was sincerely interested in their work. Therefore, those who 
expressed interest in talking to me were the volunteers selected for interviews. 
Furthermore, by allowing or encouraging self-selection I acquired a good mixture of 
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volunteers, ranging from semi-active and inactive volunteers to fully active volunteers, 
Semi-active and inactive volunteers are those who do not regularly attend meetings or 
participate in most emergency cases but assist during the VFD's fund-raiser or respond to 
extreme emergency situations when fully active volunteers are unable to respond or need 
unusually large amounts of manpower. In contrast, active volunteers include those who 
respond on as regular a basis as possible. Included in these categories of volunteers are 
officers and non-officers of the VFD. I interviewed the president, secretary/treasurer, 
assistant chief, former officers as well as general members (active and inactive). All 
together, I conducted 18 interviews with 14 people (active- 5, semi-active- 5; one semi- 
active volunteer 5 separate times, and inactive- 4;) out of a VFD with a total membership 
of 49 (activc- 13, semi- and inactive- 36). 
Overall, my rcscarch project provides readers and the field of anthropology with 
a clearer understanding of the cultural and social processes that take place in 
Lconardville, Texas and iis volunteer fire department. I prcscnt a detailed analysis ol' the 
Leonardville VFD as a cultural entity and the role of this organizai. ion in its community 
and surrounding area. Conceivably, future researchers can use this ethnographic study 
as a heuristic guide to similar topics and to demonstrate how rural Texas is maintained 
and reproduced as a social place in the 1'ace of rapid change. 
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CHAPTER II 
SETTING AND HISTORY 
1. The Commuiiity 
In south-eastern Central Texas, in Donnell County, lies the small community of 
Leonardville (population 489). This predominantly agricultural town lies on the edge of 
the Arrowhead River Bottom. Hundreds of acres of planted cotton and sorghum thrive 
in the black, fertile soil of the flood plain. Although considered a rural community, the 
citizens of Leonardville have access to many of the conveniences of the city without 
living in an urban or suburban environment. Twelve miles of range and farmland and 
the Arrowhead River scparatc the town lrom the large urban center of Shawnee Prairie 
in neighboring Ora County. 
The Central Texas economy is based primarily on oil and agriculture. Most 
businesses in Leonardville are related to and/or dependent on agriculture and most 
people living there are farmers and ranchers or blue collar workers employed in the 
surrounding area. 
I. eonardville's population consists of 489 people residing in the city's limits. 
There are approximately 400 more people living in the surrounding area that consider 
themselves members of the community. Thc town has a school system (K-12) complete 
with gymnasium and baseball field. There are a number of sinall businesses including a 
convenience and grocery store, hair salon, and blacksmith shop as well as two 
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restaurants. Additionally, there is a small courthouse for the Justice of the Peace, city 
hall, and the VFD and its firehouse. 
Leonardville was settled by Czech immigrants who moved to Donnell County in 
search of good land on which to grow crops and raise their families. Several 
communities in Donnell County had well-established Czech immigrant populations by 
the middle part of the 19th century. Large numbers of Czech peasants came to Texas by 
way of Galveston fleeing the political and social turmoil of their homeland as well as 
persecution for their religious beliefs (Skrabanek, 1988: 9). These first families arriving 
in Texas initially established Czech communities approximately 100 miles northwest of 
Galveston in Austin County. Due to their success, these immigrants moved further 
inland to what is known today as thc Blackland Prairie Soil Region and which runs from 
Galveston north to Dallas, Texas. This narrow strip ol' land is considered excellent 
farmland due to its flat topography and fertile soil. The land was also considered prime 
by Czech settlers because of its Iow purchase price at Ihe time. This was due to the fact 
that Americans living in the region were principally interested in raising cattle 
(Skrabanck, 1988). 
By 1880, there were tv'o main Czech communities in Donnell County; Kaben 
and Fzra, the latter being the larger of the two. Czechs living throughout Texas 
maintained close social networks. Vv'ord continued to spread among Czech immigrants 
that good farmland was for sale and reasonably priced in Donnell County. New 
immigrants quickly purchased additional land and moved into and around the area that is 
now known as Leonardville. In a few short years, other Czechs followed these first 
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families, buying more land in the area and formed what Robert Skrabanek (1988) refers 
to as a "cultural island" where Czech immigrants shared "a common language, beliefs, 
practices, and customs. " Also, Czechs living in this area "tried to discourage those who 
were of non-Czech origin" from moving there (11). Czech immigrants stayed together 
to help each other survive and to make new and better lives for themselves. 
By the end of the 1880's this small Czech farming community established a one- 
room schoolhouse (where lessons were taught in Czech) and a cooperative store. This 
cooperative store was the only one in Donnell County and was owned by and operated 
for Czechs. A pattern of locally initiated group cooperation is a recurring theme 
throughout the history and development of the community. Aside from the practical 
need for education and manufactured goods, the establishment of the school and store 
arc examples of the construction, maintenance and reproduction of community through 
shared socio-cultural norms, values and obligations (Skrabanek, 1988: 11-14). The 
people of Leonardvi1 le (originally known as Vyne's Corner) formed their own 
educational system as well as a means of acquiring consumer goods residents could not 
provide for themselves at the time. This demonstrates their willingncss and ability to 
help themselves as well as their desire to collectively improve their lives. Other 
examples of the construction, maintenance and reproduction of community include the 
establishment of a local chapter of the Czech Bcncvolent Society which was formed so 
local Czech residents could obtain low intcrcst loans. The fraternal organization Lodge 
Slovan ol' the Slovanic Benevolent Society of Texas (Slovanska Podporujici Jednota 
Statu Texas) or SP JST was also founded complete with its own meeting hall. By 1901, a 
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third hall was built by the Farmers' Mutual Protective Society or the RVOS (Rolnicky 
Vzajemny Ochranny Spolek) which was a cooperative insurance group for Czechs 
(Skrabanek, 1988: 11). 
The establishment of a United States Post Office was another early institutional 
addition to Leonardville. It was also key in how this community acquired the name it 
has today as well as indicative of it interaction with surrounding groups/communities. 
Through the mid-1890's, Leonardville was referred to as Vyne's Corner. In 1895, 
members of this community decided they should have a post office in their town. Until 
this time, residents of Vyne's Corner were on a rural mail route based out of the post 
office in Ezra. Also at this time, a neighboring "Negro" town, known as Sandy Knoll, 
had a post office (Skrabanek, 1988: 14). According to the law, the two communities of 
Vyne's Corner and Sandy Knoll werc too close together io both have post offices. 
Therefore the leaders of Vyne's Corner approached the post master in Ezra and told him 
if they could have their own post oflice they would name their community in his honor. 
The post master's name was Jonathon Leonard. 13y the end of 1895, Sandy Knoll had 
lost its post olfice and Vvne's Corner was renamed Leonardville, Texas complete with a 
new post oflice next to the local cooperative store (Skrabanek, 1988: 14). 
Although Leonardville's acquisition of a post office was through eihically 
questionable means, it is a good example of the notion ol' social fields. Members of 
Vyne's Corner were willing io cater to the vanity of a government official in order to 
obtain the limited resource of a post office as well as taking advantage of the citizens of 
Sandy Knoll who probably did not know they were in danger of losing their post office. 
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Leonardville's acquisition of this federal outpost was both practical and symbolic. It was 
practical in the sense that it connected the community with the rest of the country 
through communication and mail-order purchasing. Acquiring a post office was 
symbolic in the sense that it was the local establishment of a federal government office 
for the direct provision of mail service, This means the community was officially 
recognized as a town at the federal and state levels. Both the practical and symbolic 
nature of acquiring a post office accentuated the state and national social links and was 
important to the community's formal recognition and development of local identity. 
Through the 1930's, Leonardville remained much like most of the rural United 
States during the Great Depression. It was small and ethnically homogenous in 
population and demographic make-up as well as having an agriculturally based 
economy. But modernization and increasing urbanization had (and have) a major impact 
on life in rural Texas. Due to the political, social, and technological changes ol'ihe early 
and middle 20th century, plus the growth of many of the surrounding communities 
(particularly Shawnee Prairie), Leonardville began to change at a faster rate than it had 
in the past. l'he community soon lost many of its predominantly Czech features. Some 
of these changes include an increased use of English, instead of Czech, among younger 
generations as the primary language, an increase in the use of manufactured goods, 
specifically I'arming equipment, and the rise in religious diversity as opposed to the 
traditional, local doniinance ol' ihe Czech-Moravian or Brethren Church. Ilowever, 
when faced with these and other changes, this small farming community maintained its 
integrity and identity by adapting to change and re-defining what it meant to be a citizen 
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of Leonardville, This meant it was no longer necessary to be Czech or of Czech origin 
nor was it expected of everyone to be farmers. Instead, being a citizen of Leonardville 
minimally required living in the community, whether they worked locally or not, shared 
local values and respected the local heritage and way of life established there 
(Skrabanek, 1988: 229). 
Beginning in the 1940's, the prevalence of the automobile and paved roads made 
their way into much of rural America. There was also a dramatic increase in the 
mechanization of agriculture, which (good or bad) allowed people to farm on a part time 
basis or seek other forms of employment altogether. People began working in more 
service and industrial-oriented jobs outside Leonardville. This was especially true in the 
years during and after World War ll. During the war, many young men from 
Leonardville served in the armed forces and traveled around the world. Some returned 
home with wives of different ethnic and cultural backgrounds. I'urthermorc, shifts in thc 
educational strucmre occurred. Leonardville's original community boundaries "more 
than tripled in size through school consolidation, taking in so many people that Czechs 
were outnumbered by others [non-Czechs] in thc community they had 
I'ounded" (Skrabanek, 1988: 225). School consolidation helped change the 
predominantly homogenous Czech ethnicity in Lconardville to include a heterogeneous 
mixture of people from thc surrounding area v hich Czechs collectively rel'erred to as 
"Americans" (Skrabanek, 1988: 2278 
Despite the changes that happened and will no doubt continue to occur in this 
community, a historical Czech presence and strong sense of local identity is still present. 
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A majority of the business and community leaders are of Czech ancestry, the Brethren 
Church still has the largest congregation in town, and one of the two restaurants located 
there is known as the Czech Inn. Additionally, outsiders moving into the community 
today and in the recent past state the reason for living there is because it is a small, 
wholesome community (Skrabanek, 1988: 228-229). All of the citizens of Leonardville 
I have spoken to say it is a good place to live and raise a family; free from many of the 
problems that plague urban areas. Leonardville residents, new or historically rooted, 
want to preserve the way of life established there as much as possible. 
2. The Leonardville Volunteer Fire Department (VFD) 
One major change in Leonardville's recent history was the formation of a local 
volunteer fire department (VFD). This organization was established as a result of 
several serious fires and the installation of a city water system complete with fire 
hydrants in 1970. Additionally, more homes and businesses were built in and around the 
community in response to the increasing population, economic development and 
commerce. This growth required improvemenls in lire and emergency medical services 
in the area. 
During the late 1950's and 1960's several very serious fires occurred in 
Leonardville. Two cotton gins were destroyed by fire. This was considered especially 
disastrous because cotton was the primary cash crop in the area as well as the fact that 
owners and employees working at these gins were temporarily out of work. If cotton 
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could not be processed, farmers would lose most of the returns on their investments. In 
the long run, loss of investments could lead to foreclosure on land or farming equipment. 
In the late 1960's, another particularly disastrous fire occurred in the center of 
Leonardville along a row of houses lining main street. One house in this row caught fire 
which led to the destruction of two other neighboring houses before the fire was 
contained and extinguished by the VFD of Waterock, a neighboring community 
approximately 20 miles away. I learned of these incidents while speaking with Sam 
Williams, former president of the Lions Club (1970) and Douglas Rakov, who was the 
first president and chief of the Leonardvi lie Volunteer Fire Department. 
Kash: What are some of the more memorable fires you can remember? 
Douglas Rakov: "A line of houses caught on fire on the street running down 
through Leonardville. One caught on lire and it just caught the rest on fire. This 
was bel'ore we had a lire department and my house was the first onc that caught 
on fire. Me and a l'riend had went to The University of South Central Texas to 
watch [a lootball game] that day and we were standing up on top of thc stadium 
and looked out toivard Leonardvillc and my buddy said, 'Looky there, some poor 
bastard's house is on fire. ' And we laughed. But I wasn'i laughing when I got 
home. They had tried to splash water on it with buckels to stop it and it didn' t 
work. We [Lconardville] didn't have enough water. " 
Sam Williams: I remember there v as a dance going on over at the SPJST Hall 
that day and a bunch of us run over and got a bunch of stuff out of the houses 
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trying to save what we could. Waterock VFD finally got here but we lost three 
houses. 
Douglas: The community got together and gave us several hundred dollars 
worth of clothes and Sears and Roebuck tore up all my bills. . . probably $300- 
$400 worth. 
This excerpted portion of my conversation with these two men indicates the 
seriousness of not having fire protection service in Leonardville. One person or family 
losing a home to fire is a terrible tragedy. But in this case the result of one house 
catching on fire was that two other homes were also destroyed and all of these families 
were subsequently without shcltcr during fall and winter (indicated by the reference 
made to football season). After the lire, the whole community made contributions to thc 
victims of this tragedy. Additionally, Sears and Roebuck canceled the bills of the other 
l'amilies. In response to this fire, the community collectively dealt with the strain of 
helping neighbors (which lessened individual hardship). However, the situation may 
have been avoided or made less traumatic had there been a local fire department to 
contain the fire. Furthermore, Douglas' and Sam's account of the multiple home fires is 
an example of how local events are not isolated to just the community. This is because 
Sears and Roebuck, a store serving the whole country, also lost money to these fires. 
Although it was a kind and reasonable gesture for Sears and Roebuck to cancel the bills 
of these lire victims, this cotmpany could have benefited from the existence of a VFD in 
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Leonardville. One fire was the cause of a significant ripple through several social and 
economic environments. 
In addition to these structural fires, there were frequent grass fires which 
destroyed range and farmland, barns and homes. Grass fires were usually caused by 
farm machinery overheating and setting fire in the fields. According to Rakov and 
Williams, members of the community had discussed getting a fire engine for almost 20 
years. But, they never went ahead with this plan due to a lack of funding and a problem 
with poor water supply and water pressure in the area that would make it difficult to fill 
a fire engine or utilize a fire hose in times of emergency. However, in the late 1960's 
Leonardville consixucted a new water system including the installation of fire hydrants 
throughout the community. With this improvement in the local water supply, the Lions 
Club decided to sponsor the purchase of Leonardvillc's first fire engine in 1970. The 
first fire truck was a 1949 Ford Fire Engine. The same year Sam Williams, president of 
the Lions Club, nominated Douglas Rakov to be the first fire chiel' and presideni. of' the 
new local volunteer fire department which had, and still has, more members than its 
founding organization; the Lion's Club. An overwhelming majority of votes made 
Rakov's position oflicial, The large number of people who initially volunteered and 
continue to volunteer as fire fighters strongly indicates both the need and desire for a 
local VFD in this community. The high turnout of volunteers also lends credence to my 
hypothesis that the Leonardville VFD provides a way for many local citizens to 
participate in community affairs through organizations other than the Lions Club or 
serving as elected officials in the local government. Additionally, the contributions of 
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time and labor by these volunteers are recognized by other non-VFD participants, thus 
providing these firemen with a degree of status and prestige. 
Another important aspect of the VFD formation is that it is independent of city 
government. This organization was formed so as to permit minimal government control 
or influence. The Leonardville VFD is a private organization and receives no 
government funding with the exception of $200. 00 from Donnell County for fire calls 
outside the city's limits. The VFD is organized and managed for the benefit of its 
citizens and the population in the surrounding area which is reminiscent of the 
establishment of the first cooperative store formed in the 1880s by and for Czechs. The 
fomiation and service of this VFD also means the community is less dependent on the 
fire departments ol'Fzra, Waterock, and other neighboring communities for the 
protection of the lives and property ol'its local citizenry. A sense of independence and 
well established notion of mutual obligation, which is expressed in the high number of 
volunteer fire fighters and solid local moral/financial support, contributes to the 
maintenance of a strong local identity. 
For the first five years of the Leonardville VFD's history, the lire engine was kept 
at Rakov's Blacksmith Shop in the heart of Leonardville. This made perfect sense due to 
the fact that Rakov was the fire chief/president as well as the absence of a firehouse. The 
VFD's first bar-be-que fund-raiser (1971) collected a gross amount of $5, 000 which was 
considered very successful at the time. After this event, it was felt by most that this 
organization would receive strong support from the community. Cards and stickers were 
printed for people in the area giving the phone number of the blacksmith shop as the 
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number to call in case of fire. During this time, all of Rakov's employee's were fire 
fighters by default. When a call came in reporting fire, all employees stopped working 
and went to the lire while Rakov's wife (who worked in the office of the blacksmith 
shop) called other volunteers from a prepared phone list informing them of the 
emergency and its location. Additionally, the siren on the truck was loud enough to alert 
many volunteers living within approximately one mile of the blacksmith shop/firehouse. 
The relatively quick response time by this newly formed VFD assisted in its 
initial success and popular support. Additionally, Rakov and his crew performed most 
of the maintenance and care of the fire engine. They ensured its dependability by 
conducting repairs as needed and made sure it was always full of gas and water for the 
moment they were called. 
A new city hall was constructed in Leonardville in 1975. I'hc VFD proposed to 
Ihe city that if they (the VFD) contributed a sizable donation of $7, 000 to the project a 
large two bay garage could be added to the side of the ncv, city hall for use as a 
firehouse. It was voted on and approved by the mayor and city council and by the 
members of the Leonardville VFD. The city hall/firehouse project was complctcd within 
the year. The reason for building the ncw firchousc v as anticipation of and desire for 
the growth of the fire department by its members and the community. This v:as evident 
in the incrcascs in fund raising after only a few short years. Money raised at the annual 
fund-raiser was increasing every year. There was also an increase in individual private 
donations. Furthermore, because of the increasing amount of money contributed to and 
raised by ihe VFD, equipment began to accumulate and need more storage space. 
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Included in this new equipment was a second fire truck from the Texas Forestry Service 
which is still in use today by the VFD, This second truck was a Dodge 4-wheel drive 
equipped with a water pump and tank. It is primarily designed for grass fires. This was 
a task the original Ford, which was designed primarily for urban fire fighting, was not 
well suited for in some of the rougher areas (range and farmland) of the surrounding 
countryside. 
During the 1970's, the Leonardville VFD continued to grow and gain support 
from the community and surrounding area. Eventually they were raising a net amount of 
anywhere from $18, 000- $22, 000 (1992-$28, 000) a year from a one day bar-be-que and 
cake auction held every third Saturday in August. In 1988, it was decided that a new, 
larger firehouse was needed to compensate for the growth of the VFD. Thc organization 
had, by now, gotten rid ol' the 1949 Ford Fire Fngine and replaced it with two newer 
model Ford 1-ton trucks that had been modified to hold v ater tanks and pumps. This 
now gave Leonardville's VFD three trucks, including the Dodge. The amounl of fire 
fighting and medical equipment also continued to increase. The volunteers had no 
reason to believe the fire department would not continue io grow as it had done over the 
past 18 years of its existence. 
ln 1989, the land and materials were purchased for the construction of 
Leonardville's current tire house. The land purchased is directly adjacent to city hall. 
Private donations, money raised during the fund raiser, money earned by v orking a 
concession stand at The University of South Central Texas' football games as well as 
money saved from the county compensation of $200. 00/fire call was used to pay for this 
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new firehouse. This current firehouse is a 60x100 foot, six bay garage. It has three bay 
doors in front and three in back, so that a total of six trucks can be parked inside back to 
back, exiting from both front and rear. Aside from the bay area there is a radio room and 
office, two bathrooms, dining room/kitchen, and a large upstairs storage area. The 
firehouse is still in use today and the Leonardville VFD now has five trucks. The 4- 
wheel drive Dodge, two Ford 1-ton trucks, a large 1969 Mack Fire Engine, and a 1997 
2, 000 gallon GMC tanker truck. This large tanker truck provides all the water needed in 
most fire scenarios, It allows Leonardville's pumper trucks to remain at fire scenes, 
pumping water on fires, instead of acting as water nansports. Having this truck also 
reduces the need for neighboring community VFDs to bring additional water to fire 
scenes. 
The growth of the Leonardvillc VFD has continued ihrough today with the 
addition of a formalized EMS in 1988. This additional service is a branch of a county- 
wide organization known as First Responders consisting of local voluntccrs. These 
volunteers are trained according to state-wide criteria and arc managed by a state 
medical director to insure a uniform and competent level of medical care given to 
residents living in outlying rural areas. The First Responders' mission is rapid response 
in their local service area to provide the sometimes crucial initial care that cannot be 
given by EMTs traveling further distances from Waterock, Fzra Medical Clinic. or the 
larger St. Luke's Medical Center in neighboring Shawnee Prairie. 
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3. Conclusion 
I provide the reader with an in-depth analysis of cultural expression in a small, 
rural Texas community's volunteer fire department and the role this organization and its 
subsequent tasks play in the organization of its community's citizenry. I discuss how the 
VFD assists in maintaining and reproducing Leonardville as a social place rather than 
the community simply being a geographic location. This is accomplished by identifying 
and elaborating on the conventions of mutual obligation. Conventionalized knowledge 
regarding mutual obligation denotes the sense of commitment and cooperation 
volunteers share in order to self-initiate mutual aid in the form of fire protection service 
and EMS. Furthermore, I focus on the idea of conventions of workplace which are job- 
specific forms of task accomplishment and communication volunteers share. This is 
done to gain a better understanding of organizational structure and social dynamics 
involved in perpetuating the VFD. 
Additionally, the actions and interaction of the VFD with other groups within 
l. eonardville as well as outside the local community are analyzed. These outside areas 
are the larger sociological contexts of service area or the VFD's area. of responsibility, 
Donnell County and the state of Texas. The social field is examined to better understand 
the broader social processes involved in maintaining the VFD which contribute to the 
maintenance and well-being of Leonardville. 
This study is indicative of many cultural and social norms throughout much of 
rural Texas and provides insight into volunteer fire departments as social institutions 
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formed by and for the community as well as lending to local identity. This being said, I 
hope the reader finds my research informative, entertaining and, above all, useful. 
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CHAPTER HI 
THE WORKPLACE 
In an anthropological perspective, separation of culture and workplace is just as 
impracticable as separating culture from religion, kinship or economic systems. 
Working is how we survive and sustain ourselves through the control, manipulation and 
exploitation of our particular environments. Through work people are "producing their 
actual material life" and creating the society in which they live. "As individuals express 
their life, so they are" (Marx, 1981: 42). The link between natural conditions in which 
people live and the "practical transformations of those conditions" are labor- "in its 
broadest sense" (Arthur, 1981: 21). This chapter is a systemic analysis ol' the 
I. eonardville, Texas VFD and the context of thc work volunteer fire tighter/EMTs 
perform. It examines the organization as a social institution in which cultural 
expressions occur through work. participation and commitment. The workplace is a 
setting in which culture both affects and is affected by participants' ideas and dccds in a 
dynamic, interactive social system. Cultural expressions in the workplace are a means 
through which common identity is constructed and maintained. In the specific setting of 
thc Leonardville VFD, I examine culture in the anthropological frameworks of 
conventions ol' mutual obligation and conventions of workplace (McCarl, 1985: 159, 
Watanabe, 1992: 4). This information regarding the Leonardville VFD is presented as a 
model through which we can understand how and why members of this community 
participate in this organization. 
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Cultural conventions are the actions and interactions of people who are familiar 
with each other through frequent contact and association. They are "those regularities in 
interactions between individuals that give rise to mutual recognition of intent and 
understanding" (Watanabe, 1992: 13). These acts are understood between members of a 
group and are a cultural expression of group identity. A nice general example of this 
occurs during the VFD*s monthly meetings. Monthly meetings are accompanied by 
meals provided for from departmental funds. Directly after the meal is when the formal 
discussion of VFD business begins. Everyone understands that the signal for the 
beginning of the meeting is when the president and the treasurer sit down at a table in 
front of the dining room and the treasurer opens his notebook and begins writing and 
leafing through papers. At this point people begin filing into the dining room from the 
bay arcs (usually without heing told) and someone notifies those who arc standing 
outside the firehouse itself that ihe meeting is about to start. 
Additionally, conventions are used by Leonardville Volunteers in the 
maintenance o I' personal and group identity as fire fighters and EMTs during times of 
duress and/or relative group harmony. These conventions include correct behavior, 
communication, attitudes, and ideas that friends, relalives, and neighbors understand, 
both consciously and unconsciously, through 1'requent personal contact in the 
Leonardville VFD and community in general. They are shared and understood by 
volunteers, both consciously and unconsciously, through frequent personal contact in the 
Lconardville VFD (Watanabe, 13, 1992). Conventions of mutual obligation arc thc 
ideas and attitudes of volunteers regarding fulfillment of responsibility and requirements 
of time and labor contributions to the organization as well as the community in general. 
Conventions of the workplace are job-specific actions and communicative 
processes between Leonardville's volunteer fire fighter/EMTs. These conventions 
develop out of a strong sense of mutual obligation. They are established through the 
repetition and modification of past behavior and communication that aid fire fighters in 
successfully dealing with emergency calls and the elimination or modification of 
unsuccessful job related interaction ( Applebaum, 1984, Jordan, 1989: 6). Rather than 
volunteers strictly focusing on end-results of task-accomplishment they learn how to 
work, not just when to work, As experience is gained, the volunteer will become a better 
fire lighter and/or EMT understanding more about what is necessary in various 
emergency situations. He or she will eventually complete "each segment of behavior in 
orderly and smoothly rhythmic steps relying on the environment and other workers io 
dictate [their] actions rather than on somctimcs unnecessary and cumbersome 
verbalization to describe it" (McCarl, 1978: 112). 
The combination and practice of these conventions assists in the reproduction of 
the Leonardville VFD as a social unit. Substantial participation and group cooperation is 
demanded of individuals wanting to acquire and maintain respect or status as lire 
lighters/EMTs in the organization (Applebaum, 1984: 18-19). Additionally, through 
appropriate behavior and the acquisition of rights and rewards, the VFD attracts 
volunteers, allowing the organization to maintain and reproduce itself as a successful and 
useful conununity institution over time (Jordan, 1989: 7). 
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1. Conventions of Mutual Obligation: The Workplace 
Conventions of mutual obligation are used by volunteers in the workplace to 
denote and define the responsibilities and social/job related commitment of VFD 
members to each other. A common understanding of commitments maintains group 
identity as well as the organization's effectiveness. Conventions of mutual obligation 
include attitudes regarding faithful attendance of meetings and training sessions, prompt 
response to emergency calls, and the possession of a common understanding of the 
physical need for fire protection/emergency medical service. These conventions also 
provide a foundation on which conventions of the workplace are established through the 
development of efficiency and effectiveness in training and task accomplishment. 
Detailed examination of various conventions of mutual obligation in the workplace 
provide insight into the dynamics, social processes and the shared knowledge of 
members in the l, eonardville VFD. 
Attendance. Attitudes regarding faithful attcndancc of meetings, training 
sessions and emergency calls vary among individuals in the Leonardville VFD. 
Volunteers at all stages of involvement from rookie to old-timer range from helping out 
once a year with thc bar-bc-quc/cake auction fund raiser to responding to every 
emergency call possible. However, the degree of involvement does not have a direct 
impact on ihe individuals' recognition as a member of the VFD. Instead involvement 
inlluences the amount of respect and authority a volunteer commands in the 
organization. The amount of respect and authority acquired by a volunteer varies 
according to amounts of time and labor devoted to the organization. Amounts of time 
and labor contributed by a volunteer can vary due to schedule conflicts between outside 
obligations and VFD activities as wefl as a volunteer's stage of life. Generally, 
volunteers over 35 or 40 tend to only participate during meetings and the annual fund- 
raiser unless there is an' especially serious emergency situation. Furthermore, volunteers 
sometimes encourage or pressure individuals who are negligent or lax in group 
participation to mind their attendance or obligations. This conformative pressure is 
rarely bitter or resentful and is not always successful either, Successful peer pressure 
depends on: 
~ who applies the pressure; rookies cannot always effectively influence behavior of old 
timers but old timers often have a strong impact on the behavior of rookies 
~ circumstances leading to consistent absence from meetings and/or emergency calls 
such as volunteers working their full-time jobs (excusable) or simply not showing up 
because they didn't feel like it or had something better to do (inexcusable; the 
notable exception to this is the first two weeks of deer season during which time as 
fcw as fifteen volunteers come to the meeting. ) 
~ and whether or not absences are from meetings or actual emergency situations; 
absences from meetings are tolerated more than missing actual emergency calls. 
Peer pressure commonly takes the form of verbal teasing which is linked to camaraderie 
that politely or jokingly relays feelings of dissatisfaction u4th a particular individual's 
level of commitment. "While play is taking place" there is a "negotiation'* or interaction 
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between people. Joking allows people to say things they normally would not be able to 
say in a confrontational manner derived from "accumulated feelings" which are 
"channeled into contest, drama, or some other form of display" such as joking 
(Abrahams, 1970: 303), Likewise, this joking or teasing display allows the lax or 
negligent party to accept or acknowledge criticism in a similarly polite or non-defensive 
manner (Abrahams, 1970: 318, Radcliffe-Brown, 1965). However, more serious ways 
of communicating dissatisfaction with member participation exist such as voting an 
officer out of his/her position during the annual election in December. Although serious, 
these political maneuverings are not intended to personally offend or upset faltering 
individuals but instead are practical strategies intended to maintain maximum integrity 
and efficiency of the organization. Group political statements are used almost 
exclusively with elected officers instead of the rank and file of thc organization. 
Blake Hopson failed to make the monthly meetings or training sessions for 
approximately one year due to the fact he began working second shift (10:00pm-6:00am) 
as a pipe-fitter in a local foundry in nearby Shawnee Prairie. During this Lime, Blake 
was fire chief. At monthly meetings, the president and secretary/treasurer are basically 
in charge. Unless there is a particular issue to discuss at meetings (which there often is), 
thc chief and assistant chief do not say much in an official capacity. Instead the chief 
and assistant chief are field oriented, analogous to a foreman on a construction site. 
They assume responsibility on a lire or medical scene (i I'present) and are responsible for 
technical matters such as training and equipment maintenance. Regardless of the fact 
that Blake's presence was not an absolute necessity for the proper function of VFD 
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meetings, various volunteers, especially younger individuals, began teasing him about 
his absence. Fire department members would see him in town and ask him if he was still 
a member of the VFD or ifhe was still chief with a knowing, mischievous grin. 
BIttke Hopson: "When I was still chief, I was working second shift, and I didn' t 
make a meeting for about a year. . . and some of the younger guys were giving me 
a hard time about it, but not being mean about it they just razzed me a little about 
not making any meetings. I said, 'Hey, I got a job to got to. ' I wasn't getting 
paid for the meetings, I was still chief though and I still showed up to the fires I 
could, but until you' ve worked nights you don't understand [that] it's a little 
different critter than working days. . . I had to work when the rest of the world 
was sleeping. I'm still involved. I' ve just got a family to v, orry about. " 
In this excerpt of our conversation, Blake states he was "razzed" by fellov 
volunteers. These individuals were not making a big issue ol'his absence nor were they 
angry. There vvas no loss ol'respect or status on Blake's part either. "Razzing" was 
simply a way ol'leiting him know that his absence was noticed. Because he did not lose 
his position over this issue, it may be perceived as flattering in a way. Furthermore, 
Blake v. as not angered by the remarks directed at him. Well-established and strong- 
working volunteers are safe in the knowledge that jokes are a way of both flattering and 
criticizing. Joking relationships arc shown to be important aspects of socializing in 
group dynamics in that they are forms of "permitted disrespect. " Although there is the 
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"pretense of hostility" there is actually "a real friendliness. " Through joking or 
"razzing" "there is provided the social conjunction of friendliness and mutual aid. " 
They allow people to say things to each other without offense or seeming confrontational 
(especially between disparate parties such as officer/non-officer, young and old, 
rookie/old-timer) which maintains group harmony (Radcliffe-Brown, 1965: 91, 95). 
These kinds of relationships "permit the expression of differences while facilitating 
cooperation on a continuing basis" (Starr, 1982: 64). Additionally, the "razzing" Blake 
experienced is typical between members of a group who are familiar with each other 
through frequent and "mutually beneficial association" (Stevens, 1978: 47). 
Similarly, an example relating to the political results of failing to maintain stable 
individual commitment in the group occurred during the last officer elections in the 
Leonardville VFD held in December of 1998. Trey Modisctte was chief and his brother 
Fdward Modisette was assistant chief for five years prior to this lasi. election. The result 
ol' this election, in effect, was that the two brothers switched their positions. Edward 
was elected as chief and Trey was elected to the position of assistant chief. The reason 
for this switch is simple. Trey became less active due to increased time spent at his 
occupation as a prol'essional FMT and other obligations such as taking correspondence 
courses from The University of South Central Texas. Edward is also a professional 
FMT but he maintained his attendance and contribution of time and labor to the 
organization. There were no feelings of resentment or personal conllict in this episode. 
The organization, as a whole, decided that Edward could act more effectively as chief 
due to fewer outside obligations. He also deserved the position because of his enduring 
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and dependable standard of commitment. Overall, there was no loss of respect for Trey 
because of his experience and training as a fire fighter and EMT as well as his excellent 
record of service to the VFD. Instead, the result of the election was simply the outcome 
of the VFD's desire and need to place the most qualified volunteer, who could readily 
commit to the demands of the position of chief, in office for the benefit of the group. 
The volunteer acting as assistant chief was contributing more time and labor to the 
organization as well as being equally qualified. Therefore, a majority of the membership 
felt Edward deserved the higher (more demanding) position in the organizational 
hierarchy (Applebaum, 1984: 4). 
Conventions of mutual obligation are enforced through a common notion and 
understanding of individuals' status within thc organization and how well individuals 
conform to the roles and duties expected for maintaining an acquired level of status, 
respect or authority (Applebaum, 1984, 1992, Jordan, 1989: 3). Means of' 
communicating displeasure over lack of conformiiy or devotion are varied but range 
from "razzing" and peer pressure to voting individuals in or out of office based on 
performance and time/labor contribui. ions. 
Response. Prompt response to emergency calls is vital to the success of the 
Leonardville VFD. Fmergency calls occur at all hours of the day or night. Therefore, it 
is vital I'or someone to be willing to respond at any time. Ilowever, there are isolated l(l 
occasions when there is not anyone available to respond. This is unfortunate but a fact 
of life for people living in this rural environment. More often than not, someone is able 
to respond from the Leonardville VFD but in the event there is not, a neighboring 
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community VFD will respond; usually a crew from Waterock or Ezra. But, the amount 
of time it takes for these VFDs to respond is more than most people can afford during 
critical medical emergencies or house fires. 
Rookies and/or new volunteers usually respond to a majority of emergency calls 
regardless of the time of day. This is one feature of extreme enthusiasm or what many 
volunteers commonly refer to as being "gung-ho. " Rookies, responding with new 
volunteers who successfully managed their probationary period (one year) and have 
some training and experience, are especially vital to emergency response between 
midnight and 6:00am. These individuals have a strong sense of mutual obligation and 
create an identity for themselves within the VFD through participation. Their behavior 
reflects upon ihem as individuals and the organization as a whole. In the I'uture, these 
(typically young) individuals will inherit and manage the VFD. Therefore, they want to 
demonstrate their loyalty and devotion as well as their abilily to responsibly function as 
adults to fellow volunteers and the community as a whole (McCarl, 1981). 
Realization of Physical Needs. Possessing a common understanding of the 
physical need for fire protection/EMS is a vital convention of mutual obligation in the 
workplace. I'his is because awareness and understanding of the need for emergency 
service keeps the organization's mission clear: io provide and continuously strive for 
improvements in service to the people ol' Leonardville. An example of this 
understanding and dedication to service is the addition of EMS to the fire department in 
1984. As the VFD grew better at providing services to people in thc area volunteers 
recognized the need for basic medical assistance for fire and accident victims as well as 
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safety issues concerning fire fighters themselves. During the mid-1980s and before, 
ambulance service was extremely slow because EMTs had to travel from hospitals in 
neighboring Ezra (20 miles away) or Shawnee Prairie (20 miles away). It sometimes 
took 35-40 minutes for medical assistance to arrive on scene in and around the area of 
Leonardville. 
A volunteer by the name of Pat Roman was the first EMT in the Leonardville 
VFD. Donnell County was in the process of organizing a county-wide EMS known as 
First Responders. This organization consisted of EMS certified volunteers from VFDs 
throughout the county and was established for initial response to personally assess 
emergency situations and stabilize and prepare patients before the arrival of EMTs from 
neighboring Ezra or Shawnee Prairie, This included duties such as warning and 
directing on-coming traffic during car accidents, administering mouth-to-mouth 
resuscitation or simply making a patient comfortable while v'aiting on medical transport. 
However, Leonardville volunteers opted to stay out of this organization initially over 
concerns of losing autonomy to county or state supervisors. A short time later the VFD 
recognized that additional training in emergency medical procedures v'as needed to 
provide residents and fire fighters with medical assistance. Independent of nomination 
or appoinimeni. by VFD members, Pat began attending EMS training classes and became 
certilied as an EMT. After his certification, the Leonardville VFD voted to purchase 
medical supplies and began the community's first emergency medical service. 'I'he 
following year, two other volunteers became certified ECAs (emergcncy care attendants) 
raising the number of EMS volunteers to a total of thrcc. 
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Today, the number of certified volunteers, in both fire fighting and EMS, 
continues to rise. One important reason for this rise in certification is volunteers' 
common understanding of and desire to provide fire fighting/EMS to people living in the 
surrounding area. The result of this understanding and desire is a strong commitment to 
each other and a progressive improvement in training and education regarding 
emergency services which results in the improvement of the VFD's reputation and status 
in the community and surrounding area (Jacobs, 1976, Perkins, 1988, 1996: 137) This 
issue ties closely into conventions of mutual obligation in the broader context of 
community discussed in Chapter III. 
2. Conventions of the Workplace 
Conventions of the workplace arc job-related actions and communicative 
practices used by volunteers in the establishment of effective routines when working as 
lire lighters/FMTs. These conventions develop oui. ol a strong sense of'mutual 
obligation. They are established by the repetition and modification of past behavior and 
communication that aid fire fighters in successfully dealing with emergency calls and the 
elimination or modification of unsuccessful job related interaction (Applebaum, 1984, 
Jordan, 1989: 6). Likewise, Robert McCarl's "work technique" conventions of the 
workplace are critical to the success and identity of any occupational system and 
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. . . can be defined as the pattern of manipulations, actions, rhythms and expressions 
which are the result of the interaction between an individual and his/her work 
environment. These patterns are essential to the accomplishment of a task, prescribed 
by the work group and used as a criteria for determination of membership and status 
within it [McCarl, 1978: 110]. 
McCarl limits his definition and use of the term work technique to the oral 
traditions or verbal descriptions of the technical aspects of labor in order to better 
understand what he refers to as "work culture" (McCarl, 1985: 13, 159). The notion of 
work technique is helpful in understanding culture in the workplace, but I am reluctant to 
use the term "work culture. " The term is niisleading in that it theoretically restricts and 
presents a group or population as isolated or having no outside links or inlluences. 
Furthermore, work technique is useful in understanding specilic technical task-processes 
but to understand culture in the workplace one must not only focus on technical aspects 
of tasks but also examine and understand internal motivations/rewards, organizational 
social structure and inter-organizational or group relations. Technical micro-analysis 
and information of this sort is useful only to the eihnographer and the referent group. 
This is why I have combined the notion of John Watanabe's conventions with thc idea of 
work technique from Robert McCarl's research (McCarl, 1978: 110, 1985, Watanabe, 
1992: 13, 184). Conventions of the workplace include, but extend beyond, the technical 
aspects of a job or task and the verbiage associated with work. In regards to the VFD 
they consist of processes such as social and group dynamics as well as internal 
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motivations acting in response to personal relations such as kinship/friendship and 
external pressures such as destruction of property by fire or natural disaster. 
Conventions of workplace are also strongly rooted in, or based on, mutual social 
obligation due to the voluntary nature of this organization and the predominantly 
common local background of its membership. In the Leonardville VFD, conventions of 
workplace are based on a fundamental sense of dedication to fellow volunteers and to 
the community in general. The existence and expressions of conventions of mutual 
obligation in the workplace provide a foundation on which to establish and develop 
workplace conventions. These conventions are created, maintained, and reproduced in 
the repetition and modification of past behavior and communication that aid volunteer 
fire fighter/LMTs in successfully dealing with emergency calls. Likewise, there is the 
discarding or modification of unsuccessful job-related behavior and action in this group 
of fire fighters. Conventions ol'workplace are necessary for effective task 
accomplishment and survival. 
The information regarding conventions of workplace is in no viay a complete 
survey of these conventions in the Leonardvi He VFD nor are they independent or 
mutually exclusive of each other or the conventions of mutual obligation. I have 
prescntcd these conventions in a iypologized manner so as to deal with the material more 
efficiently. Typologized presentation also aids in relating data from interviews and 
stories conducted and collected during my lieldwork to the conventions of workplace. 
Additionally, I examine work in a "process-oriented" and "goal-directed" framework 
(Jordan, 1989: 3, McCarl, 1985: 160). ' ' Process-oriented analysis is focusing on the 
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manner in which volunteers in the VFD carry-out or perform tasks. Goal-directed 
analysis illustrates both under-lying reasons for volunteers performing these tasks as 
well as general VFD participation, the nature of this organization's social structure and 
its purpose of formation. By approaching the examination of conventions of workplace 
in this manner, cultural expressions in the Leonardville VFD can be framed 
anthropologically. 
Motivations, Rewards and Camaraderie. The motivations and rewards of 
Leonardville's volunteer fire fighters are varied. 1 propose that involvement and 
participation in Leonardville's VFD provides the local citizenry a stake in community 
affairs. Additionally, the contributions of time and labor by these individuals are 
recognized by other volunteers, thus providing them with a degree of status and prcstigc 
as well as fomiing or strengthening friendships and maintaining social ties in thc 
organization (Perkins, 1996: 21)k By volunteering I'or the local VFD, these people 
express their status as citizens of Leonardville and are as socially connected as people 
are in churches, schools or political organizations, if not more so, due to strong bonds 
1'ormed during difficult and sometimes dangerous work (Haas, 1977, Simpson, 1996: 
21). Reasons for becoming a volunteer lire fighter/EMT include: 
~ the satisfaction ol'helping someone in a time of distress and need 
~ ihe prestige that follows stories of excellent performance at a lire or medical scene 
~ rite of passage from adolesccncc to adulthood ( I discuss this issue in greater detail in 
Chapter IV) 
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~ civic duty and reciprocity; helping others and being helped 
~ as jumping-off point for a professional career 
~ and the camaraderie among volunteers established by undertaking difficult, stressful, 
and sometimes dangerous work together (Coleman, 1994: S99, Perkins, 1996: 21). 
Satisfaction. The feeling of satisfaction derived from helping others in distress 
can be a motivation to join the VFD as well as a rewarding experience. This issue 
brings to mind a particular excerpt from an interview I had with a volunteer named 
James Herrington, James is an EMS certified volunteer who assisted professional EMTs 
from Shawnee Prairie with a young woman hurt in a car accident in 1987. In James' 
own words, this passage sums up the feelings sometimes associated with doing this kind 
of work. 
James: "There v'as a wreck out on Farm Road 2427. A young girl run up under 
a tractor trailer. Her face was all disffgured and her eyes were sv "ollen shut. It 
was pretty messed up because v:e couldn't get her out of the car so I crawled into 
thc other side and told her I was gonna have to bandage hcr face. Then the 
ambulance got there and we were gonna have to cut hcr out of the car. So, 
anyway, we got out a bunch heavy tarps we call coats and covered her up to 
protect her from the sparks and anything that might hurt her when we started 
cuttin' on metal and glass. Well, she was pretty scared so I got up under the tarp 
with her and I had started an IV in her arm. I even rode into the hospital with 
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her. I just talked her through the whole thing and told her what they were gonna 
do step by step. " 
"So about 3 months later that little girl came back and tracked me down; 
found out who and where I was and thanked me. She said that my voice was 
very calming and soothing when; 'I hurt and knew that I looked horrible. You 
really helped me. * I gotta tell ya'. That one really stands out because she came 
back and thanked me. And it made me feel good. " 
Prestige. Prestige gained through positive association with the VFD in the 
organization itself as well as the community is also a strong motivating factor for 
participation and continued service in the VFD. One story from a young, female 
volunteer named Amy Havard is indicative of this. Amy v"as still a rookie at the time of 
this interview. 
Amy: "I' ve hollered at people before. We had a big grass fire herc 
before and I was the first one to show up and some man jumped on the back of 
my truck and started hollerin* at me to gct the pump turned on before I could 
even get the truck stopped. Well, I told him if he didn't gct the hell off niy truck I 
v'as gonna run over him. And hc moved. A few minutes later I got my pump 
started. And later everybody told me I did real good at that fire and for handling 
myself the way I did. If you' re there you don't need someone hollering at you to 
do this or that. I mean, there's enough pressure on nie anyway trying to keep the 
fire from spreading across the road to another pasture and that man was sitting 
there yelling at me. " 
"I like being a volunteer. At first I thought all these men were gonna 
think I was crazy but when you get out there and your partner is one of the older 
men and you' re going through burning trees to put the fire out and they 
compliment you saying that 'you ain't scared to get hurt, dirty, cut, or burned and 
we need more people like you. ' To be complimented by an older person like that 
makes you feel good. It makes you feel like you*re doing something right and 
kind have a good position in the department. " 
Rite of Pnssage. Roger Doss is a 23 year active volunteer certified in both lire 
fighting and EMS. During a conversation with him, I asked why he joined the 
Leonardville VFD. His response sums up nicely many reasons besides rite of passage as 
a reason for joining such as civic duty and the fact that volunteering seemed like it 
would bc interesting work. 
Kash: "Why did you join the VFD here in town?" 
Roger Doss: "A lot of guys asked me to join and I knew them through my wi I'e. 
I was 2l when I joined. It v, as a way io meet people in town since I was new 
here. We lived across the street from the VFD and I thought it might be 
interesiing to do. My wife was from here and it helped me get to know some of 
the older people in town. And I had helped put out grass fires and stuff before 
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but was never a member of any fire department. " 
"It's a civic duty. I can't expect people to come out and put my house fire 
out for free if I'm not willing to help them do the same thing. It's a civic 
duty or community awareness. " 
In this short passage, Roger indicates that he joined the VFD for several reasons. 
First of all people knew him through his wife and felt he was a member of the 
community, at least through marriage, and should become involved in local business. 
Secondly, he states that he is young (21 years old) and joining provided him an 
opportunity to socialize and get to know members of the community; especially some of 
the older, more established members of the community. Volunteering service to the VFD 
is an opportunity to participate in a local adult function. This motivation is indicative of 
how VFD membership is a rite of passage for many and is a common response among 
the younger members of Leonardviile's VFD when asked why they joined (McCarl, 
1981. Wooley, 1985). In Roger's case, he demonstrated through continued devotion to 
the organization and his ability to learn and perfomi as a fire fighter/EMS that he was a 
responsible adult. This is a rite of passage that many young people need to assist them 
in becoming accepted as responsible adults in this "unique" and "cohesive" organization 
as well as the community in general (Arthur, 1997, McCarl, 1981). 
Roger also mentions that he thought the work would be "interesting" to do. This 
is another common response from thc younger individuals in the VFD when aslced why 
they joined. Elegantly stated by one young volunteer: 
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"It's something to do in Leonardville! All the fires are fun because we actually 
get to fight a fire and we don't really get to fight that many. One time we were 
fighting a fire and we showed up and the people that owned the land said they 
didn't have the key to the gate. It was a big grass fire. So the guy driving got a 
big wrench out and beat the crap out of the lock until it popped open and he 
said, 'That's OK, I got the master key right here. ' and we got in there and took 
care of that fire. " 
Among young and old alike, there is definitely a rush of adrenaline when a 
volunteer is "toned-out" or paged to an emergency call; especially fire calls. There is a 
lot of cxcitcment as well as anxiety in mentally preparing oneself to deal with various 
emergency scenarios (Perkins, 1996, Simpson, 1996). Usually, information given by the 
dispatcher is either minimal in detail (house fire, grass fire, heart attack, car accident) or 
wrong. Therefore, volunteers are often times unsure of what to expect at an emergency 
scene. 
C". ivic Duty nnd Reciprocity. There is also the issue of civic duty Roger Doss 
brielly mentioned in his passage. Being a volunteer tire fighter/EMT is not something 
people have to do nor is it a job of simply putting out fires. Volunteer tire fighting/EMS 
is a job that men and women usually state they either really want to do and have always 
wanted to do or they feel it is their civic duty. In either case, there is always someone in 
the VFD willing to respond to emergency calls that occur without warning and at all 
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hours of the night in Leonardville, Texas. Additionally, this organization is a means 
through which local citizens, sharing a common goal, come together in social 
cooperation to contribute time and labor for the benefit of the organization and 
ultimately the community. 
A big motivation to join the VFD is "to give something to the community. '* This 
is the most prevalent answer given by members of the Leonardville VFD when asked 
why they joined. Volunteers commonly state they cannot expect someone to come help 
them if their home catches on fire or provide medical assistance if they do not help 
others in similar situations. This is a common sentiment among fire fighter/EMTs in 
general, 
1'or instance, when asked why they volunteer as fire fighters 335 surveyed New 
Zealandcrs gave the same response as Leonardville voluntccrs; to give to the 
community. According to the study in New Zealand, this finding is indicative of many 
small communities' desire and ability to help thcmsclves. Also, people are attracted to 
volunteer as fire lighters/EMTs as a practical way to give back to the community 
through service instead of organizations like the Kiwanas Club thai help the community 
through linancial donations (Woolley, 1985). 
Additionally, thc primary motivating factor may be to contribute to thc 
community, in the form of a volunteer fire fighter/EMT, but an important reward is Ihe 
reciprocal action ol'having others help extinguish your house fire or provide emergency 
medical care to you or a family member. The motivations and rewards of becoming a 
volunteer fire fighter/EMT are basically the cultural expressions of a reciprocal 
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relationship between individuals and the community; a social contract (derived from 
conventions of mutual obligation) that guides and directs behavior and defines action 
and reaction within a given system. Volunteering service to the VFD (and ultimately to 
the community) "incorporates men [and women] into public life through acts of 
participation" (Watanabe, 1992: 129). 
Jumping-off Point. Working in a VFD provides an opportunity to gain 
experience in the professional field of fire fighting and/or EMS. By volunteering time 
and labor, members gain practical experience and, once established as devoted members 
of the organization, may request to attend fire fighting and EMS training schools. The 
VFD will pay for all job-related training and educational programs its members attend. 
Fire Fighter Training School is sponsored by Texas A&M University in College Station, 
Texas and the Leonardville VFD sponsors five volunteers to attend every year. Also, 
LMS training is available at Womack Junior College in nearby Shawnee Prairie. 
However, volunteers attending medical training courses must pay for them initially and 
pass the course before the VFD reimburses them. 1I. is agreed upon at the beginning of a 
volunteer's formal training that once an individual reaches any level of certification in 
lire fighting or emergency medical service paid for by the Leonardville VFD that they 
will continue contributing time and labor to the organization. This is because once 
certified, a person can v, ork for professional fire departments and ambulance services 
anywhere in Texas and the Leonardville VFD v, ants to retain as many trained 
individuals as possible because they can assist in training other volunteers that have not 
been to formal educational and training programs thus benefiting the organization as a 
whole. Formal training is a strong motivating factor in volunteering for those wanting to 
continue as fire fighters and EMTs at the professional level. For example, there are 
currently three Leonardville Volunteers who serve as fire fighters and paramedics in the 
Fire Department and St. Luke's Medical Center in nearby Shawnee Prairie. They 
received their initial training and education through the Leonardville VFD. These 
individuals now serve as officers and trainers for the VFD sharing experience and 
knowledge acquired as professional fire fighter/EMTs with other volunteers. 
The main point here is that the Leonardville VFD can be a "jumping-off point. " 
Individuals can exchange time and labor for both practical experience and formal 
training/education (often times worth several thousand dollars) which is then used to 
progress to professional levels of fire fighting and FMS in surrounding cities. Likewise, 
the Leonardville VFD can invest in individuals who want this training while benefiting 
from their experience and knowledge overall. This is not a nev: approach for individuals 
seeking on-the-job-training or for organizations wanting qualified workers willing to 
work for low wages or for free. For example, Huntington, Texas hires non-local 
individuals as local police officers who are young, inexperienced and recently out of a 
police academy for relatively low wages. Thcsc police ol'Iicers primarily monitor traffic 
and issue tickets to speed limit violators (regardless of whether violators are local 
residents or travelers passing through. ) In exchange for this service, rookie police 
oflicers acquire practical experience and a letter of recommendation from their 
supervisor. Thc primary differences between these two examples of "jumping-off 
points" is that Huntington does not hire local residents to work for the police department 
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and the police officer eventually moves to a larger police force, This is so the police 
officers maintain a sense of personal detachment from the local population and it enables 
them to effectively issue citations to people regardless of their local or non-local 
standing. Also, Huntington does not reimburse rookies for the cost of their education. 
Leonardville, on the other hand, wants to retain their volunteers because of the money 
invested in trained individuals and the sharing of knowledge and training that occurs 
between the formally trained and other volunteers. Additionally, members of the VFD 
are local citizens who share a sense of community and dedication. However, there are 
isolated instances of individuals receiving education/training and leaving the 
Leonardville VFD for professional fire departments. These individuals no longer live in 
ihe area. No one receiving any education or training and leaving the VFD still lives in 
Leonardville except those who are now inactive volunteers (usually due lo old age). 
However, inactive members still assist in the Annual VFD Fund-Raiser. 
C:amaraderie. One last reason for joining the VFD I discovered during my 
fieldwork is camaraderie. The Leonardville VFD is an organization where friends, 
neighbors and family members come togcthcr to discuss matters of the community or 
visit and socialize. There is ahvays food served at the monthly meetings. VFD members 
are divided into groups; one group for every month. Each group is responsible for 
providing thc meal at the meeting during their assigned month. The food is paid for by 
charging the meal's ingredients io ihe VFD at the local grocery store (whose owner is a 
VFD member) or paying for it personally. In either case, a collection of no more than 
$2-3 a person is collected from the group in order to put the meal money back into VFD 
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funds or to compensate the cooks. Enough money is usually collected to at least break 
even. Good food is part of the motivation to continue attending meetings and maintain 
membership. I know these meals were always something I looked forward to when 
going to meetings. The meals range from bar-be-qued pork chops, homemade tamales to 
rib-eye steak dinners. The steak dinner was at Christmas time and free of charge. At the 
ends of these meetings, a card game always begins in the dining room accompanied by 
the free-flow of beer and/or whiskey which usually begins before the meal is served and 
continues throughout the evening. However, not all volunteers drink at meetings, and I 
never saw anyone at these meetings getting drunk or acting belligerent. 
The actual meeting regarding fire department business is usually the shortest 
event of the evening. It begins with a reading of the minutes from the last meeting, a 
treasurers report, and a fire and accident report. I'ollov, 'ing this, thc president brings to 
the attention of the group any news or business developing in the past month and asks if 
anyone has anything to add (v hich docs not happen very often). 
The formal portion of the nieetings are administrative discussions of VFD 
business on every third Wcdncsday of the month. These meetings are also opportunities 
for gathering and socializing. They are conducted in a fairly civil manner with most 
people adhering to the established protocol of the organization. Before and after the 
administrative portion of the meeting, there is often heated conversation about local 
politics, a not-so-heated conversation or joke about Bill Clinton (because the general 
consensus is that "they should kick his ass out of office"), local high school basketball 
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or baseball, college football, fishing, deer hunting or the effects of the drought that 
destroyed range land and crop production in the sununer of 1998. 
It is not my goal to present this organization as a social club or "good ol' boy 
society" because of the socializing that goes on in it. Quite to the contrary, the amount 
of socializing in the form of "horseplay, joking and banter" going on in this organization 
is at least as much as that which is found in other organizations whose members share 
experiences which create social ties; especially sometimes dangerous experiences (Haas, 
1977: 162, 167-68, Perkins, 1996: 21, Simpson, 1996: 21). Plus, if the only motivation 
for joining the Leonardville VFD was getting together and playing cards or socializing it 
would not be as successful as it is. Instead, this organization would be considered a 
"vicious", as opposed to a "virtuous", VFD (Perkins, 1996: 63). A vicious VFD is one 
that is either stagnant or declining in growth, only focuses on lire containment and 
suppression, has little or no training, and is comprised of white, middle-aged mcn only. 
In contrast, the Lconardville VFD is an excellent example ol' a virtuous VFD. Virtuous 
VFDs continue to grow with the acquisition of better equipment and training as well as 
more volunteers, they focus on saving homes and property from fire instead of only 
keeping fire from spreading, have at least one training session a month, and consists of 
young, middle-aged, and elderly mcmbcrs including minorities and women. 12 
Volunteers have all, at one time or another, been called in the middle of night to 
respond to a fire or medical call. They do so without financial compensation. 
Additionally, equipment and vehicles constantly need mechanical maintenance or repair. 
Some individuals contribute as many as 40 hours a month in time and labor to the VFD 
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in one capacity or another. This is effectively one extra work-week a month added to the 
already usual 160+ hours a month individuals work at regular jobs, There are various 
reasons for being a volunteer fire fighter/EMT ranging from the most usual answer of 
civic duty and giving back to the community to the excitement of fighting a fire or the 
social capital gained by belonging to a fire department. 
All of the cited reasons are valid for joining and this particular organization has 
been together, operating effectively and growing for almost 30 years. The continuation 
and viability of the entire Leonardville VFD depends upon the actions of its individual 
volunteers. For most, there is usually a combination of reasons for joining and staying a 
member. For some, there may only be one reason for initially joining. However, if a 
person continues to participate in this organization, the reason or reasons for maintaining 
a membership will multiply with time. 
Technical Terms and Procedures. The language and procedures used in fire 
fighting and EMS are complex and varied. Technical terms and procedures are a large 
part of the conventions of the v orkplace and to a large degree, once understood, help 
make cultural expression in thc volunteer lire fighters' environment tangible to new 
volunteers or rookies as well as participant observers. These terms and procedures are 
explicit codes of work behavior in lorm and function (Applebaum, 1984). By explicit 
codes I simply mean they are words, terms, and procedures that are learned and relayed 
through verbal description, training, use and memorization. A mastery of this type of 
information is one distinguishing feature of an experienced member of the Leonardville 
VFD. Additionally, equipment, technical terms and procedures used by the Leonardville 
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VFD are generally kept as fundamental and basic as possible without these tools, terms 
or procedures losing meaning or effectiveness. Examples of these terms and procedures 
~ SCBA; (self-contained breathing apparatus), air-pack 
~ attack or angle of attack; exterior and interior 
~ hose team 
~ full-fog 
~ positive ventilation 
~ re-flash; a re-ignition of a fire after it seems to be extinguished 
BCBA SCBA is the acronym for self'-contained breathing apparatus which is 
commonly referred to as an air-pack by volunteer fire fighters. These devices consist of 
an oxygen tank and rubber sealed face mask which allow individuals to enter a smoke or 
toxic gas filled space or environment for periods of no more than 30 minutes depending 
on how effectively a fire fighter controls his or hcr breathing. Air-packs are primarily 
used for interior fire fighting but are also used for approaching particularly smokey or 
noxious fires during exterior attacks. 
Attack or Angle of Attack. The approach a hose team uses in fighting fires is 
referred to as attack or angle of attack. When dealing with structure Ares, if the 
structure is not near complete destruction from or completely destroyed by fire, there is 
usually an exterior and interior attack. An exterior attack consists of spraying water on 
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the outside of the structure to extinguish any external fire as well as keeping the 
temperature of the structure as low as possible to prevent ignition or further ignition. 
This is often referred to as "surround and drown. " Additionally, there is a simultaneous 
interior attack which consists of extinguishing fire on the inside of the structure. 
However, one or the other angle of attack may be used depending on the size and/or 
severity of the fire. 
With grass fires, the angle of attack is naturally external. But the fire may be 
battled from several points. For instance, roads are strategic points fire fighters approach 
grass fires from. This is because roads can be natural barriers that keep fires from 
spreading. However, fires can "jump" roads, especially in windy conditions. So if a fire 
is near a road, one team monitors that area while other teams fight the lire from other 
positions or areas such as tree lines, nearby structures and/or oil wells to prevent the fire 
from spreading and desimying property. 
Grass fires in rural areas can also be dangerous to fire fighters in ways not 
commonly experienced by urban fire fighters. Roger Doss explains. 
"I chipped a tooth onc time. I was fixin' to gct in a truck and pull it up 
v hen we were at a grass fire. I opened up the door and looked down between my 
legs and there was a rattlesnake. Man! As I was opening the door I jumped up 
and caught the door with my mouth and chipped my tooth. Well, the snake just 
kept going and I kept going to. I ain't got much use for snakes. But at least I got 
a good story when people ask me about my chipped tooth. " 
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Hose Teams. Volunteers who operate the water hoses during fires are hose 
teams. A team consists of two to three individuals; one operating the nozzle to 
determine the amount of water administered to a fire and one or two individuals for back 
up and assistance in maneuvering the hose to strategic positions. Ad&htionally, members 
of a hose team rotate as nozzle man if engaged with a fire that is too hot for one person 
to endure for an extended amount of time, 
Pull fog. A very effective water application technique is full-fog. This limits the 
amount and velocity of water exiting the nozzle of a water hose. The spray pattern of 
full-fog is a wide circle of water mist. If the fire is engaged by fire fighters before it gets 
into a ceiling or wall the steam generated from a short, upwardly directed blast of full- 
fog blankets and extinguishes the bulk of the flames allowing fire fighters to locate and 
extinguish the source of the fire. Full-fog is also used for protecting the first and second 
nozzlemen operating the hose in particularly hot flrcs. The v:ide circular patlem of 
water mist acts as a shield reducing the high air temperature due to the fire. This 
technique is effective in open areas during external attacks as well as for short periods in 
interior spaces. The main drawback of full-fog is the possibility of fire fighters being 
burned by steam in closed spaces. If the temperature is particularly high in a closed or 
small burning space the water vapor converts to steam and can burn fire fighters as 
sevcrcly as flamcs. Therefore, intense traimng and education as well as the constant 
monitoring of safety is an absolute necessity when using the full-fog water application 
technique. Blake Hopson talks briefly with me about this during one interview. 
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Kash: "What is the advantage of using full-fog instead of just shooting 
water on a fire?" 
Blake Hopson: "Using full fog is real effective, You may have fire 
rolling all over the ceiling and smoke just boiling out of there and it just 
looks terrible when all that's really on fire is a couch. But fire will do 
funny things. Well, you get in there and it has to be really hot but you 
just point your nozzle up at the ceiling and release water for about 3-4 
seconds and it will convert into steam and just blanket the fire and smoke 
and you can look over and see you have a couch fire that isn't that bad 
and just go dribble some water on it. Real simple. I learned that at the 
Texas A&M Fire Fighting School. They preached it. And your ears will 
let you know when its hot enough because they' ll start burning. This is 
smart fire fighting and cuts down on water damage. " 
Posirive Venti?ation. Positive ventilation is a relatively new technique in the 
United States. Only in the past 15-20 years has this method become widely used with 
lJ. S. lire departments, both professional and volunteer. This fire lighling technique 
contrasts with negative ventilation which is the use of strong portable fans (gas or 
battery operated) to draw smoke out of an interior space. Positive ventilation, on the 
other hand, uses strong portable fans to push air into a room forcing the smoke and heat 
out through a vent-space. By using positive ventilation two things are accomplished: 
smoke is pushed out of the space, allowing fire lighters to locate the direct fire source 
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and heat is pushed out of the space which lowers the flash point (point of ignition) of 
everything in the room. Vent-spaces are created either by simply opening a door and/or 
window or, if necessary, creating a vent space by breaking holes in the wall or roof 
(which is usually a last resort). Experienced volunteers stress to rookies and less active 
volunteers in the Leonardville VFD that tearing doors off the hinges and breaking 
windows is not the correct procedure for ventilating a space. This is because once the 
door or window is destroyed the element of control over a particular vent is lost. If the 
fire re-flashes (re-ignites), needing to be deprived of oxygen and the window or door is 
broken this task cannot be accomplished and may actually do more harm than good by 
feeding the fire. Control is maintained by turning the fan on or off and opening or 
closing doors and windows. As one volunteer by the name of Todd Ricks told me: 
Todd Ricks: "A good example of a important procedures and stuff is 
how we started using our ventilation fans. We got a big fan that runs off gas. 
It's a fan we use blow fresh air into thc house. Filleen years ago everybody 
said thai was a big no-no but now they say its OK. It's more efficient. But you 
have to be ready v hen you get all the smoke out because you'rc gonna see 
v hat's on fire and you have to be ready with a hose to hit it. And you have to 
veniilate. Either you bust a hole, open a window or open a door. Whatever has 
io be done. But be careful with busting out windows and holes because you lose 
control of air then. You can open a window and shut a window if necessary. If 
you bust the window out you can't close it if you need to. This is a planned 
attack; positive ventilation is a lot more efficient than trying to suck heat and 
smoke out of the place; just blow it through. The fan we have is on a dolly and 
we roll it around. It's a 5-6 horse power Honda motor, 24 in. fan; usually works 
best in a doorway. It's the biggest they make. " 
Additionally, in the Leonardville VFD, technical terms and procedures are 
usually referred to in laymen's terms. Also, the types of equipment purchased are the 
most basic available while maintaining effectiveness for the tasks these volunteers must 
perform. 
Todd: "They' re always coming out v ith something bigger, better and 
faster but we usually need a little morc expertise or training when they do. What 
happens is you gotta find stuff that people can use and is simple enough for that 
guy that comes in once or twice a year to help out with the big stuff. And havin' 
uniform cquipmcnt is real helpful; like air packs and radios. Like the time 
when we got radios. We could have gotten real nice ones but we decided to just 
get basic ones where you push a button and talk. We replaced one radio that 
broke with one that had an 80 channel capability and will switch channels 
auiomatically when someone calls you. But if you don't know its switching 
channels automatically then it can be confusing because if someone else doesn' t 
call you on your original chamiel, it v'ill stay on the switched channel. And if 
you try to talk to the first person again [on your original channelj, it won't switch 
back to their channel automatically. It can really mess with a person. We just 
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gotta keep it simple. Modem stuff is really great, especially if a man uses the 
stuff everyday but we don't use this stuff everyday so it can get confusing. 
"We need basic, uniform equipment, A lot of men don't use the 
equipment everyday and may not be familiar with it. We need to keep it simple 
and the same. This can save lives and property in the short and long run. " 
Volunteers in this fire department do not utilize training and information on a 
daily basis like professional fire fighters. Therefore, on fire scenes when many of the 
rookies or less active volunteers are instructed to ventilate a space, for example, the chief 
or person in charge of the fire scene may simply instruct them to open a door or window. 
Similarly, types of fire fighting and medical equipment are purchased with 
minimal usc cxpcricncc and training in mind. Many volunteers actually respond to only 
a small pcrccntagc of fire or medical calls in a given lime period. This reduces 
familiarity with and confidence in using some pieces of equipmeni. For instance, if a 
particular volunteer only responds to 5 out ol'25 lire calls in a year, that volunteer's 
familiarity with SCBAs and their use is less than Ihose who respond to 20 out of 25 lire 
calls. Lack of familiarity and experience causes difficulties. This is especially true if 
different types of air packs are purchased since the last time a volunteer used one and 
can result in injury or loss of life and property. Ii is much easier and more el'licieni to 
train and operate a VFD if'equipment and niaterials are kept basic and similar in design. 
In sum, terminology and procedures used in the fields of fire fighting and EMS 
are complex and varied. However, by keeping training and equipment basic and 
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uniform this aspect of the volunteers' work environment is kept manageable without 
losing effectiveness as a fire fighting/EMS organization. Understanding cultural 
expression in the volunteer fire fighters' environment is largely through the explicit use 
of technical terms and explanations of fire fighting processes. Volunteers acquire a 
more thorough understanding and competent use of this information through experience 
and training over time. Additionally, volunteers who are active in the organization 
acquire the benefits of experience and training faster than less active members and are 
relegated to the status of rookie for less time. 
Experience and Task Assignments. Experience is a quality volunteer fire 
fighter/EMTs acquire with time. The longer an individual is involved in work of this 
nature the more knowledgeable he or she becomes about various emergency situations 
and approaches to dealing with these situations. Along with experience comes 
responsibiliiy. One major responsibility is directing on-the-job-training of rookies and 
inexperienced volunteers. On-the-job-training is accomplished through the monitoring 
of safety and appropriate task assignments for rookies and new volunteers by 
experienced volunteers. 
Most rookies and new volunteers are very enthusiastic or "gung-ho" about fire 
fighting and/or EMS. According to many old-timers Ibis enthusiasm sometimes borders 
on obsession. For instance, many young and active volunteers have flashing lights on 
the tops or in the grilles of their private trucks to signify they are active members ol' the 
fire department. Lights are used when traveling to the firehouse during emergencies, 
especially when coming from Shawnee Prairie. Lights are also used when a volunteer is 
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closer to an emergency scene in their private vehicle than they are to the fire house in 
Leonardville. In these instances, volunteers can save time by responding in their own 
vehicles. Emergency lights alert and request of surrounding traffic to yield to vehicles 
en-route to emergencies. One old-timer told me that he wished he would have had 
emergency lights on his vehicle when he was a young man just starting out in the VFD. 
"Flashing lights on my truck would have been fun as hell!" 
The enthusiasm of the newer volunteers is needed to maintain the VFD as a 
viable institution in the community, According to Allen Gillespie, "Yeah, I started out 
as a young gung-ho fire fighter and I learned from a lot of the older ones that were more 
experienced than I was. I learned from older guys and now the guys I helped train are 
training. We always need fresh meat. It keeps thc cycle going; its a process. " Many of 
the old-timers have lamented on several occasions the rookies' enthusiasm or "gung-ho- 
ness" is necessary and must be harnessed so as to mold them into effective fire 
fighter/EMTs. Over time, rookies and new volunteers gain experience and develop a 
relationship based on trust and respect with experienced members thus becoming better 
volunteers. On the same note, new volunteers (typically young people) eventually get 
married, have 1&ids, and begin to develop more complex lives with responsibilities other 
than spending Lime ai Lhe tire house with their peers or responding to cvcry emergency 
call possible. Gradually, more time is spent away from the fire house and less time is 
spent responding to emergency calls, There is a common understanding that newer 
voluni. eers and designated leaders v'ill respond to the average pager-call or "tone" that is 
not as labor intensive as large house or grass fires. The VFD is a system with 
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individuals constantly rotating to various levels of experience and competence with the 
more experienced volunteers instructing and monitoring the safety of rookies. Further, 
by allowing rookies and new volunteers to respond and manage less serious and labor 
intensive emergency calls they gain confidence in their abilities to handle themselves on 
emergency scenes. 
However, this latter aspect does not work with "fresh meat" or extremely new 
and inexperienced rookies. The Leonardville Volunteers state that these new members 
go through an initial one year probationary period in which they are instructed in 
fundamental fire fighting and safety issues and are not allowed to respond to calls by 
themselves unless there are extenuating circumstances such as failure of other volunteers 
to respond (after waiting at least 10 minutes). There was one reported incident where a 
well-meaning, but untrained, rookie arrived lirst at the fire house after the report ol' a 
grass fire. Without vvaiting to sce if anyone else would respond, this individual 
immediately took a truck to thc fire scene. Upon arrival, the rookie realized he did nol 
know how to start or operate the water pump. The owner of thc land was extremely 
upset about this turn of events and proceeded to let thc young volunteer know exactly 
what hc thought of him which was very negative and highly unflattering. The fire was 
eventually extinguished but only' after additional, morc experienced volunteers arrived 
on scene. This situation could have been much v orse bad there been lives at stake. 
Aside from being potentially dangerous, it was also an embarrassing episode for thc 
Leonardville VFD. As a result, the formerly implied policy of not driving a truck unless 
knowing how to operate the water pump became an explicit policy. This is a good 
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example the transition between implicit to explicit job-specific knowledge (Applebaum, 
1984; 18-19). One of the few official task assignments of Leonardville Volunteers is 
that drivers of trucks are designated pump operators. Before, this role was always tacitly 
understood, but because of this incident, it became an explicit standard operating 
procedure. A later reinforcement of this formal adoption of procedure was this VFD's 
insurance company suggesting that volunteers under the age of 21 not drive the 
emergency vehicles. This reduced the possibility of rookie volunteers committing 
procedural errors similar to the one mentioned above as well as reducing the risk of less 
experienced drivers' involvement in accidents. However, this procedure is only enforced 
when volunteers over 21 actually respond. Younger volunteers may often be the only 
ones v ho respond to a call and are therefore allowed to drive. I will address the 
relationship between insurance companies and the VFD further in Chapter III. 
Craig Iludnall, a former chief and president of the Leonardville VFD 
summarized the sentiment of managing thc enthusiasm of rookies during one 
conversation. 
Craig Hudnall: "I used to be kind ol gung-ho aboui fire fighting, more so than 
I am now, afier a v hile you just kind of step to the side and let the younger ones 
do their thing; let them take over. 
"My wife and I joke about it. You can drive by at 11:00 at night and 
they' re all out here and they' re not doing anything. I guess this is just their outlet 
to socialize. But we joke that they don't have a life. After you get married and 
have kids you kind of have other things to worry about. You have other things 
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going on, You' re not obsessed about it. Sometimes, with a lot of them, and 
[myself' start out [that way], it gets to be an obsession. Always ready to 
go. . . spending all their free time up here. 
"But its good in a way; the gung-ho-ness is needed, they want to leam but 
you need your older ones to point them in the right direction. You have to build 
up an element of trust. A kind of buddy system. You watch each other's back 
and watch your own. Some of the younger guys and inexperienced guys don' t 
really have the sense to watch their own back just because they get excited and 
don't know what to watch for. " 
In sum, knowledge of lire lighting and EMS is gained over time. The more time 
and labor contributed to the VFD the more a volunteer becomes competent and effective 
in rendering assistance to those in need. In review, here is a brief, generalized break 
down of volunteer stages I have desigiiatcd 
~ rookie; a first-time joiner, has a one year probationary period in which he/she learns 
basic protocol of the VFD and its services; respond to all emergency calls possible 
~ new volunteer; complctcd one year probationary period, no longer officially a rookie 
but still considered inexpcricnccd, may often still be rel'erred io as a rookie by 
experienced volunteers; also responds io all emergency calls possible 
~ experienced volunteer. , has reached a point of experience where he is no longer 
considered a novice, at this point a volunteer could hold an officer's position such as 
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chief or assistant chief, generally requires at least five years of regular and 
dependable service 
~ and old-timer; volunteers who have been members of the VFD for at least 10-15 
years, may still be actively involved but usually responds to only the most extreme 
emergency situations, many are now officers or ex-officers and assist in training or 
supervision of less experienced volunteers when needed. 
As experience is gained, a volunteer's contribution of time and labor may 
decrease but responsibilities increase. One important capacity experienced volunteers 
serve is assigning rookies and inexperienced volunteers appropriate jobs on emergency 
scenes and in ihe firehouse as well as watching out for the safety and well-being o I' the 
less experienced and each other. This aspect is considered on-the-job-training which is 
accomplished over lime and through the accumulation of training and actual emergency 
call response. 
Another responsibility of experienced volunteers is ihe assumption of leadership 
in the absence of the designated/elected chief and/or assistant chief. Seniority and 
experience is recognized and rcspccted by the members ol' this VFD for the greater good 
and efficiency of the organization. This workplace convention leads to issues of 
adaptability which arc important to task accomplishment of the Leonardville Vl'D. The 
topics of leadership and adaptability are addressed in the following section. 
Recognition of Leadership and Adaptability. "We' re all volunteers! He's not 
any higher than I am. " This is the first phrase heard from members of the l. eonardville 
VFD when I began talking to them (both as individuals and as a group) about the 
hierarchy and leadership of this organization. In the firehouse, there is a strong 
democratic or egalitarian atmosphere among these volunteers, at least as VFD members. 
However, there are some volunteers who are more experienced and have contributed 
more time and labor than others. All members of this VFD are aware of who is more 
experienced and to what degree. Also, some of Leonardville's volunteers are fire fighter 
certified, some are EMS certified, and some are both. This common understanding and 
recognition of seniority and/or training is vital to the success of this organization as an 
effective fire fighting/EMS organization. 
The element of leadership recognition is closely related to teamwork. As stated 
earlier, these conventions of the workplace are not mutually exclusive. They are closely 
related and interdependent. The combination of the conventions of the workplace is one 
aspect of the maintenance and reproduction of the Leonardville VFD as a working social 
system. 
Fire fighting/EMS is a team effort and teams need leaders. However, the 
volunteers of the Lconardville VFD may respond in different numbers with varying 
degrees of individual and collective experience to every call. 
It was commonly stated during formal interviews and informal time spent at the 
fire house that "nobody wants to be chief, everybody wants to be an Indian. " This means 
that no one wants to be in charge at an cmcrgcncy scene. Instead, volunteers want to be 
on the end of a hose actually fighting the fire. No one wants to be the coordinator and 
decision-maker. This is the most difficult job to perform at a fire scene and why the 
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group elects a chief and assistant chief. However, there are occasions when neither the 
chief or assistance chief are present at fires. In this case the most senior volunteer takes 
charge. 
During a house fire, whoever is in charge initially checks for hidden dangers 
such as downed power lines or the potential for power lines to fall as well as cutting off 
the electrical supply to a house. Additionally, they must check for the presence of 
butane or propane tanks and shut valves off supplying gas to a structure. If a gas tank is 
too close to a burning structure there may be the danger of it exploding. In this situation, 
the leader instructs one hose team to keep a stream of water on the tank to prevent it 
from overheating and possibly exploding. 
Leaders must also coordinate fire attacks. Rarely are fires effectively 
extinguished with a single hose or angle of attack. It usually takes two or more dilTerent 
hose teams from different angles to extinguish a lire. Additionally, the correct nozzle 
adjustment is needed to elTectively combat fire and is important to insure that water is 
not wasted. The first reaction of an inexperienced volunteer fire fighter is to adjust the 
hose nozzle io straight stream and simply shoot water onto a fire. This is usually the 
least elfective method of attack. Straight stream is used for pumping massive amounts 
of water onto a fire or for knocking things out of the way. Semi- and full fog are usually 
the most effective nozzle adjustments due to thc wide pattern in which they distribute 
water onto the fire. It is the job of thc lcadcr to watch for correct water application and 
correct for mistakes v, hen needed. 
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The popularly elected officers of the Leonardville VFD consist of president, 
vice-president, chief, assistant chief, secretary/treasurer and reporter. All but the chiefs 
and assistant chief s positions are administrative. Often times, fires will occur when the 
chief, assistant chief or both cannot respond. During these fire calls, the most senior 
volunteer assumes responsibility for organizing and coordinating others assisting in 
fighting a fire. The first people arriving on scene are responsible for ascertaining the 
situation such as how much damage has occurred or if nearby struotures or property are 
in danger of burning. Also, someone may arrive later who is more senior than initial fire 
fighter(s) and assume responsibility. This is a welcomed occurrence by most volunteers. 
I-lowever, the common attitude among Leonardville Volunteers is that if they follow and 
listen to anyone assuming responsibility for organizing a fire fighting approach, it is out 
of respect, not because they have io. 
Volunteers listen to and obey a chief and assistant chief who are commonly 
recognized as experienced and compeieni leaders for fire fighting/VMS by a majority of 
the organization's membership (Jacobs, I 976: 260). This is why they arc elected to 
officers' positions. However, in the absence of these officers at an emergency scene the 
most senior/cxpcricnced volunteer assumes control of the group. This is unlike 
professional fire departments where all members of a fire fighting team are always 
present and assigned a certain task with officers such as captains and lieutenants 
directing the actions of the team. Additionally, professional fire departments have back- 
up units near and standing-by. Water is also easily accessible through additional tanker 
trucks and an extensive hydrant system in cities. In I. eonardville, there may be I or 20 
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volunteers who respond to an emergency call. Everyone in this VFD has other jobs, 
most of which are out of town. This is not a professional fire department with members 
on constant stand-by for emergencies. Leonardville's volunteer fire fighters must be 
adaptive. 
Adaptability is also closely linked to the aspect of teamwork. Just as every team 
needs a leader, a team must also have the ability to effectively deal with adversity. All 
fire scenes are different. Rigid chains-of-command, as found in professional fire 
departments, are not effective in this VFD, Whoever assumes control of the group, no 
matter what size, must work with variables such as type of fire, number of volunteers 
who respond, amount of water at the scene, distance to nearest water supply, types of 
equipment availablc and the amount ol'air (SCBAs) available. Additionally, unlike 
professional fire departments, the VFD's elected chief, assistant chief or the most senior 
voluntccr in charge of the lire lighting group must actively contribute to accomplishing a 
particular task. It is not practical I' or leaders to only direct and give orders. They must 
actively fight fires. 
Craig Hudnall illustrates leadership recognition as well as the need for 
adaptability and flexibility as he recounts thc story of when he was the senior volunteer 
at a house fire. 
Kash Krinhop: "Do y'all have a systematic fire fighting technique or is it 
more of a "homemade" fire fighting'? 
Craig FIudnall: "When we see who shows up, then we decide who is going to go 
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in the fire. Like at one fire we had. A house was burning and only three guys 
including myself showed up. Well, they had SCBAs and bunker gear [protective 
coveralls] and I didn't so I told them what to do on the inside and how to attack 
from one side and I worked on the outside and finally got a room cleared by 
positive ventilation to where I could get in there and fight the fire myself without 
bunker gear and an air pack. But it was just 3 of us on a house fire on a weekday 
morning, If 8 people had showed up it would have been different; more 
resources to fight with. You have to be flexible and adaptable. The number of 
people and equipment will determine how you fight a particular fire. Work with 
what you got!" 
Issues of leadership are different on EMS calls. Most often, EMS calls require 
no more that two Leonardville volunteers to respond. Often limes there is only one 
volunteer that responds to L'MS calls. If EMS is going to be administered by a 
I, eonardville Volunteer they need to bc state certified. Volunleers who are not EMS 
certilied are instructed not to respond unless they are wilh a volunteer who is. This is 
because actions they take as untrained EMS volunteers may harm a victim as well as 
possibly exposing thc VFD to lawsuits or "tort litigation" (Perkins, 1996: 76-79). Tort 
litigation involves legal action and demands for compensation by an injured party due to 
acts such as trespassing, libel/slander and negligence. This last issue of negligence is the 
issue a VFD wants to avoid by restricting untrained volunteers from attempting to render 
medical assistance when they do not know what they arc doing or are not officially 
documented as having received training and education for EMS. However, uncertified 
volunteers may respond to EMS calls in their own vehicles and offer any assistance they 
are able to but cannot act on behalf of the Leonardville VFD as an EMT. These 
individuals generally understand (through training and verbal warnings) that trying to 
help (medically) combined with their lack of training could be harmful to an ill or 
injured person(s) and expose the VFD to lawsuits. 
Only EMS certified volunteers assume control of medical situations and assign 
non-certified volunteers tasks. Volunteers not certified in EMS may act as runners 
(retrieving equipment and supplies from the ambulance), filling out paper work, traffic 
control (at automobile accidents), and possibly helping load a stretcher into or out of an 
ambulance. This is to prevent the VFD from being sued for possibly making medical 
mistakes such as moving an injured accident victim without a C-collar (protective 
cervical spine brace) and causing more damage to a victim's damaged neck or back. 
In either fire lighting or EMS scenarios, leadership is recognized through both 
implicit notions such as respect for volunteers with extended periods of service and high 
degrees of experience/training or explicit instructions such as not acting without certified 
volunteers' supervision. Regardless. there is a sense of equality among Leonardville 
Volunteers as members of this VFD but there is a conventional understanding that 
particular volunteers' instructions should be follov'ed during emcrgcncy calls in the 
absence of elected officers. Recognition of cxpcricnccd and trained individuals as well 
as following instructions and remaining flexible in procedural approaches to task 
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accomplishment is vital to the success of this organization as an effective fire 
fighting/EMS organization. 
Tetimwork. Working as a team is very important in fighting fires and 
responding to EMS calls. However, the number and collective experience of volunteers 
responding varies with each emergency call depending on the time of day or night and 
whether it is a weekend or weekday. During a weekday the turnout of volunteers is 
lowest because most people are working. Furthermore, a majority of volunteers work in 
nearby Shawnee Prairie. The time it takes getting from Shawnee Prairie to Leonardville, 
once receiving permission to leave work (if at all) is 20-30 minutes depending on traffic 
and where in Shawnee Prairie a volunteer works. Plus, there is the time it takes getting 
from the fire house to an emergency scene which also varies depending on the 
emergency scene location. Early evenings and weekends are the times of highest 
voluntccr turnout for emergency calls due to the fact that most volunteers do not work 
(at their regular jobs) during these times. 
Additionally, early evening and weekends are when most fires occur. This is 
because most people are off work during these times. According to the volunteers of 
this VFD, fires are usually started by people in and around their homes and most 
accidents occur at home as well. In the v inter, lires usually occur in homes due to 
negligent or improper use of heating and cooking appliances and with fireplaces or wood 
burning stoves. I'or iiistance, several years ago ihe I. eonardville VFD responded to a 
house fire in which an elderly man was killed. He was using his cooking stove and oven 
as a heater. As a result, his house burned down with him in it. During the summer, 
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(especially on weekends) people work in their yards and burn leaves or dump and burn 
trash. This causes a large part of summer fires (mostly grassfires) that the Leonardville 
VFD responds to. 
Teamwork is vital to the success of the group. The presence of common goals in 
the organization assists individuals in cooperating both socially and practically as a 
VFD. The ultimate goal as stated by every member of this VFD is to "Get the job 
done!" These jobs range from fires and medical calls to the annual fund-raiser bar-be- 
que and cake auction. Processes involved in achieving goals, such as planning ahead 
and cooperation, are crucial to the success of a fire deparnnent. 
The following examples of teamwork are considered implicit, as opposed to 
explicit, codes of work behavior (Applebaum, 1984: 4). This is because these routines 
are never specifically stated (explicit) as standard operating procedures nor trained I'or. 
Instead they become established procedures over time (implicit) because they are (and 
were) the most effective and efficient practices available for this VFD. These processes 
rely heavily upon teamwork and are only replaced when more effective or 
technologically advanced procedures and tools are adopted. 
Before the development and acquisition of pagers, which now notify all active 
volunteers simultaneously ol'an emergency call, everyone was called by telephone. A 
prepared phone number list was distributed to all volunteers. The Donnell County 
Sheriff s Office is v ho people would call in case of emergency. ' lf the emergency 
situation occurred in the VFD's service area the dispatcher at the Sheriff's Office had a 
list of phone numbers beginning with the chief down to regular fire fighters. The first 
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person the dispatcher reached and notified of the situation and location would then call 
the next person on the list until he or she reached someone and so on. Therefore time 
and notification were obstacles to overcome for the Leonardville VFD. Volunteers state 
that, once notified, whoever arrived first at the fire house would crank one truck, turning 
the lights and siren on in it and leave in another truck which was another form of 
emergency notification for those who lived nearby. Also, in the past, they wrote 
directions to the emergency scene for others on a chalkboard in the firehouse before 
leaving, An excerpt from a conversation with Roger Doss describes this aspect of 
teamwork. 
Roger Doss: "We used to have to call through a list and would leave a message 
on a chalkboard with directions to the fire. We didn't have radios, then 
we got CBs and that helped response time and el1iciency, then we got pagers and 
that reduced our time through the dispatcher with 911 calls. " 
"1 would come up at night and crank one truck and turn the lights and 
siren on and go gct in another one and take off. Somebody would be up here 
wondering what the hell was going on and it was sort of an alarm. " 
"Also, whoever got the first truck would pull out and circle through 
[Leonardville] and a lot of us lived on thc main street over there and we'd hear 
the sirens going and I'd be dressed by thc time it got to my house and it would 
slow down enough to v here people could jump on it and go with them to the fire. 
That's what I used to do. " 
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"At least it would let people know there was a fire. It was a primitive 
system but it was our only system. Now they call 911 and 20 people know right 
away, at the same time. Its a lot better. " 
Teamwork accomplishes three things in this example. First, individuals notify 
other volunteers in the immediate vicinity of the fire house of a fire or medical 
emergency. Secondly, directions are left so later arriving volunteers can respond and 
assist, And finally, one aspect of teamwork not directly mentioned in this excerpt is the 
fact that cranking two trucks and leaving one (at least) allows the remaining truck an 
opportunity to warm-up. Operating a vehicle without allowing time for oil to adequately 
circulate through the motor can cause serious damage over time, especially a VFD 
vehicle which may not be used for weeks at a tinie. In an indirect, perhaps even 
unintentional way, volunteers were maintaining their trucks, keeping as many of them as 
they could in the best condition possible for future use. Dependable vehicles are a viial 
tool in any fire departmeni. . This is especially true in a rural fire department where there 
are, for example, no other lire houses on the other side of tov n to call I'or backup if 
mechanical difficulties prevent emergency call response. 
In sum, the conventions discussed above arc work, process-orieni. ed actions, 
relations and attitudes of the Leonardvillc Volunteers. Socially defined behavior is 
expressed tlu'ough conventions of workplace and develop I'rom a strong sense of group 
and community dedication or "locally initiated mutual aid" (Simpson, 1996, 18). These 
conventions are both learned and inherently understood between members of a group or 
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community and are necessary for the maintenance and reproduction of individual, group 
and community identity as well as the practical aspects of fire fighting/EMS 
(Applebaum, 1984, McCarl, 1978, 1985). These conventions include expected and 
acceptable behavior, communication, attitudes, and ideas that friends, relatives, and 
neighbors understand, both consciously and unconsciously, through frequent personal 
contact in the Leonardville VFD (Watanabe, 1992), Simply stated, conventions of the 
workplace are job-related actions and social processes of VFD members in the 
establishment, maintenance and reproduction of effective routines when working as fire 
fighter/EMTs. 
Conventions of the workplace are not independent or mutually exclusive. 
Instead Ihey are combined in complex and varying manners and assist in the operation 
and maintenance of the work environment. Additionally, I examined v'ork and 
workplace from a "process-oriented" rinr/ "goal-directed" perspective (Jordan, 1989: 3, 
McCarl, 1985: 160). In doing so. this examination of the VFD demonstrates the fact that 
there is a pragmatically adaptive and dynamic social manner in which volunteers in the 
VFD perform tasks stemming from the moiivaiing factor of mutual obligation. Further, 
task accomplishment (whether physical or social) is expressed in and through this 
organization as a whole. By focusing on conventions of v orkplace, I hope to liave 
added to anthropological knowledge regarding our understanding of the sysiemic conlext 
of cultural expression in thc work environment as it pertains not only to the function of 
labor as a technical exercise but as a channel of broader social and cultural aspects of life 
in rural Texas. 
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3. Conclusion 
The maintenance and reproduction of the Leonardville VFD as a social place is 
primarily accomplished through the conventions of mutual obligation and conventions of 
workplace. A strong sense of mutual obligation and dedication provide the social 
ingredients for the establishment and maintenance of a volunteer fire department in 
Leonardville, Texas. Developing from the conventions of mutual obligation are the 
conventions of workplace. These are efforts and actions of VFD members to fulfill 
particular roles in specified manners in the organization. The combination of both 
conventions of mutual obligation and the workplace are required of volunteer fire 
fighter/EMTs who successfully navigate and perpetuate their work environment and 
organization. Responsibly and effectively taking part in the organization's activities 
often times requires sacrifice and is expected and required ol'members to remain in 
"good standing" (Simpson. 1987, 1996: 18, 20). Involvement and participation in the 
VFD is cultural expression ol' individual and group identity through volunteerism. I. ike 
other comniunity, political or religious functions and rituals, the actions of ihe VFD 
create and maintain a public image and identity for volunteers. Participation also creates 
a sense ol'belonging v hile it establishes thc parameters of correct behavior (Geertz, 
1973, Ortner, 1984). 
Volunteerism allows for and perpetuates lhe continuance of the local VFD as a 
viable entity within and for thc community. Successful individual participation and 
acquisition of social capital, status or prestige within the VFD demonstrates to other 
volunteers that this organization provides a setting of opportunity for gaining social 
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resources, thus keeping the VFD viable as an effective fire fighting/EMS organization 
through its continued attractiveness to potential and current volunteers (Bordieu, 1986, 
Coleman, 1989: 105). Thus, VFD volunteerism is encouraged and enforced through 
conventions of the workplace and mutual obligation. Likewise, the success of this VFD 
perpetuates and reproduces both individual and organizational identity. When analyzed, 
conventions pertaining to group commitment and conduct set the standard for expected 
and acceptable behavior, duties and rights (Ghani, 1995: 38). 
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CHAPTER IV 
MUTUAL OBLIGATION AND SOCIAL CONTEXT 
Modernization and increasing urbanization have a major impact on life in rural 
Texas. Maintenance and reproduction of the rural community as a social place, in an 
environment of social, political, and economic change, is the primary topic of this 
chapter. The VFD plays an important role in the maintenance and recreation of 
community identity in Leonardville, Texas. Involvement and participation in the VFD is 
one characteristic that assists in the social definition of the community (Perkins, 1990, 
Simpson, 1996: 18, 23-24). I propose that participation in the VFD provides the local 
citizenry a stake in community affairs. Additionally, the contributions of time and labor 
by these individuals are recognized by the community, thus providing volunteer fire 
fighters with a degree of locally defined status and prestige. 
In relation to maintenance and reproduction of community, I mill examine the 
I, eonardville VFD in its broader social contexts of community, service area, county and 
state. The VFD is an institution that serves to maintain I eonardville's identity and 
promotes social stability when forces. such as economic cooperation, competition and 
change between organizations, population issues (local vs. non-local as well as life-cycle 
changes) and government bureaucracy (such as county-level medical associations) cause 
or enable change. In this chapter, I provide specific examples of how volunteers use 
conventions of mutual obligation in the maintenance and reproduction of community in 
the face of these issues/forces of change. 
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1. The Community: Mutual Obligation and the Social Environment 
Conventions of Mutual Obligation. Conventions of mutual obligation denote 
the responsibilities and commitments of VFD members to Leonardville as a whole just 
as they denote the responsibilities and commitments of the organization's membership 
to each other. Conventions of mutual obligation at the community level are established 
through ustst, offering and accepting opportunities to demonstrate devotion to the 
community as well as sharing responsibilities and the burdens of sometimes traumatic 
emergency situations. Communal understanding and demonstration of mutual 
obligation expressed through membership and action in the VFD assist in continuous 
construction and maintenance of local identity and stability. Through frequent personal 
contact over time, citizens gain knowledge regarding personal behavior that enables 
them to actively engage each other and their world in a uniquely "local" manner. "That 
is, intimate fatniliarity with a local place and with thc particular individuals who [live] 
thcrc Iengender] abiding personal aftachments diiectly associated with compelling 
presuppositions about how properly to live in Ia] place" i Watanabe, 1992: 11-12]. 
Understanding conventions of mutual obligation provides insight inti& community 
dynamics and characteristics, social processes and the shared, tacit knowledge of the 
members of this community. 
Community is maintained and reproduced through the efforts of'cifizens to fulfill 
particular roles in specific manners. Community members expect each other fo be aware 
of and participate in local social life and events if they wish to be regarded as 
stakeholders and/or good citizens (Cohen. 1999: 9-10]. Many individuals participate in 
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the Leonardville VFD as a means of community involvement. In this sense, the VFD 
parallels membership in other organizations such as the Lion's Club or 4-H Club. 
Volunteering as a fire fighter/EMT is one way for people to gain a stake in the affairs of 
Leonardville, to make a contribution, while at the same time acquiring social capital and 
promoting their general welfare as well as that of the VFD's service area and even 
providing assistance to neighboring communities with Donnell County (Bordieu, 1986, 
Coleman, 1989: S119). Involvement and participation in the VFD is a cultural 
expression of communal identity through volunteerism. Furthermore, this volunteerism 
is public (Putnam, 1993: 87-89). Community involvement through the VFD is 
observable during parades, community service, and fund raising events (Simpson, 1996: 
17). It is for all in the community to sce. Like other community, political or religious 
functions and rituals, thc actions of the VFD create and maintain a public image and 
identity 1'or the volunteers. Public participation also creates a conventional or shared 
sense of physical control and social belonging while it establishes the parameters of 
correct behavior (Geertz, 1973: 112-113, Ghani, 1995: 38, Ortncr. 1984). 
Control and, 9tabi/i/y. The following is a passage from a conversation with 
Chuck Rheay who is a long-standing volunteer of thc Lconardville VFD. In this 
passage, I initially ask Chuck if he believes thc VFD will continue to successfully 
function, get better or decline in efficiency in the future. In thc course of our 
conversation Chuck states that he bclicvcs the VFD will gct better. Follov ing the 
question I asked him why the Leonardville VFD has such strong community support at 
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their annual fund-raiser. His reply is indicative of why he believes the community 
supports the VFD and how the VFD exercises some control over forces of change. 
Kash: "Do you think the VFD will continue to function on the level it does 
today or will it get better or worse?" 
Chuck Rheay: "Better, because we get great support from the community. 
Good [community] response. 
Kash: "Why do y'all have such a good turnout and good support?" 
Chuck: "They' ve seen how this department has grown; where we started and 
where we are now. We do good or we wouldn't have new equipment. " 
"My uncle died Monday. My aunt had to call 911 Saturday at 3:00 in 
the morning, she just didn't know what to expect tvhen the trucks pulled up. But 
when they got there it was a big burden lifted off of her because she knew these 
people; saw their faces and that had a lot to do with [her] feeling better because 
it's good to share the burden with friends, relatives, and neighbors. 
"I never really realized it before until it was my family that needed help, 
there's an element of trust and stability when you see someone you know. The 
first person through thc door was Rhett Clark, who's our cousin, and then 
Waylon Bryan and . Ierod Parker, and it really helped my aunt and I never 
realized it before but I think thafs v;hy we get so much support; [the] community 
helping itself. . . ourselves. 
"I lilcc [Lconardvillc] because of thc tightness. I can't walk into a store 
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without somebody saying 'Hey Mark' or I can go into the auto shop down here 
and I ain't got my checkbook with me, they' ll let me have the part so I can go on 
to work and I' ll pay them later. " 
Chuck* s mention of community "tightness" in this passage is an important 
concept in the construction and maintenance of community. In the social context of 
Leonardville, tightness is the shared sense of closeness between people which allows not 
only for familiarity but also provides a foundation for common identity and mutual 
obligation. In this sense, tightness is similar to John Watanabe's discussion on the 
importance of "naab'1" ( literally meaning "soul" or "way of being") in the social 
construction of community in rural Guatemala (1992: 81). This tightness or "way of 
being" among residents of Leonardville establishes 
. . . a connectedness to others that they construe as essential to their well-being. In 
other words, the conventional associations of naab'1 cquatc human awareness with 
belonging to a community, expressed through an individual recognition of-and 
ongoing commitments lo — the others wbo make up this community [Watanabe, 1992: 
86]. 
Furthermore, throughout the course of life and repeated contact/interaction between 
community members that assists in the establishment of trust and/or local identity, 
tightness may be presumed to be an inherent quality of local life but 'is rtcrually 
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invented in the course [Original emphasis] " of action and interaction (Wagner, 1975: 
94), Being "tight" with other community members is achieved through active 
engagement in the community; establishing and maintaining trust by participation in and 
dedication to other community members (Keil, 1986, Watanabe, 1992: 90-91). 
Tightness is accomplished by a range of actions including, in this case, paying for 
something "later*' if it is given on faith and credit or volunteering service to the 
community through the VFD thus sharing in responsibilities associated with providing 
Leonardville with fire protection and emergency medical service. 
Aside from revealing notions of "tightness" in Leonardville which allow for 
effective community construction, this excerpt covers two additional thenies. First, is 
the manner in which the Leonardville VFD assists in community maintenance and 
reproduction through mutual obligation. Second, Chuck's statements illustrate the 
VFD's assistance in mediating forces of life-cycle changes; namely, in this instance, how 
a family deals with the death of one of its members. 
Chuck talks about the direct observation of growth and development of the VFD 
and the strong popular and financial support which contributes to the reciprocal cycle 
that pcrpctuatcs both this organization and Leonardville. Continued participation in and 
support for expanding the Vl'D is the "formal expression of inclusion in the local 
community" and is indicative of the local population's av areness that this organization 
has practical as well as "social value" (Watanabe, 1992: 125). ln return for local 
support, the VFD continues to grow and obtain better material (and training) thus 
allowing it to better provide protection of life and property of the community. That is, 
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volunteers donate time and labor and non-volunteers provide financial resources, 
Simply stated, Leonardville forms and supports its own emergency service, the 
emergency service performs to a relative high standard of service (set by the community 
and VFD members) and the community continues to support the fire department both in 
volunteers and money. The VFD assists in the protection of life and property and the 
community continues to support the VFD; thus Leonardville and its VFD are maintained 
and reproduced. 
The VFD also acts as a mediator or stabilizing factor in contrast to change. 
Death is, without a doubt, a major element of change in any community and is 
ultimately out of anyone's control. The death of a community member is very traumatic; 
especially to the immediate family. Left to deal with death and subsequent changes are 
the surviving relatives. friends and neighbors. Chuck states that his aunt was extremely 
relicvcd and comforted when volunteers she knew arrived on the scene io aid his uncle. 
Chuck's aunt felt that shc was not alone in dealing with events; she could "share the 
burden. " The Leonardville VFD's mission is to "protect life and property" and 
"empower residents lo overcome natural adversity" (Simpson, 1997: 18, Watanabe, 
1992: 125). Trusting and knowing that Leonardville Volunteers have a personal stake in 
rendering assistance is reassuring to this "tight" community. By sharing the burden with 
non-strangers, an individual does not have to deal with the sad and stressful events 
surrounding sickness and death alone. 
The primary task of the Leonardville VFD is to fight fires and save lives; to 
provide some semblance or degree of control over sickness, injury or fire when out of 
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control or threatening the well-being of people (Harvey, 1997: 719, McCarl, 1981: 12). 
The shared, communal act of combating death and other tragic events such as a home 
fire provides an element of security and stability for members of a community. The 
VFD response "brackets the disaster symbolically. In invoking collective concern, it 
begins a ritual repair of the emotional damage which disaster brings and reestablishes 
the moral assumptions behind everyday life in community" (Simpson, 1996: 24). In 
Chuck's story, the stroke eventually took the life of his uncle but the initial trauma to 
surviving family members was reduced by the support of community volunteers who 
combat and share the burden of dealing with sickness and death as well as promoting the 
communal knowledge that this service is provided to everyone (Harvey, 1985: 233). In 
dealing with this particular emergency situation, control was lost in thc sense that thc 
victim's life could not be saved. 13ut stability was provided and maintained for thc 
family members who were present at the initial emergency scene through ihe comfori. of 
familiarity and personal support provided by volunteers who respond to emergency 
situations. 
Mulual Ohligalion as Rile of Passage. As discussed in Chapier II, many 
individuals regard membership and participation in the Leonardville VFD as an 
opportunity to demonstrate to volunteers and non-volunteers alike ihat they are adults 
and lull members of the community and should be treated as such. The minimum age 
requirement for joining the VFD is 18 years. At this age, passage into adulthood is 
marked by the successful management of increased responsibility and one way to 
achieve this is contributing to the VFD and the community (Arthur, 1997: 364, McCarl, 
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1981, Simpson, 1996: 22). Arnold van Gennep defines rites of passage as "all the 
ceremonial patterns which accompany a passage from one situation to another or from 
one cosmic or social world to another" (1960: 10). Volunteering as a local fire 
fighter/EMT is one way in which young people can demonstrate both their desire and 
ability to assume responsibility and their commitment to fellow citizens as well as 
"passing" from the "social world" of adolescence into adulthood. 
Although the desire to acquire status and remain in good standing in the 
community is true of people born and raised in Leonardville, it is also true of people 
who move or marry into the community. New or non-"intergenerational" residents of 
Leonardville may or may not be so young as to feel they have to prove their status as 
adults (Simpson, 1996: 17, Perkins, 1996: 133). ln this sense, joining the VFD is a rite 
of passage 1'or individuals with full-time jobs, fainilies and homes who desire and/or feel 
a requirement to demonstrate their obligation to the community. For example, Roger 
Doss married into the community at the age of 21 in 1976. In this case, Roger was 
someone who demonstrated to established community members his maturity as an adult 
resident of Leonardville, choosing to become involved in local affairs. Over the years 
Roger also demonstrated his loyalty and concern 1'or the well being of the community's 
citizenry. Both of these public displays of'social concern and conscious were initially 
accomplished by volunteering as a lire lighter and later as an EMT for Leonardville. 
Roger Doss is currently a twenty-three year active volunteer certified in both fire 
fighting and EMS. Throughout his involvement with the Leonardville VFD, he has 
served as the organization's secretary, assistant chief and vice president. As a twenty- 
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three- year resident of Leonardville, Roger has also served and/or serves as a city 
alderman, treasurer of the local Brethren Church, 4-H Club Youth Administrator, 
member of the Leonardville Rodeo Organizing Committee and Lion's Club and is a 
Donnell County Constable. During a conversation with him, I asked about his initial 
involvement with the Leonardville VFD. His response sums up nicely the notion of 
mutual obligation in the community. 
Kash: "Why did you join the VFD here in town?" 
Roger Doss: "A lot of guys asked me to join and I knew them through my wife. 
I was 21 when I joined. It was a way to meet people in town since I was new 
here. We lived across the street from the VFD and I thought it might bc 
interesting to do. My wil'e was lrom here and it helped me get to know some of 
the older people in tow'. And I had helped put out grass fires and stuff before 
but v, as never a member ol any lire department. " 
"It's a civic duty. I can't expect people to come out and put my house lire 
out for free if I'm not v;illing to help them do the same thing. It's a civic duty or 
community awareness. " 
In this short passage Roger indicates he joined the VFD for several reasons. 
First of all, people knew him through his wife and felt he was a member of the 
community, at least through marriage, and should become involved in local affairs. This 
is a very important point. Simply marrying into the community was not enough to allot 
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Roger full status as a citizen in Leonardville. Trust was not established. He had not 
demonstrated his interest, concern or willingness to accept responsibility as an adult 
citizen in Leonardville. Most likely, because he was a new resident, he could not have 
immediately run for a local government position or joined organizations such as the 
Lion's Club without respective popular support or sponsorship. Therefore, the VFD 
provided an opportunity for Roger to, at least initially, become a stakeholder in the 
community. 
Secondly, Roger states that he was young (21 years old) and joining the VFD 
provided him an opportunity to socialize and create social ties with members of the 
community, especially some of the older, more established members of the community. 
In Roger's case, he demonstrated through continued devotion to the organization and his 
ability to learn and perform as a fire fighter/EMT that he was a responsible adulu This 
is a rite of passage that inany young people need to assisi. them in becoming accepted as 
responsible adults in this organization and community in general. 
To elaborate, volunteering service to the VFD as a means of progressing into or 
partially accomplishing full status as a citizen of Leonardville is a rite of passage or 
"ritual symbol. " This rite is a "dynamic entity, at least within its appropriate context of 
action. " Volunteerism as a rite of passage both "indicate[s] and constitute[s] transitions 
between states" and is a phase or process "whereby groups become adjusted to internal 
changes and adapted to their external environment. From this standpoint thc ritual 
symbol becomes a factor in social action, a positive force in an activity field" (Turner, 
1967: 93, 1996: 442). In other words, volunteering is a rite of passage for those who 
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want status as full citizens including those who have turned eighteen (age typically 
symbolic of the passage Irom adolescence into adulthood) as well as adults who move 
into the community from elsewhere. It is the passage from non-citizen or partial citizen 
to full citizen that participation in the VFD can signify as well as help accomplish. " 
Membership and participation in the Leonardville VFD is an opportunity to demonstrate 
to volunteers and non-volunteers alike that they are members of the community and 
should be treated as such. Acquisition of status as a fire fighter/EMT leads to 
acceptance as an adult and/or good citizen. This process is marked by degrees of 
successful management of increased responsibility and interest in/devotion to the 
community. Volunteering as a local fire fighter/EMT is a way in which people living in 
the community, young and ncw alike, demonstrate their desire for and willingness to 
accept responsibility as well as concern for Leonardville. Involvement is required of 
pcoplc v:ho want to acquire and remain in "good sianding" in the community. 
Burudes, C'ommuniiy Service, ctnd Bur-Be-Oue. The following passage is a short 
segment of an interviev I had ivith Blake Hopson regarding the V FD's role as a 
supporter of the community in non-cmcrgcncy situations. 
Blake Hopson: "We do parades, community service, LeonardFestiVille, help 
direct traffic and stuff. We'd park cars at the county fair. I mean, we do other 
things bcsidcs fires. We thought about 'Adopt-a-Highway Program" but decided 
not to. 
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But the Lion's club does that and most of them are in the VFD and they 
don't want to do it twice. Plus, we thrive off contributions from the community. 
If people give us money for support then we have to be careful about giving to 
other charities because a lot people may think 'Well why should I give you 
money if you' re just gonna turn around and give to these people over here. If I 
wanted to support them, I would have give them the money. '. " 
"I wish we would do more stuff like that but you have to be careful about 
the fact that we operate on contributions. But if it involves stuff other than 
monetary support, like time and labor, we usually donate if we can or want to. " 
Being in the Leonardville VFD is not just about putting out fires or responding to 
medical emergencies but also about covering the costs of operating the VFD and 
participating in public events. The three most common examples of alternative roles of 
volunteer lire lighter/FMTs and conventions of mutual obligation in Leonardvillc are 
parades, community service, and the annual fund-raising bar-be-que/cake auction 
(Simpson, 1996: 17). Parades and community service are direct contributions and 
assistance to the well-being and morale of Leonardville. 
The bar-be-que/cake auction is a fund-raiser and primary source of income for 
the VFD. 'I'his event raises money for the VFD so that it can continue to function, 
buying and upgrading equipment and facilities as well as paying for education and 
training. The only other sources of income for the VFD is a $200. 00 payment from 
Donnell County for fire calls outside Leonardville's city limits and providing volunteers 
for the operation of a concession stand during football games at The University of South 
Central Texas. 
Parades. Participating in public rituals such as parades is a common function of 
the Leonardville VFD. Parades are public rituals which serve to strengthen community 
bonds and promote local identity. Geertz states: "In a ritual, the world as lived and 
world as imagined, fused under the agency of. . . symbolic forms, turn out to be the same 
world. . . " Rituals are "consecrated behavior" that are demonstrative or "symbolic" of the 
actual world and the way in which people view and engage the world they live in 
through cultural expressions (Geertz, 1973: 112). Furthermore, parades are rituals 
which "symbolically integrate" and "shape the. . . consciousness of a people" or assist in 
creating and real'lirming local identity by the display of community members primarily 
associated through locally significant groups/organizations such as the VFD, businesses, 
school clubs and bands or local 4-11 Clubs (Geertz, 1973: 113). Specifically, the VFD's 
participation in parades demonstrates to and reminds citizens of their ability to organize 
and "initiate action at the local level for the bcncfit of their communities" (Simpson. 
1996: 17-18). In addition to local holidays and events, other communities in the area 
also ask the Leonardville Vl'D to sometimes participate in their parades, thus 
suengthening inter-community bonds. 
For parades, ihe volunteers will v ash and shine the fire trucks which indicates 
pride in the organization and pride in the community event. As stated by one fire fighter 
"A good reflection on the VFD is a good reflection on the community. " They then line 
the trucks up and slowly drive along the main road which runs through Leonardville 
along with other participatory people/groups either walking, on horseback or riding on 
floats and vehicles decorated for whatever occasion or event demands the parade such as 
Christmas, Easter, Fourth of July, and LeonardFestiVille (celebration of Leonardville's 
founding). Parades are processual displays of local identity and symbolically allow the 
VFD to present itself as "the objectification of the community's commitment to 
egalitarian sociability and mutual responsibility (Simpson, 1996: 24). Additionally, the 
VFD has some advantages over other local parade participants. For one, they have very 
large, bright red trucks equipped with the brightest lights and loudest horns and sirens. 
At Christmas time, the VFD has another advantage over other parade participants; Santa 
Claus! The biggest, brightest fire truck acts as the Texas version of Santa's sleigh, 
parading him down the street so he can wave and throw candy to all the boys and girls 
wailing excitedly for a glimpse at the plump, patron saint of children who has the power 
to make their dreains reality during this magical time of year. The Leonardvillc VFD 
enjoys taking part in these special events because they not only contribute to thc 
happiness and general quality of life of Leonardviflc but because parades also provide 
volunteers an opportunity to show-off their cquipmcnt (specifically thc trucks) and 
demonstrate pride in their work and organization. Furthcrmorc, parades offer these 
volunteers a brief moment in thc spotlight not associated with cmcrgcncy situations but 
instead with positive organizational affiliation and pride in their community (Case, 
198 g). 
Conununity Service. Contributing to the morale and general welfare of this 
community is a major role of the VFD. Assisting in events besides parades is something 
volunteers are often asked to do by the community. During the summer, there are two 
main local events besides the VFD fund-raiser; the Leonardville Rodeo and 
LeonardFestiVille. Both require people to direct and assist in parking cars for the 
general public and volunteers help with this task. There are very few paved lots 
available in the area and parking can become disorderly without directions; this is 
especially true if the ground is wet and people's vehicles get stuck in the mud. 
Volunteers also park and retrieve cars for elderly people so they do not have to walk as 
far in the Texas summer sun, perhaps preventing potential medical emergencies. 16 
At these events, there is at least one fire truck loaded with medical supplies and 
equipment standing by in case medical assistance is needed at the scene. This is 
especially true at ihe Rodeo due lo the possibility of serious injuries occurring during 
rough cowboy athletics such as bull riding and bull dogging. Iqowever, during my 
research in this community, no one recalls there ever being an cmcrgcncy situation at 
any of these events more serious than heat exhaustion, minor cuts/abrasions or slight 
cases of alcohol poisoning. Regardless, the presence and preparedness of volunteer fire 
fighier/FMTs is a service to the commiuiity. 
Another big event in Leonardvillc during the summer is the Annual Leonardville 
Volunteer Fire Dcpartmcnt's Bar-Bc-Que Fund-Raiser. On the third Sunday of every 
August thc Vl'D provides "all you can eat" dinners of bar-be-que, beans, coleslaw, 
potatoes, bread and tea for a cost of $5. 00 a plate. Additionally, there is a raf lie ol' 
donated items l'rom local and surrounding businesses and people and an auction of 
donated cakes, hamburger and chili meat after the majority of people are finished eating. 
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All of this is accompanied by a live band and a dance later in the evening at the SP JST 
Hall. 
Bar-be-que. All fire departments require fire fighting equipment and storage 
facilities for that equipment. However, the fundamental components of a fire 
department, voluntary or otherwise, are fire fighters. The Leonardville VFD relies 
almost solely upon its local citizens for support, both for its volunteers and its financial 
resources. To supplement the budget, volunteers operate a concession stand during The 
University of South Central Texas' football games for ten percent of the stand's gross 
income. The VFD also receives $200 from Donnell County for every fire call outside 
the city's limits. This fire department receives no direct assistance from the government 
(local or state). The Leonardville volunteers maintain their independence from 
government bureaucracy and funding. If the fire department were partially or wholly 
funded by local taxes this would allow for outside inlerference in inner-organizational 
matters while simultaneously reducing the status and subsequent authority of the officers 
and members in the very organization they comprise possibly resulting in prolonged 
inter-organizational conllict between the VFD and the municipality (Perkins, 1996: 45- 
46i. Instead, this organization v'as founded and continues to function as a strictly 
voluntary and autonomous organization maintained by a membership consisting of' local 
citizens who prefer the VI'D remain un-funded by local tax increases and unmanaged 
(even partially) by government politicians and/or bureaucrats (Perkins, 1987). 
According to Blake Hopson: 
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Blake: "Leonardville runs the show; no government bullshit. We' re our own 
entity. Don't need the city to do anything; just the approval of our members and 
what the community wants. We get $200 from the county for outside fire calls 
but they [the county] have no control over what we do. There's no strings 
attached to that money, they just give it to us to show a little appreciation for us 
doing the job. Same with the city. They have no control over us. Don't get me 
wrong though. We get along fine with the city, there's no big conflict. But we 
can do whatever we want, if we need to, even though they [the city] likes to raise 
a little hell about it sometimes. They got no control over the situation. " 
The Leonardville VFD's support and authority to act is primarily a result of the good will 
and self-organization of the local citizenry. In turn, VFD participation allows a portion 
of local citizens to come together in a formalized setting to organize fire protection 
service and discuss matters of the community as well as providing an opportunity to 
publicly demonstrate their citizenship to fellow volunteer fire fighters and non- 
volunteers alike. 
Volunteerism and effective "human service" allows for and perpetuates the 
continuance of the VFD as a tire fighting/EMS and social institution in the community. 
The success of this VFD perpetuates and reproduces community identity when the local 
citizenry is confronted, both internally and externally, v ith change (Perkins, 1996: 126, 
135, Simpson, 1996: 18, 29-31). The actions of people in this organization and 
community might seem trivial and mundane. However, when examined in an 
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anthropological context; codes of commitment, conduct and community set the standard 
for expected and acceptable behavior, duties and rights (Cohen, 1999: 9-10, 13-14, 
Ghani, 1995: 38). That is, people ascribe value to social processes of the community 
which frame human action such as volunteering as a fire fighter/EMT or non-volunteers 
faithfully attending and assisting during the VFD's fund-raiser (Jordan, 1989; 6). Values 
placed on participation include notions such as volunteers being community-oriented or 
possessing exceptionally high regards for human life and property while non-volunteers* 
faithful attendance to the fund-raiser may be due to the fact the event itself is an 
enjoyable sociable event. Further, fund-raiser attendance can "reinforce the existing 
social structure" of Leonardvifle through the expression of gratitude and appreciation for 
the service volunteers provide the community (Abrahams, 1970: 304). This discussion 
of the bar-be-que/cake auction covers both the notion of conventions of mutual 
obligation at the community level and also leads into the next section of this chapter 
regarding social 1ields. 
Thc Annual Lconardville VFD Bar-Be-Que is the primary source of income for 
this organization and requires much preparation and planning. All available volunteers, 
active and inactive, pariicipate in ihe event. Members purchase and prepare food, l7 
purchase paper plates, utensils, and advertisement, and hire a band as well as ask for any 
donations of food items and raffle items people or businesses are willing to contribute. 
They are also in charge of cleaning the fair grounds when the event is over. Thc 
Saturday before the fund-raiser volunteers arrive at the fair grounds by 7:00a. m. They 
begin the process of trimming trees and shrubs, setting out extra trash cans, cutting, 
hauling and stacking wood near the bar-be-que pits, cleaning the pits, lighting the fire, 
peeling and cooking potatoes, preparing and seasoning meat, making tea, making sauce, 
setting up tables and chairs, and a host of other tasks that must be accomplished for this 
fund-raiser's success. Saturday nights are usually more relaxed with most of the 
preparations taking place during the day but cooking doesn't stop until Sunday usually 
around I:00 p. m. . Additionally, there is a very informal and party-like atmosphere the 
night before the bar-be-que which is conducive to quite a bit of beer drinking by 
volunteers while keeping the fires going and starting the meat-cooking. But the majority 
of this occurs after primary tasks are accomplished. 
Cake Auction. On Sunday, around 9:00 a. m. , people begin to arrive for the 
event. By I:30 p. m. the cake auction begins. The cake auction is phenomenal because 
of thc amount some of the cakes will sell I'or as well as its overall success as a fund- 
raiser. In particular, one German Chocolate cake, referred to as the "community cake" 
will sell from anywhere between $1, 000 and $2, 000. This cake's recipe calls for 50 eggs 
to give the reader an idea of how large it is (a normal size cake requires 2-3 eggs). It 
also takes two individuals to hold this cake. However, the fact that this cake brings in 
thousands of dollars is not strictly due to its size or the bakers exceptional cooking skills. 
The reason the "community cake" brings in so much money is because scvcral pcoplc 
pool their resources to buy it. People attending the fund-raiser usually already know 
beforehand how much they are going to bid on a cake or contribute to the Vl'D. Since 
the bidding on cakes usually starts at $100 (this is more than some can afford). many 
people donate lesser amounts of money toward purchasing the "community cake. " The 
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amount of money raised to buy the "community cake" varies but ranges between $1, 000 
and $2, 000. 
Additionally, there are other "high-bidders" who will either independently or 
collectively run-up the bid to elevate the selling price on various cakes. Low cake sales 
usually range from $150-$325, average cake sales range from $325-$600 and of course 
there is the "community cake" which has brought in as much as $2, 000 in the past. The 
"high-bidders" begin bidding on a cake and bidding against each other, running up the 
price to relatively exorbitant amounts of money, sometimes above the average-high $600 
mark but usually not more than $1, 000. Volunteers hope that this auctioning/bidding 
process will excite the crowd and possibly lead to other high bids on additional cakes 
while offering a bit of entertainment and novelty to onlookers who witness the 
purchasing of such "expensive" cakes through competitive bidding. 
I'or individuals who do not or cannot bid on cakes (due to late arrival, preference 
for meat or shortage of funds) but want to participate in the auction there is also a chili 
meat and hamburger auction after the cakes are gone. Auctioned ofl' are live pound 
packages of meat that usually sell for approximately $50 each. The bottom line in all of 
this is that money is being donated for a good cause and done so in a fun way while 
maximizing the amount ol money brought in through the bidding process of an auction 
(Abrahams, 1970: 317-319). The following passage is part of an interview with a 
volunteer by the name ol'Chris Etharedge. In it, he discusses the cake auction and 
community supporL 
Kash: "Why is there such a good turnout at the cake auction?" 
Chris Etharedge: "[By] Drumming up business from local merchants, farm 
equipment dealers and stuff. Go out and ask people to bid and in return the 
auctioneer 'plugs' the business. It's advertisement. If there's 700 people at a bar- 
be-que, that's a pretty good audience to hear something about how good your 
business is! In return, the merchants from all over, Ezra, Shawnee Prairie, come 
out and bid on cakes and buy raffle tickets. 
Kash: "What did you do personally during the fund-raiser? 
Chris: "Acknowledging bidders. Everybody that bids gets recognition 
personally or business-wise. If its a businessman we' ll plug his business a little 
bit or just let people know that so-and-so is bidding and willing to help out with 
the fund raising by bidding on a cake. . . and that encourages people to help out 
0 
ln addition to providing a bit of entertainment to on-lookers, those who bid on 
cakes, low or high, gain public recognition for their support of the VFD. During the 
bidding process, volunteers act as "spottcrs" and monitor those who bid. Bidders are 
publicly acknowledged for their support with a public announcement of thanks and 
gratitude from thc auctioneer or spotters. This is good for local and area business 
owners (primarily agricultural supplies and equipment businesses) who come out to 
support the VFD. Bidding provides "free" advertisement when businesses are 
recognized as supporters of this farming community's VFD. This is also true in the 
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raffle. Businesses and people are publicly recognized for donating particular prizes for 
the raffle. Public acknowledgment lets community members know who supports 
Leonardville and its VFD as well as providing a bit of advertisement/recognition for 
businesses and people. 
The money raised in the 1998 fund-raiser is an example of how successful the 
cake auction is for the VFD. Out of $18, 236. 28 profit (gross- $23, 344. 28) raised at last 
years fund-raiser $12, 250. 00 was generated from the cake auction alone. This is almost 
2/3s of total profit generated from this single fund-raiser! Overall, $5, 108. 42 was 
invested by the VFD to raise $18, 236. 28 and 1998 was considered an average year for 
fund-raising by the VFD. The fund-raiser held in 1992 raised $29, 000 for the group. Of 
course there arc also donations of raffle prizes, cakes, time and labor but in quantitative 
terms, due to reciprocal exchanges of commitment and mutual obligation thc VFD 
experienced a 357'/o increase in an initial investment of $5, 108. 42. 
There is always a large turnout of people fiom thc community and surrounding 
area io thc l, eonardville VFD's fund-raiser. This is due to several reasons such as large 
amounts of excellent food, live music, the raffle and the cake auction. Most importantly 
ihough showing up and participating in the day's events are for the good cause of 
supporting the Leonardville Volunteer Fire Department and the community in general. 
By attending and participating in the fund-raiser people, in effect, arc supporting the 
mutual service u& and protection of themselves and other community members as well as 
residents in surrounding areas. By taking part in this fund-raiser, people demonstrate 
their mutual obligation through sharing the responsibility of raising money for the 
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betterment of the VFD which is a strong element of community support or "locally 
initiated mutual aid" (Simpson, 1996: 18). 
2. Social Fields 
Separation of the Leonardville VFD from its context of community, service area, 
county or state is just as impracticable as the separation of culture and workplace. Just 
as community members act and interact in the fire department so does the VFD in its 
broader environment. This organization has ties to and cooperates with small 
neighboring communities, as well as county/state organizations, bureaucracies and 
private industry. The Leonardville VFD is responsible for providing emergency fire 
protection and medical service in a 181 square mile area or approximately twenty-five 
percent of Donnell County. Therefore, the relationships between this VFD, Leonardville 
and the surrounding area are dynamic and inseparable as long as this fire department 
serves to fill socially and physically pragmatic needs (Perkins, 1987: 342. 1996, 
Roseberry, 1995). In order to fully understand this group, its context must be 
understood. The specific settings in which I will examine the Leonardville VFD are 
those of its community, service area, county and the state. The community exists in 
broader sociological settings or "fields of power" (Roseberry, 1995: 56-57, Wolf„1969: 
290i. I extend this idea of "fields of power" or a "social matrix" to include the VFD as a 
non-isolated group within broader social settings which are "parameters of interaction" 
(Horowdtz, 1971: 179, Wolf, 1971: 176). The VFD simultaneously exists, acts and 
interacts in Leonardville as well as other social settings. Further, it is both "generalized" 
and "specialized. " The VFD is "plastic" or versatile so that it may function in both local 
and non-local social fields (Wolf, 1971: 170-171, 173). In the "generalized" sense the 
VFD is adaptable to changes, interacts with other groups and performs alternative tasks 
and roles besides just fire protection and emergency medical services. At the same time, 
however, the VFD is "specialized" in that it functions in established, particular ways 
maintaining group integrity while lending itself to the construction of group and 
community identity. In other words, the VFD operates in both set and flexible manners. 
The organization itself has established implicit/explicit rules, manners and routines but it 
must "diversify" or change approaches over time to adapt to internal and external 
pressures of change such as increasing costs of equipment and insurance or improved 
EMS. Thc VFD is an actor in concentrically larger environments. It must act in as well 
as interact with various other groups in these larger "fields" such as state bureaucracies 
and other fire departments (see Wolf, 1971: 171-173, 178). 
This model seeks to describe and define social actors and groups, their 
interpersonal relationships, and their relationships with other social actors and groups. 
An understanding of connections within and between these entities is necessary to 
account I'or socio-cultural processes and action as well as thc acquisition of resources 
(Roseberry, 1995: 57). I use these ideas as a way to analyze thc Lconardvillc VFD as a 
"local" entity which exisls within iis progressively larger social fields of community, 
service area, county and state. 
Community. Analysis of thc Lconardville VFD's social context of community 
is necessary in understanding its particular role and how it successfully fulfills its 
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obligations. Cooperation between the VFD and other organizations in Leonardville 
lends to both this organization's and Leonardville's continued success and perpetuation. 
Cooperation assists in the reproduction of community as a social place. It creates and 
strengthens bonds between people and groups in Leonardville through the positive 
exchange of cooperation, assistance and the sharing of real and potential resources. Just 
as there are individual aspects of cooperation expressed through conventions of mutual 
obligation there is also cooperation between local level (and broader level) 
organizations. The VFD regularly serves and cooperates with other people and groups 
in the community by not only formally providing fire protection service and EMS but 
also by participating in and hosting events. These include affairs such as the 4'" of July 
Parades, the fund-raiser and provision of the fire house as a voting center on election 
days. The VFD also regularly shares fund-raising opportunities and resources with other 
groups such as concession stand operation during football games. This is not to 
oversimplify relationships or state that there is no personal or organizational self- 
interest. Various organizations (Lion's Club, VFD, SPJST, Daughlers of Confederate 
Homemakers, eic. ) do perlorm their "necessary tasks" and compete for both human and 
economic resources but they do so through established notions ol' sharing and 
cooperating which bene(its all concerned parties within ihe communiiy (Kuper, 1992: 
For instance, due to the relatively small population in l, eonardville and the 
surrounding area fewer people are available to contribute money to organizations or 
causes. Additionally, many people belong to more than one organization resulting in 
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less time and labor any one organization can demand and receive from particular 
members. An example of this is that many volunteer fire fighters also belong to the 
Lion's Club or are local government representatives. Additionally, various other 
organizations are almost constantly trying to raise money such as local Little League 
Baseball Clubs that sell candy bars to raise funds for equipment and uniforms. Related 
to this issue is of limited resources, the Leonardville VFD (as a group) does not give 
money to charitable causes, sponsor baseball teams, participate in the "Adopt-a- 
Highway" Program or other such causes or projects because they themselves are 
financially dependent on charitable donations. Many people may be offended and stop 
or reduce contributions to the VFD if they see this organization contributing money 
elsewhere. The general consensus among I eonardville Volunteers is that "If they 
[contributors to the VFD] wanted to sponsor a baseball team or 'Adopt-a-Highway' they 
would give money to those organizations instead of the VFD. We don't really have the 
right to give that money to other organizations!" Instead of money, volunteers donate 
time and labor to organizations and events. These donations are primarily, but not 
exclusively, fire or medical service rclatcd. 
Also, effectively cooperating is important in Leonardville because if the Lion' s 
Club, for instance, and the VFD simultaneously schedule fund-raisers, they not only 
reduce the number of people they have working during a fund-raiser duc to some 
simultaneous mutual membership but also reduce the amount ol'money boih groups can 
raise due to the simultaneous sharing of mutual target audiences or donators. Coinciding 
fund-raisers hurt both groups thus reducing their viability which hurts the overall 
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community. There is also the idea that some people will contribute to both groups if the 
fund-raiser/event is held separately, allowing the strain of donating to be distributed over 
time. Because of the primarily civic/service oriented nature of the organizations I am 
discussing here as well as the limited number of contributors and members available in 
the community and surrounding area for fund-raising, cooperation is more advantageous 
than competition. Cooperation is also effective in helping keep Leonardville's 
organizations viable which assists in the perpetuation of the community itself through 
the creation of social bonds and reciprocity (Kuper, 1992: 3, 6 Roseberry, 1995: 65). 
Together, organizations, members of organizations and potential supporters/con1ributors 
are affected by wider overlapping "social processes" as well as the "relationships 
between dilferent groups operating on different levels of the society, rather than any one 
ol'its isolated segments" (Wolf, 1956: 1074). Further, this idea is true in the inter- 
community context as well. Other towns and cities in the county arc careful not to 
schedule fund-raisers and events simultaneously v:ith other communities' events so as to 
avoid unproductive competition or "self-defeating opportunism, " thus maximizing 
membership and patron turnout to each event/fund-raiser while reducing the strain on 
individuals, organizations, and communities as well as increasing money raised and 
circulated (Putnam, 1993: 167). 
An example of community cooperation bctv ccn the VFD and other 
organizations in Leonardville is the volunteer work done during football games at The 
University of South Central Texas. This local, inter-organizational cooperation actually 
occurs outside Leonardville in the neighboring city of Shawnee Prairie. The work is 
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performed for Concessions, Incorporated which is a national company contracting food 
and beverage concessions in many Texas cities. Working for this company during 
USCT football games provides the VFD an excellent opportunity for fund-raising which 
it shares with other local organizations. 
Concessions, Inc, operates its concession stands during USCT football games 
with volunteer organizations from throughout the Arrowhead River Valley. During the 
games Leonardville Volunteers work a concession stand to raise money. They receive 
10/o of gross income generated in their particular booth. On average, the VFD earns 
$700 per football game for six (home) games a season for a total of $4200 a year. 
Operating the concession stand properly requires sixteen people. For the past 
two years the VFD has extended invitations to four mcmbcrs of the Leonardville Lion' s 
Club for twenty-five percent of total earnings. This reduces the number of volunteer fire 
fighters required to participate and provides the l. ion's Club an opportunity to raise 
money for themselves. This arrangenieni has worked so well that next football season 
the VFD is offering the same "4 for 25%" deal to The Leonardville Daughters of 
Confederate I lomemakers. In a sense, the VFD is contributing to the community 
beyond its traditionally ascribed role by sharing this money-earning resource. This 
organization does not have to sharc this opportunity to earn money but it does because it 
not only reduces the strain on voluntccrs fire fighters/EMTs manning a concession stand 
all day but it provides an opportunity for other organizations to partake in I'und-raising 
for themselves. It is historically considerate ol' the VFD to extend the opportunity to the 
Lion's Club since this was the organization that originated the fire department. 
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The VFD held local bingo tournaments to raise money during the first two years 
of its existence. In response to competition and consideration the VFD decided to have 
bar-be-ques and later a cake auction to raise money instead of bingo matches. In a 
competitive sense, the VFD decided that because the Lion's Club was already well- 
established in bingo fund-raisers more money could be raised utilizing another approach. 
There was also the fact that there was a limited amount of money that could be 
generated from bingo games in a town of 489 people. Cooperatively, the VFD opted to 
use the bar-be-que/cake auction as a fund-raiser because the Lion's Club had been 
holding bingo tournaments for ten years and the VFD did not want to detract from the 
Lion's Club's well-established earnings potential. Unfortunately, due to strict 
regulations and laws such as expensive licenses and permits imposed on organized bingo 
by the state of Texas many organizations no longer operate bingo games as 1'und-raisers, 
including the I, eonardville Lion's Club. 
The I'ollowing is an excerpt from an interview with Edward Modisette, the 
assistant chief of the VFD. While discussing inter-organizational relationships in 
Leonardville and the surrounding area he briefly mentions concepts of cooperation and 
competition. 
Kash: "I-Iow do you and other groups get along here in town and the area in 
general' ?" 
Edward: "Good. Like in fund-raising and stuff like that we try not to compete 
with each other, There's only so much money to go around and so many people 
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that live around here. If the Lion's Club or whoever is having an event then we 
just put our event off to another time. If everybody starts having all their stuff at 
the same time it' ll cut all our fund-raising down because people will go to this or 
that and sort of split up. All the groups around here are like that. We all kinds 
keep up with who's doin' what so we don't schedule our stuff together. Plus, 
half our guys [volunteers] belong to something else. They can't work both 
events at the same time, it ain't fair to them or us. If we' re the only show in 
town that Saturday or Sunday or whenever then we get the most people we can 
expect at our deal. You just have to be considerate so you can have a good 
crowd at your event; so everybody can have a good crowd. 
"Plus we always try to go out to other events, as fire fighters, and show a 
little support and then they come back over and do the same with us. " 
Conventions ol'mutual obligation and social fields extending from the group are 
exemplified by the ways that the Leonardville VFD shares, rather than hoards, fund- 
raising opportunities and potential as well as schedules its primary fund-raiser at a non- 
conflicting time. In return, other organizations and communities refrain from 
monopolizing financial resources but rather sharc through "gcncralizcd reciprocity. " 
Generalized reciprocity is "a continuing relationship of cxchangc that is at any given 
time unrequited or iinbalanced, but that involves mutual expectations that a benefit 
granted now should be repaid in the future*' (Putnam, 1993: 172). Although local 
organizations compete with each other in obtaining funding and membership they do not 
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try to out-compete each other. In other words, the VFD especially, does not engage in 
"self-defeating opportunism" (Putnam, 1993: 167). Instead these organizations assist 
one another, and are as accommodating as is rationally feasible without jeopardizing 
group integrity, interests or existence while avoiding infringement on other coexisting, if 
not somewhat codependent, groups (Putnam, 1993: 8, Wolf, 1956: 1066-1067). There 
are limited economic and human resources so there is an element of self-interest which 
is evident in the existence and continued occurrence of fund-raisers and events. On the 
other hand, there is communal interest in cooperating and sharing limited resources 
which enables Leonardville to maintain and reproduce itself. In other words, 
cooperation and accommodation are in everyone's best interest rather than attempting to 
out-compete each other which eventually reduces the viability of all organizations. 
Balancing competition and cooperation is key to survival for rural communities where 
individual self-help and communal reliance coexist and overlap. Thc VFD continually 
demonstrates thc cffectivcncss of this balance through sclflcss acts of altruism, 
commitment and cooperation which assist in the survival and success of Leonardvifle as 
well as the "wider locality" of this organization (Simpson, 1996: 17). 
Inter-Community Context: Service Area and County. The Leonardville 
VFD's inter-community context and relationships require assisting residents and 
communities in a 181 square mile service area as well as other communities in Donnell 
County outside its area of responsibility. liow the VFD relates and works with other 
people, organizations and communities is key in understanding the social processes of 
this organization and how the VFD effects and is affected by its social environment. 
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Service Area. The following passage is a brief account of the Leonardville 
VFD's role in a major flood in 1991. It provides insight into personal, organizational 
and community relations as well as the difficult jobs volunteers are asked and sometimes 
cajoled into performing. I refer to this story primarily as an example of social relations 
in the VFD's service area between the VFD and the general population but it provides 
information regarding social links outside the service area as well. 
Craig Hudnall: "Back in the '91 flood we got commandeered into the job by the 
sheriffs and there was major work involved in that. We manned the roadblocks, 
but if they [residents and travelers] want to go through you can't really stop them. 
A lot of citizens barked at us. In particular there was onc guy in the community 
whose land was pretty much under v ster, and water was up to Leonardville. 
About a half-mile to the river was where his land was. He kept running through 
roadblocks and ignoring the firemen and finally a deputy had to give him some 
written warnings and calm him down. Also, we had everyday traffic trying to 
gct to Shawnee Prairie and Waterock plus nil field traffic. . We had hell getting 
them tumed around all the while this one asshole was pesterin' the shit out of us. 
"During that flood, between Highway 19 to the other side of thc river, it 
was just an ocean. And we even had one little car run the barricade and actually 
made it through. Ile didn't cvcn slow down and just kept going. Technically wc 
didn't have any authority to stop anybody even though it's for safety reasons. 
After that, we all tall&ed about it and decided if they needed the roads blocked 
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they needed guys with guns out there to enforce it. We had to argue with so 
many of these people to get them not to go through. 
"I supervised the roadblocks and made sure everyone was rotating fairly. 
It was cold and wet and we had three crews that took turns. One rested while 
two were working. 
"Sunday night the river come out. But we started warning people before 
that because they [The Texas Weather Service] were predicting that it would. 
Had a few rescues during this also. They [some residents] had ignored the 
evacuation order and they had to be rescued. They didn't think the river was 
gonna come up as far as it did. Camel Hump Ranch had a two story house. 
They said 'if water comes up then we will go to the next story. ' You can't force 
them off their land. If they want to stay they can. Later that evening they 
[Camel Hump Ranch owners] v:ere calling for us to come get them and Keith 
Denman took the old 4-wheel drive Dodge and the headlights kept going under 
water but we got them out. They started loading down a few of their 4-wheel 
drive tractors with stuff to try and save it. 
"It was Christmas weekend. The v hole community pitched in that 
wcckcnd. onc lady brought hot food out every 2-3 hours for everyone to eat. 
Pcoplc brought cots and blankets up to thc station for people that had to stay thc 
night. It was sort of a disaster shelter in the firehouse. People stayed up here at 
the fire house until they could gei back home il' they didn't have anywhere else to 
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"A lot of people didn't take it serious and thought they [the government] 
could control all of that stuff [flood waters] with dams. " 
The Arrowhead River over-flowed its banks and flooded the entire river bottom 
and surrounding low-lying areas Christmas weekend of 1991. Much of the area hard-hit 
by floodwaters was in the Leonardville VFD's service area which is Precinct 3 of 
Donnell County. The flood was not a surprise to volunteers and many residents due to 
the Texas Weather Service's repeated predictions and warnings. Several days before the 
actual flood, volunteers called and went to area residents' homes and told them to seek 
shelter elsewhere, preferably on higher ground. Bul many residents in the danger area 
did not heed the warnings of the impending flood. Most of these people eventually left 
after the waters began to approach their homes but many still refused to leave and were 
eventually rescued by volunteers in boats and 4-wheel drive trucks. 
ln addition to rescue operations, volunteers were asked by thc Donnell County 
Sheriffs office to assist in manning roadblocks erected to warn and deter travelers from 
continuing to drive on flooded roads. Warning people not to continue traveling through 
the area was a large public safety issue and the volunteers agreed to provide assistance. 
This public service is indicative of the kinds of responsibility and provision of 
emergency services Leonardvillc Volunteers provide to Leonardville and non- 
Leonardville residents alike. This organization assumes responsibility for a much larger 
area than the immediate confines of Leonardville proper, 
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However, many residents and travelers were not cooperative with, nor 
appreciative of, the volunteers' work during the flood in 1991. Similarly, many 
volunteers were frustrated by dealing with a larger proportion of the general public than 
usual. Many people assisted and encountered were not residents of Leonardville or 
within the VFD's service area. Some were strangers who lived in surrounding areas and 
communities in and outside of Donnell County proper. Broader public interaction 
sometimes leads to tension or resentment between volunteers and non-Leonardville 
citizens. This is due to a lack of familiarity or bonds of community cooperation between 
volunteers and those who do not contribute to the maintenance of the VFD through 
contributions of time, labor or money but still require or demand emergency services. 
This feeling of resentment is compounded when non-residents are rude, ignore 
warnings, or otherwise treat volunteers poorly. But overall, this tension is both expected 
and dealt with rationally by the VFD as an organization. The main reason for this 
rationality is the volunteers' awareness that, while acting in the capacity of emergency 
service workers, they rarely. if ever, deal with people who are in a reasonable or calm 
state of mind. Most of the time, volunteers deal with fire, accident or disaster victims, 
the sick or dying and the sick or dying's relatives and friends, These are not ideal 
situations for the average person to demonstrate rationality or cordiality although many 
pcoplc do sometimes later return and thank volunteers for their services (see Chapter 
ill). Therefore sympathy, palience and grace is required of volunteers. It is evident 
from Craig's story there is a high degree of afl of these qualities in this particular VFD. 
The best indicator being that there were no fatalities in thc area due to flooding because 
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of early warnings and rescues performed by the VFD as well as the fact that some 
property was even saved with the assistance of volunteers after repeated evacuation 
warnings. Also, volunteers lacking official authority to stop traffic or remove people 
from their land was not used as an excuse to quit working or shirk the responsibility of 
helping and warning people. Regardless of their frustrations, volunteers still performed 
the tasks requested of them by the Donnell County Sheriffs Office such as manning 
roadblocks. Furthermore, they continued assisting and rescuing many residents in the 
surrounding area, some of whom had flatly rejected evacuation warnings even after 
realizing flood waters would eventually reach their homes. 
In addition to volunteers manning roadblocks and rescuing flood victims, the fire 
house was used as a shelter for flood victims and those who had nowhere to go while 
separated from their families, homes or communities. Leonardville pooled resources to 
assist those in need, both resident and non-resident alike, thus lessening the burdens on 
individuals or families who were temporarily isolated from their usual social groups. By 
sharing resources such as food and shelter flood victims and stranded travelers bore less 
strain and burden individually. In this sense. thc Lconardvillc VFD and its community 
acted in an cxcmplary as well as traditional fashioii. By traditional I'ashion, I mean that 
since the fomiation of the lirst UFD in America in 1735, volunteer fire departments have 
been strong agencies ol'public welfare and social cohesion. Through conimunity is 
support, VFDs provide food, clothing, and shelter to people during times of disaster 
(Jacobs, 1976: 196). The Leonardville VFD provided the same services to people, 
regardless of their local standing, that VFDs all over the country and throughout history 
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have provided to those in need (Jacobs, 1976, Perkins, 1996: 8). Additionally, the 
Leonardville VFD provided help although it was met with some public resistance and 
resentment. 
County. Inter-organizational and inter-community cooperation is not unusual 
between Leonardville and its surrounding communities. The communities in this county 
regularly participate in each others' event and fund-raisers (Kuper, 1992: 3, 6-7). They 
schedule around each others' events and fund-raisers so there is no conflict of interests 
among people who may want to attend two or more events. Also true is the fact that 
Donnell County's VFDs frequently work together providing back-up and assistance to 
each other when needed. Back-up and assistance consists of providing extra water, 
equipment, and manpower to especially hazardous or disastrous emergency situations. 
In addition to providing technical and logistical support to each other. the communitics' 
VFDs (as well as other organizations) provide reciprocal assistance by participating and 
bidding in each others' fund-raisers and auctions, purchasing rafflc tickets or donating 
prizes for raffles (Lozier, 1976: 345, Simpson, 1996: 17). County-wide social processes 
are parallel to local-level social proccsscs in that the entire county maintains and 
reproduces itself through mutual obligation by organizational interaction and 
cooperation just as thc local community reproduces itself through mutual obligation and 
cooperation of individuals and organizations. 
An example of reciprocal exchanges between organizations and communities is 
the manner in which the Leonardville VFD has rcccntly begun supplying beer at its 
fund-raiser. Until a few years ago the SPJST always sold the beer at the Leonardville 
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VFD's Annual Fund-Raiser. Due to problems with taxes and distributors they stopped 
selling beer at this event. The SP JST Hall is always rented during the fund-raiser by the 
VFD for the cake auction and evening dance, However, in the past, money from beer- 
sales by the SPJST always subsidized a small discount for the VFD on the rental charges 
of the hall. It is my understanding that the rent on the hall has not increased due to the 
SP JST's lost beer-sales which is indicative of inner-community and inner-organizational 
cooperation and obligation. Regardless, there was still the problem of providing the 
VFD fund-raiser patrons with beer. 
The Leonardville VFD invited the Veterans of Foreign Wars (VFW) from the 
neighboring community of Ezra, Texas to sell beer at their fund-raiser instead of the 
local SPJST. Ezra's VFW accepted the invitation because it was a good opportunity to 
make several hundred dollars for their own organization. Although there is not a v ritten 
contract betv, een the two organizations, there is an implied or tacit agreement that a 
"small donation" is made to thc VFD from the Ezra VFW in return for the invitation and 
opportunity to sell beer and generaie money for their own organization at the VFD's 
fund-raiser. This is a basic reciprocal, economic relationship developing out of the 
desire and need for the provision of beer lo fund-raiser attendees and the desire and need 
for money by the VFW of L'zra. Texas and has so far been successful. The VFD 
actually continues to profit two ways from this relationship. Providing beer does not 
cost the VFD. They do not have to sei up for or operate beer sales. Simply by 
extending an invitation to the Ezra VFW to sell beer, the VFD is providing beer and 
receiving a financial contribution without the problems of provision, transport, or taxes 
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related to operating a "beer booth. " However, this arrangement must be profitable for 
both organizations because the VFW continues to participate in the VFD's annual fund- 
raiser. 
This kind of inter-organizational and inter-community cooperation is indicative 
of usual social processes occurring in Donnell County. Towns and cities in this county 
regularly participate in each others' event and fund-raisers and form "a web of group 
relationships" (Wolf, 1956: 1066). Additionally, events and fund-raisers are scheduled 
non-simultaneously so as to maximize attendance from county residents and volunteer 
fire fighter/EMTs who wish to attend events throughout the county. Social processes 
among organizations and communities of Donnell County are similar to community- 
level social processes such as local residential and organizational interaction and 
cooperation. Hov ever, one difference between local-level and county-level social 
processes is the broader scale area in which social interactions occur at the county-level. 
Another difference is thai people in Leonardville are more 1'amiliar with each other and 
therefore interact on a more direct basis regardless of organizational affiliation. This 
1'ace-to-face interaction occurs less (but does occur) at the county-level where 
individuals are more apt to be associated with or representative of their groups which 
assume the role of social actors in broad social relationships (Oamst, 1995: 149). 'I'his 
does not imply that individuals are not iinportant. Organizations are, in fact, comprised 
of individuals who actively participate in achieving their group's collective goals 
(Putnam, 1993: 87). However, as social fields broaden from community to county, 
individual interaction lessens, thus maintenance and reproduction of county (and state) is 
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contributed to and accomplished through institutional, rather than individual, 
relationships. As Wolf summarizes: ". . . institutions are ultimately but cultural patterns 
for group relationships. Their complex forms allow groups to relate themselves to each 
other in the multiple processes of conflict and accommodation which must characterize 
any complex society. " Institutions "furnish the forms through which" people act and 
interact in their broad social environments (Wolf, 1956: 1066). Group action and 
interaction outside the local social arena becomes clearer in my discussion of the 
Leonardville VFD's state-wide social context in the next section. 
State. I was surprised to find that state-level governmental programs and 
bureaucratic forces have little influence in Leonardville's VFD. I expected to find much 
state control and regulation. Instead, the presence of such outside forces is minimal. 
The outside &;ontrol or influences I did discover or recognize arc primarily related to 
training/certification and a private-sector insurance organization. 
Thcrc are two main links betv een the Leonardville VFD and the state of 'I'exas. 
One is its relationship with the First Responder Organization of Donnell County and 
second is its business contract with Texas Firemcns' Insurance Company (TFIC). 
The relationship between the VFD and First Responders is primarily county-level 
with one major exception: thc First Responder Organization is managed by a Texas 
state medical director. Duc to the growth experienced by Ihe VFD through the 1980's, 
the Leonardville VFD added a formal EMS in 1988. Shortly after the formation of this 
FMS it fell under the management of thc First Responder Organization. This 
organization is devoted to initial emergency medical response in primarily rural areas of 
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Donnell County and is comprised of volunteers throughout the county's volunteer fire 
departments, The First Responders' primary mission is rapid medical response in local 
service areas to provide the sometimes crucial initial care that cannot immediately be 
given by professional EMTs traveling further distances from Waterock, Ezra Medical 
Clinic or the larger St, Luke's Medical Center in neighboring Shawnee Prairie. ' 
Volunteers certified as EMTs are trained according to state-wide criteria and are 
managed by a state medical director to insure a uniform and competent level of medical 
care given to residents living in outlying rural areas. In other words, if emergency 
medical care is provided by volunteers then the state of Texas insures that proper and 
competent training is provided to these volunteers. There was some resistance to 
involvement in this organization initially by Leonardville Volunteers because of 
apprehension regarding state interference in organizational affairs. However, this initial 
apprehension gave way once it v'as realized the state had no desire to interfere with local 
or organizational affairs and business. Instead, the state simply wants assurance 
(established through education, training and certification) that EMS is provided by 
individuals familiar with and competent in emergency inedical tcchniqucs and 
procedures. I'urther, EMT certification contributes to the maintenance ol' ihe VFD in 
that it helps protect against litigation or claims of negligence and/or malpractice that can 
result in cash payments or settlements threatening ihe well-being or existence of the 
VFD (Perkins, 1996: 75-79). ln essence, state management, through county bureaucratic 
hierarchy, accomplishes iwo things: 1) Texas residents are provided with prompt and 
better quality emergency medical care through better organization and training and 2) 
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Texas VFDs are less likely to open themselves to litigation and lawsuits by obtaining 
better education and training regarding EMS procedures and protocol. State monitoring 
of volunteer training standards is for both the benefit of state residents arid their local 
emergency service institutions which saves the county and state governments billions of 
dollars in fire fighting and EMS provisions (Perkins, 1996: 7, 10-11). Additionally, the 
goal of state monitored training proficiency and its relation to litigation prevention is 
closely linked to insurance companies in that less litigation and lawsuits reduce the 
amount of claims filed either for settlements or provisions of legal support to VFDs. 
This lowers insurance payment rates and keeps VFDs out of financial insolvency or 
bankruptcy, thus maintaining or improving their ability to function with relative 
competence, confidence and efficiency. The preservation of the VFD system reduces 
political and economic pressures on county and stale government as well as the 
Leonardville VFD itself (Perkins, 1996). 
The Texas Firemens' Insurance Company (TFIC) insures many voluntccr and 
professional lire departments in Texas. In a conversation with a TFIC sales 
representative I learned there are, in fact, very few mlcs, regulations, and restrictions 
placed on the Leonardville VFD and VFD's in general. This was more surprising than 
learning of the limited role state government has in this VFD's affairs and business 
because of the fact insurance companies are unsubsidized, private businesses that 
attempt to keep the numbers of claims tiled to a minimum so as io maximize profits. 
Volunteer fire fighter/EMTs are ai risk in many ways. For instance, Texas law 
does not require Vl'Ds to pay worker's compensation insurance. This means that if a 
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volunteer is injured due to VFD-related work and cannot work at his/her regular, paying 
job or has hospital bills, there is no opcial recourse or "safety net" provided for taking 
care of his or her family, paying bills or drawing any sort of income during a time of 
recovery or lost hours on the job. However, the Leonardville VFD does provide 
insurance for its membership but there are many VFDs that do not or cannot. This is not 
to say that the VFD and/or community of an injured volunteer would not assist or help 
out in some way, but it is wise to have some sort of official coverage to protect against 
possible individual insolvency due to VFD related work injuries. 
Also, TFIC states that over half of the insurance claims filed by VFDs are the 
direct result of automobile accidents which occur while responding to emergency calls. 
Although only suggested, the most recommended regulation for VFDs is that drivers of 
erncrgcncy vehicles under the agc of 21 be certified in emergency service driving. This 
suggestion is based on the desire that if drivers do not have a minimum of live years 
driving experience they receive certilicaiion in emergency vehicle operation. However, 
this is only a precautionary measure. There is no real exclusion for drivers. The reason 
this standard operating procedure is only suggested is due to the fact that volunteers 
between 18-21 are someiimes the only people who respond to emergency calls. But, 
certitication protects under-age drivers of a VFD's vehicles and the VFD itself against 
possible litigation and lawsuits, related to negligence. filed against a VFD due to injuries 
incurred in an accident in the course of emergency response. I'or instance, there was 
recently an accident between a woman motorist and a nineteen year old volunteer fire 
fighter in a small suburb of Dallas, Texas. Although the volunteer was using emergency 
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sirens and lights, the use of sirens and lights on an emergency vehicle merely requests 
that surrounding traffic yield, it does not require traffic to yield. Regardless, the young 
driver of the emergency vehicle felt confident he had the right-of-way at an intersection 
and proceeded through a red light. In doing so, he hit the vehicle of a woman who was 
seven months pregnant; she suridved but lost her baby. She and her husband filed a 
negligence lawsuit against the VFD but settled out of court for $500, 000 which came 
from the TFIC policy which covered this particular VFD. If the young driver had not 
been certified in emergency vehicle driving and his training record had become an issue 
the case would have gone to court and the VFD would have probably lost the case; 
paying several million dollars in damages. The VFD would have lost its insurance 
coverage by FIC after payment. Cancellation of insurance would have severely affected 
this particular VFD as well as the community it served. Also, it would have been 
difficult for the VFD to afford the rates of new insurance (if insurance could even be 
obtained after such a huge lawsuit). Currently, the Lconardville VFD does not require 
emergency driving courses and training of its members who are I $-21. 
According to TFIC, certification in emergency driving and documented, regular 
maintenance on emergency vehicles is the ultimate protection from litigation. Regular 
vehicle maintenance is also only a suggested practice for VFDs. TFIC provides 
insurance coverage even when vehicles are not well maintained and poor maintenance 
results in an accident. Furthermore, some VFDs' vehicles are simply old but cannot be 
replaced due to funding problems. This is what insurance is for; to pay in case of 
accidents or litigation against the VFD. However, repeated accidents or negligence is 
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rarely, if ever, tolerated for very long, As of yet there have been no lawsuits or claims 
filed against the Leonardville VFD, And with the exception of lawsuits resulting from a 
lack of emergency vehicle driver training, this organization is covered for all 
contingencies such as accident/sickness, auto accidents, equipment damage, medical, 
life, and malpractice. 
3. Conclusion 
In sum, Leonardville's VFD plays an important role in the construction of 
community as a social place. Through conventions of mutual obligation in the VFD 
volunteers assist in defining Leonardville and its citizenry with local identity (Watanabe, 
1992: 125). Provided in this chapter are specific, examples and accounts demonstrating 
that participation in the VFD provides the local citizenry a stake in community affairs 
and assists in lending meaning to citizenship in this community. Additionally, the 
contribuiions ol' time and labor by these individuals are recognized by community 
members and provide volunteer fire fighter/EMTs with a degree of status and prestige. 
Also, analysis of the conventions of mutual obligation in Leonardville and the 
role of the VFD in these conventions is presented. The conveniions ol'mutual obligation 
denote the responsibilities and commitment of VFD members to the community and 
how the community continues to support the Vl'D in return. At the local level, these 
conventions cxinsist of establishing trust, sharing the responsibilities and burdens of 
sometimes traumatic, emergency situations (such as death) and offering as well as 
accepting opportunities to demonstrate devotion to the coinrnunity. Common 
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understanding and actions based on mutual obligation maintains local identity and 
stability as well as assisting in individual validation of citizenship in Leonardville. 
Analysis and understanding of these conventions provides insight into community 
dynamics and characteristics, social processes and the shared, tacit knowledge of the 
members of this community. 
The maintenance and reproduction of Leonardville comes from the efforts of 
citizens to fulfill particular roles in specific manners. Awareness of and participation in 
local business and events is both expected and required of community members who 
desire consideration as good citizens. Volunteering service to the VFD is one way for 
people to gain a stake in the affairs of Leonardville; to make a contribution, while at the 
same time acquiring a degree of social capital and promoting the general welfare 
(Bordieu, 1986, Coleman, 1989: S119). Furthermore, VFD service is public. 
Comniunity involvement through the VFD is observable during parades, 
LeonardFestiVille, rodeos, and the annual bar-be-que (Simpson 1996: 17). 'I'he actions 
of the VFD create and maintain a public image and identity for the volunteers as well as 
the community in general. Public participation and involvement is a means through 
which physical control and social belonging are produced while providing an cstablishcd 
Iramework for behavior (Geertz, 1973: I I Z-13, Ghani. 1995: 38, Ortner, 1984). 
I'inally, I examined the Leonardville VFD in its social context or "social fields" 
(Roseberry, 1993: 57). These Iields are community, service area, county and state. This 
organization contributes to Leonardville's identity when forces, such as state 
bureaucracy, economic change or competition, and population issues affect social 
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stability. The VFD also has ties to and cooperates with small neighboring communities, 
as well as county/state organizations, private organizations and private businesses. In 
the context of its broader fields, the VFD is a venue for examining "cultural patterns for 
group relationships" (Wolf, 1956: 1066, 1971: 172) Cooperation with non-local 
organizations and communities is dynamic, reciprocal exchange that contributes to the 
maintenance and reproduction of broader social fields such service area, county, and 
state as well as the VFD and Leonardville itself. 
In all, as the social web expands or broadens (micro-to-macro), a particular 
social field is more and more reliant on organizational and institutional interaction rather 
than individual interaction to reproduce and maintain itself (Gamst, 1995). I discovered 
there was not as much macrosocial influence or interl'erence in the Leonardville VFD as 
I had originafly expected. Simply, I originally suspected that the county and/or state 
would have more control and influence in the VFD but this was not the case. In fact, as 
I focused on specific fields moving away from the Leonardville VI D, I found there was 
less and less direct contact or interaction. However, the relationships betwccn the VFD 
and its social fields of Leonardville, Donnell County and Texas are important. They 
become more and more related to money and economics through the sharing of markets 
and resources at the county level, the preservation of a localized system of fire and 
cmcrgency medical service (so as to reduce the financial strain at the county and state 
government level) or contracting-out or purchasing financial security from private 
insurance groups. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 
I began this project with one idea in mind; participation in the VFD provides an 
opportunity for citizens to publicly demonstrate their citizenship in the community. 
Being a volunteer fire fighter/EMT is not just about putting out fires or responding to 
medical calls. Volunteering service to the VFD is a demonstration of community 
involvement as well as reminding others that the local population is capable of providing 
mutual assistance and aid to each other and the surrounding area. However, as I began 
attending meetings and talking with thc members of the Leonardville VFD, I realized 
that fully understanding this organization and the services it provides would require 
examining not only the inner-organizational dynamics and communication involved with 
job-specific and locally oriented aciions but the organization's broader relationships and 
social fields as well. 
Therefore, I focused on two main themes throughout this research project. 
Primarily, I examined the Leonardville VFD as a social institution where cultural 
expression occurs through work. Volunteers and the work they perl'orm contribute to the 
maintenance and reproduction of the rural community as a social place, in an 
environment of social, political, and economical change. Involvement and participation 
in thc VFD arc actions that help define Leonardville as a community. The group and 
community involvement is also observable during parades, community service, and 
fund- raising cvcnts which further lends to the volunteers' acquisition of social capital. 
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Furthermore, like other community, political or religious functions and rituals, the 
actions of the VFD create and maintain a public image and identity for the volunteers 
while enabling them and the community to engage their environment. In sum, the main 
point of my research is that participation in the VFD allows volunteers to become 
stakeholders in their community. Additionally, the contributions of time and labor by 
volunteer fire lighter/EMTs are recognized by other non-VFD participants, thus 
providing these individuals with a degree of status and prestige (Simpson, 1996). 
The main focus of my work presents the reader with an ethnographic analysis of 
the Leonardville VFD as a social institution in which cultural expression occurs through 
work and community participation. The workplace is a setting in which culture both 
affects and is affected by participants' ideas and deeds in a dynamic, interactive social 
system. Simply stated, culture and the workplace cannot be viewed as mutually 
exclusive entities anymore than culture can be separated from religion or political 
systems (Applebaum, 1984: 2-5, 18-19). Cultural expressions in the v orkplace are a 
means through which a common identity is constructed and maintained by sharing and 
perpetuating knowledge about what it means to be a volunieer tire fighter/EM'I' as well 
as a citizen of Leonardville. The Leonardvillc VFD's support is primarily from the good 
will and self-organization of the local citizenry. In turn, VFD participation allows a 
portion of local citizens io come together in a formalized setting to organize fire 
protection service and discuss matters of thc community as well as providing a venue for 
publicly demonstrating their citizenship to fcllov volunteer fire fighters and non- 
volunteers alike. I have attempted to present this analysis of ihe Leonardville Vl'D as a 
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model through which we can understand how and why members of this community 
participate in this organization. Focal points of this study have been inner group 
behavior, group communication and work as an expression of culture. The workplace is 
part of the social system in which people live and act (Applebaum, 1984, McCarl, 1985: 
24). I emphasize that being a local volunteer fire fighter is not simply putting out fires 
or a job that someone has to do. Instead, it is a means through which local citizens, 
sharing a common goal, cooperate and contribute time and labor for the benefit of 
Leonardville (saving lives and property as well as participating in community functions 
or representing Leonardville in other communities' functions). In this organization, 
inter-friend/inter-family relations are acted out. These include social processes such as 
camaraderie developing from frequent personal contact in unique and sometimes 
dangerous v ork situations and recruitmcni. of volunteers by word-of-mouth among 
friends and relatives (Haas, 1977: 168, Perkins, 1996: 21, 23). Further, prestige or status 
is sought and achieved by providing unique community services or individuals sccking 
nomination and/or being elected as olficers in the VFD for example. Participation in the 
VI'D also serves as a rite of passage or a means of gaining local acceptance as an adult 
and/or common recognition as a citizen of the community. 
The identity of volunteers, their behavior and &x&mmunicative acts are embodied 
in "conventions" of mutual obligation and v'orkplace. Conventions are "acts of 
communication through the use of symbols Ihat entail both the context of articulation 
[social and geographic setting]. . . and those doing the articulating, the interlocutors. " 
These conventions define patterns of social action and relations, whose meanings are 
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commonly understood among community or group members and are an expression of 
group or "local solidarity" (Watanabe, 1992: 13, 184). In other words, these conventions 
help volunteer fire fighters maintain individual, group and community identity whether 
the workplace or community is in a state of stability or change. Conventions include 
behavior, communication, attitudes, and ideas that friends, relatives, and neighbors 
understand, both consciously and unconsciously, through frequent personal contact in 
the Leonardville VFD as well as community in general. 
The conventions of mutual obligation are present in both the VFD and the 
community. Social commitment and cooperation maintain group identity and the 
organization's success as well as assisting in individual validation of citizenship in 
Leonardville because they provide people with a meaningful basis for cultural 
expressions/actions through which community is created (Cohen, 1999: 9-10, 14). 
Mutual obligation in thc v:orkplace includes attitudes regarding faithful attendance of 
meetings and training sessions. prompt response to emergency calls and the possession 
of a coinmon understanding of the physical need for fire protection/EMS. Mutual 
obligation pertaining to VFD-specific actions consists of establishing trust, offering and 
accepting opportunities to demonstrate devotion to the community as well as sharing the 
responsibilities and the burdens of dealing with emergency situations. Communal 
underslanding and demonstration of mutual obligation is "part of a sct of relationships 
that [citizens of Leonardville] use to interact and understand themselves and the v;orld" 
(Cohen, 1999: 160). 
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Conventions of workplace include the job-related actions and communicative 
practices of VFD members. These are established through repetition and modification of 
past behavior and communication that aid fire fighters in successfully dealing with 
emergency calls and the elimination or modification of unsuccessful job-related 
interaction. These conventions include motivations/rewards, camaraderie, technical 
terms and procedures regarding fire fighting /EMS and teamwork as well as experience, 
task assignments, and individual/group recognition of leadership during administrative 
meetings, training sessions and actual emergency responses. 
The conventions of workplace and mutual obligation are part of a common 
network of relations (verbal and non-verbal) that are shared ideas, acts and 
communication among the group and are inherently necessary in the social processes ol' 
this organization and community. These commonly understood practices and behavior 
entail what it actually means to be a member of the VFD v hich contributes to the 
broader meaning of being a citizen of Leonardvillc. In effect, being a volunteer is being 
an individual who contributes time and labor to the VFD (often as many as 40 hours a 
month) which is an institution primarily formed and designed to provide emergency 
services first to the community and then the service area and neighboring communities. 
Contributions of time and labor are expressed in the forms of conventions of workplace 
and are based on a foundation of mutual obligation both in ihe community and 
workplace. Community-level conventions of mutual obligation are what the VFD, as an 
institution, is founded on. It is this notioii of helping each other or self help that sets the 
stage for conventions of mutual obligation and workplace inside the fire department. 
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These conventions are necessary in maintaining the VFD as both a social and emergency 
service organization. Furthermore, the VFD is an institution that helps integrate or draw 
citizens together to deal with issues and/or challenges individuals cannot deal with alone 
such as fire and emergency medical service. The VFD is also a symbol of community; 
an icon of solidarity or local ability to cooperate for the greater good (Putnam, 1993: 
167). This ability is a source of pride for many citizens of Leonardville. It is often 
expressed by volunteers in public rituals such as parades and supported by non- 
volunteers through generous financial support (Simpson, 1996: 17). 
The secondary focus of my work examined the Leonardville VFD in its social 
context. The VFD is an institution assisting in the maintenance of community identity 
when outside forces, such as governmental bureaucracy (state medical directors and 
county medical associations), economics (competition for/sharing of fund-raising 
opportunities), and population issues (local vs. non-local) effect or promote social 
stability and change. 
Leonardville's VFD exists and acts in progressively larger settings. These 
settings consist of the community itself, Donnell County which is divided into service 
area/non-service area (for the VFD) and the state of Texas. This group exists, acts and 
interacts in its social context. Understanding this group as well as other groups ai 
varying social lcvcls requires viewing the VI'D not as an isolate but as a socially 
connected entiiy; acting and interacting with others. 
This organization assists and cooperates with small neighboring community 
VFDs and other organizations as well as county/state bureaucracies and private 
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businesses. It provides people with emergency fire protection and medical service in a 
181 square mile area. Just as there are actors and actions in the local community so to 
are there actors and actions in broader social contexts. The primary difference is that 
when moving away from the local arena the individual begins losing significance as an 
actor and the organization or group begins functioning as a social agent (Gamst, 1995: 
149). Examining and understanding relationships between the VFD and neighboring 
people/groups is necessary to account for socio-cultural processes and actions as well as 
the VFD's acquisition of resources (Wolf, 1956: 1066). Additionally, there is the issue 
of cooperation or avoidance of "self-defeating opportunism. *' Self-defeating 
opportunism is simply a group(s) engaging in unproductive competition with another 
group(s) over limited resources. Cooperation in conjunction with healthy competition 
(as opposed to opportunism) is necessary for the accomplishment of thc collective good 
(Putnam, 1993: 166-167, 172). 
For example, in Leonardville and the outlying area, primarily ivithin Donnell 
County. there is a shared attitude that there arc limited resources (in the form of 
contributions) due to a sniall, rural population. In densely populated areas there is 
simply more fund-raising potential or a broader resource base. 'I'herefore, there has to bc 
some accommodation for other groups in and around Leonardville. Simultaneous 
scheduling of organizational events is avoided because groups not only want to 
maximize turnout and profit at their own fund-raisers but many groups sharc mcinbcrs as 
well. Concurrent organizational events in the community and/or county do one of two 
things. They increase worl&loads on individuals belonging to both parties who attempt to 
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work both events on the same day. Or, they force people belonging to multiple groups 
to choose one group/event over another which requires remaining members to assume 
extra workloads due to absentee members. Additionally, it places a strain on attendees 
of events by requesting money for more than one cause at a time. By scheduling events 
non-simultaneously it reduces the financial strain on individuals or families allowing 
them to contribute money to several organizations over time rather than all at once or 
dividing a single donation between groups; reducing everyone*s portion of contributions. 
The future of the Leonardville VFD is positive for several reasons. First, the 
members of this community continue to live and thrive in Leonardville, pursuing their 
lives, sharing local concerns and solving problems in relatively consensual manners. 
This collective approach led to the formation of the volunteer fire department as well as 
other local institutions such as the school and local churches. Just as Czech immigrants 
founded Leonardville in thc late 19th century with its cooperative store and mutual 
loan/insurance organizations, the residents of Leonardville today continue to 
successfully engage a changing world by effectively constructing community as a social 
place (Putnam, 1993: 173, Skrabanck, 19gg: 11). This group of people, confronted with 
similar challenges in a similar environment, develop ways of dealing with day-to-day as 
well as uncommon problems togcthcr. Secondly. the VFD continues to grow and 
develop while it retains organizational integrity and established practices. However. it 
also maintains structural flexibility which allows for group adaptability (Wolf, 1971: 
170-171, 173). This is evident in the VFD's fire fighting approach which compensates 
for the lack of a rigid chain-of-command by inner-group recognition and respect of 
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seniority accomplished by the gaining of experience over time. Further, the VFD 
continues acquiring better facilities and equipment as well as the addition of formalized 
emergency medical service which is managed internally but is ultimately responsible to 
the state through county-level bureaucracy. This adaptation to outside influence 
(although minimal and relatively benign) is indicative of the willingness and desire of 
the Leonardville VFD to continue to provide the best service possible to the citizenry 
and surrounding population of the community. And finally, as the first president of the 
Leonardville VFD, Douglas Rakov, so eloquently stated: 
"The die's been cast. We' ve got guys that know what they' re supposed to do now 
because they' ve got experience and some of them even went to school for it. 
Now they teach all of us. It's kinda like a cycle. Ever year we get a little better 
and know more about how to help ourselves because we' ve got some really good 
men in the department now plus good kids comin' in too. And the community 
knows it 'cause wc don't just show up to help them save furniture anymore when 
their house is on fire or call the Justice of the Peace when somebody's died. We 
actually show up and save people's lives and their property!" 
'I'hcsc last points arc crucial to understanding how and why the VFD functions as 
an integral tool for community maintenance and reproduction. 'I'he volunteer fire 
department helps enable the citizens of Leonardville to collectively deal with their 
environment. "Townspeople conventionalize their identity in terms of how they make 
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their world work given where they live, what they must do to survive there, and who 
they must enlist to do so" (Watanabe, 1992: 217). The VFD is an institution formed by 
and for the people so they can exercise some control over their lives in a changing and 
unpredictable world. In doing so, volunteers assist in the social construction of the 
community by perpetuating the VFD as a defining factor or "pillar' of the community 
(Simpson, 1996: 18). 
Without doubt the community of Leonardville will pass well into the 21st 
century as a thriving agricultural community in the Arrowhead River Bottom because of 
the vast expanse of fertile range and cropland it is situated in. And assisting with this 
passage into the next millennium will be Leonardville's volunteers. They will continue 
to provide services to people who have, in turn, supported them in kind through good 
years and bad over the past thirty years. 
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ENDNOTES 
1. Names of communities, organizations and people have been changed to maintain 
anonymity. 
2. Commonly referred to by the public as ambulance drivers. Emergency Medical 
Technicians (EMTs) are trained and state certified individuals in Emergency Medical 
Service (EMS) or mobilized health care. These individuals respond to patients 
and/or victims providing initial medical attention as well as transport to the hospital. 
3. Conventions of morality also include social notions of "soul. " Soul is the shared 
'way of being" among a group (Watanabe, 1992: 90). I will address this 
issue in Chapter IV when I discuss the local idea of "tightness. " 
4. A process-oriented perspective focuses on the actions needed and perl'orined to 
accomplish as well as cvaluatc a goal. A goal-oriented perspective focuses on end 
results of actions. McCarl states that the process-oriented perspective provides more 
information regarding culture in the workplace. "The successl'ullv extinguished lire 
or rescued child are certainly important results of work technique [goal-oriented], but 
to members of the culture, the meaning ol' these achievements lies in the complexity 
of iheir execution. The importance of any expressive behavior lies in the group's 
mechanisms for recognizing and evaluating these activities. . . " Furthermore, if wc 
understand "the basic skills needed to accomplish a particular goal. . . wc can 
ascertain the fire fighter's criteria of a good performance" (McCarl, 1985: 160) 
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5. My analysis of the VFD ends at the state (Texas) rather than continuing through 
to the nation. 
6. This total number of members and the division between active, semi-active and 
inactive are merely averages based on information obtained during interviews. 
There are probably more total members in this VFD, however I was not allowed to 
view the private records of this organization. Therefore, I simply asked interviewees 
how many members were in the VFD and calculated a mean average of 49. 
Membership numbers given ranged from a total of 30 members to "every adult man 
in town and some of the women. " I do not believe anyone truly knows the number 
of members simply because no one has bothered to keep a count. Regardless, the 
number of volunteers present at any meeting varies from month-to-month depending 
on time ol' year making it difficult for any one person to keep a tally. I personally 
witnessed at the meeting before the fund-raiser at least 80 individuals in attendance. 
At the meeting during the opening days of deer season there were less than 15 
members present. 
7. Skrabanck's use of the term "island" is ioo strong to describe this, or any. 
community. Many groups live together to preserve their cultural ideals and heritage 
but no person or group is an island. I. eonardville is no exception. Although non- 
Czech settlers were discouraged I'rom moving into this area, the deliberate exclusion 
of non-Czechs from this community implies there was a non-Czech population 
already living in or moving into the area. Also, the fact cannot be ignored that the 
land these Czechs lived on was purchased from non-Czechs. So, there was ar least 
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contact and interaction in the form of business relations between Czechs and non- 
Czechs no matter how unwelcome or unpleasant it possibly was. 
8. The community of Leonardville was originally named Vyne's Corner Wer one of 
the first families that moved into the area. 
9, "Rookies" and "old-timers" are not necessarily defined by age nor is it my 
intention to set up a dichotomy between young and old. Instead, volunteers have 
varying degrees of experience ranging from rookies to old-timers. There are new 
members who have successfully made it through the rookies' one year probationary 
period and been involved for varying numbers of years with different degrees of 
training and experience. There are also experienced members who are not 
considered old-timers but maintain a high degree of rcspcct and status in the 
organization because of high degrees of training, certification, and experience. For 
the most part rookies are younger. But there are middle-aged members who have 
less (or no more) experience than volunteers who are younger than them. Degrees of 
experience and the respect associated with experience varies among individuals 
depending upon how involved hc or she is in Ihe VFD. 
10. The number of emergency calls is relatively low 1' or this VFD (compared to the 
daily calls in professional fire departments) which is one enabling factor helping this 
group to continue meeting the demands and pressures of emergency situations in the 
service area. 
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11. Perhaps this is a bit confusing since I mentioned McCarl's "goal-oriented 
perspective" in Chapter I which is focusing on end results of actions as an approach 
to understanding what he calls "work culture. " 
The "goal-Cirected perspective" refers to Ann Jordan's concept of 
organizational culture and that an organization is "goal-directed" and an individual's 
behavior is "preference-directed. " An organization's purpose or "goals" overrides or 
takes precedence over its individual members' behavior or "preferences" to the 
degree necessary to fulfill the mission of or reason for creating the group. In order to 
belong to a group, of any kind, there are certain norms and mores to be observed. 
12. Currently, there are no minorities in the Leonardville VFD. There are, however, 
three women and women have been members consistently since the mid-1980's. In 
the late 1970's, there were two Hispanic men in the department but have since 
"retired" due to agc. 
13. The term rookie and old-timer are used by volunteers. I have added the terms 
new volunteer and experienced volunteer for clarity in the descriptions of varying 
stages of volunteers' acquisition of experience and standing with the VFD. 
14. This was after the VFD had moved out of Rakov's Blacksmith Shop into the 
garage anached to city hall in 1975. Before this, people could also call the 
Blacksmith Shop during the day. 
15. Additionally, a majority of the community is represented in the VFD regardless 
of their class/status in the community. 
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16. I do not mean to imply that old people are weak. Volunteers are simply being 
courteous and cautious regarding the effects of extreme heat on some elderly people. 
17. I mention this because this is the only time some volunteers actually 
participate in the organization. "Once a member, always a member" is the attitude of 
the VFD, especially in regards to the annual fund-raiser, Some no longer attend 
meetings because they have reached "retirement. " But helping out during the fund- 
raiser is still considered important because it is the primary source of income for the 
VFD and it is such a large undertaking. The organization needs all the help that is 
available. 
18. Benjamin Franklin started the first volunteer fire department in 1735, in 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Soon after that, VFDs were formed throughout Colonial 
America. George Washington, John Hancock, Paul Revere, Sam Adams and Alexander 
Hamilton all participated in their local VFDs. From the beginning VI'Ds werc natural 
community centers and mccting halls where raffles, dances, dinners, games, contests, 
parades, auctions, ctc. were held to raise money for fire protection which brought the 
v, hole community together in fellov'ship. Also, great pride was taken in a local 
firehouse's cleanliness and appearance because it was a collective rcflection of the 
community. 
Since their forniation, VFDs have been voluntary associations formed for social 
welfare. This is especially true during thc early history or this nation when government 
did not provide even a fraction of the public services it does today. It was out of 
necessity that VFDs were formed; self-help. However, the growth of paid and 
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mechanized departments followed increased urbanization. But VFDs retained their 
value in small towns and rural areas. Also, VFDs played an important role in the South 
following the Civil War. VFDs were essential to the South during Reconstruction due to 
the destruction of economic and political infrastructure needed for the funding and 
formation of full-time professional fire fighters in Southern urban centers (Jacobs, 1976: 
196-198). 
19. Many first responders are also professional EMTs working full-time for private 
ambulance services or cities such as Shawnee Prairie but also volunteer services to their 
respective communities. However, all First Responders, voluntary or professional, must 
be EMT certified by the state. 
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APPENDIX A 
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
1. Name: 
2. Age: 
3. Married/Single/Divorced: 
4. Do you have any children? If so, how many? 
5. Type of job you work: 
6. What is annual income? 
7. Extent of education? (non-graduate, high school or GED, trade school, college, etc. 
8. Ilave you ever served inthe US military? What branch? 
9. What is your religion? I-Iow often do you go to church? 
10. liow long have you lived in Leonardville? If not all your life, where are you 
from originally? 
11. How long has your family lived here? Where are they originally from 
(Czechoslovakia, Germany, etc. )? 
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12. Do you own land in the community or anywhere else? If so, how much? 
13. Is any of it used for agriculture? 
14. Do you own a home or do you rent? 
15. How long have you been a volunteer in the Leonardville VFD? 
16. What is your main job within the VFD? 
17. Are you involved in any other organized community activity or organization? 
(school 
board, city council. rodeo, etc. ) 
18. Have you ever attended the Fire Fighting School at Texas ARM? If so, when? 
If not, would you want to? 
19. How old is I. eonardville? Who settled it originally? 
20. What is the population of Leonardvillc approximately? 
21. Is l, eonardville a good place to live' ? Why? 
22. How is the local government made up? (various positions. . . mayor, aldermen, school 
board members, city sponsors or clubs, etc. . . ) 
23. Where and when was the first VFD here in town? 
24. When did EMS Service begin? How has it changed the department? 
25. Who started it up? 
26. How long has this firehouse been here? 
27. How much did it cost and how did you pay for it? 
28. How many trucks does the VFD have and how are they paid for? 
29. How many members (active and inactive) in this VFD? 
30. How many women? 
31. Is that good or bad? 
32. What kind of people, would you say volunteer for the VFD? (men, v'omen, white, 
black, Hispanic, old, young, poor, mid-class, rich, etc) 
33. Why did you join the VFD? 
34. Did you join the VFD on your on or did someone get you to join? 
35. Would you consider this a good VFD or does il need a lot of work'? 
36. If so, what kind of work does it need? (administrativc, training, organization, etc) 
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37. Does this VFD participate in things other than emergency calls? (parades, 
community 
service, baseball teams, etc. ) 
38. Are there more grass or tree fires, home fires, or EMT calls? 
39. How do you get called about a fire? (siren, pager, phone calls) 
40. What if your at work, can you take off to come to a fire or EMT call'? Is working 
out of town a problem with responding? 
41. What happens more? Emergency calls at night or during the day? workday or 
weekend'? Is thcrc a difference in the turnout of volunteers during the different 
periods'? (less at night or weekend). 
42. What if someone has been drinking, arc they advised to just stay home or not 
respond? Do people take turns being more prepared for emergencies? 
43. How many volunteers are certified? 
44. Are you lire fighter/EMT certified'? 
45. Who normally does what during emergency calls? (specific job assignmenis, if any) 
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46. What are some of the more technical terms for equipment and techniques you use? 
47. Do you do things systematically or is it a sort of "homemade" fire fighting 
style or technique? Is there a "standard operating system"? If so, what are the basic 
guidelines? 
48. Who does what within the organization, administrative, mechanical, technical, fund- 
raising, etc. ? 
49. How many hours a month do you contribute to the VFD? 
50. What are some of the more memorable emergency calls you can remember, both fire 
and EMS, that you have been involved in? 
51. What was your role in this lire or EMT call? 
52. Was anyone hurt? (victims or fire fighter) 
53. Can and have you been sued? How and v, hy? (not necessarily just in emergency 
service but maybe from oiher areas. . . any areas???) 
54. Can the city, county, or state be sued because of something you do or don't do? 
How if you are independent? 
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56. You get $200 from county for fire calls out of city limits, but not EMS. Are you 
required by law to arrive at wrecks and such or could you just not do it? If not 
required, why do you do it? Ethical, humanitarian, etc. . . ? 
57. What areas in the region are you responsible for? 
58. How often do you work with other VFD's or professional FD's? 
59. Are these other VFD's or FD's good or bad to work with? 
60. How often do you work with other organizations such as police, hospital, 
government? And do these organizations put any pressure (direct or 
indirect) on you to change? Any pressure from the state to improve standards, 
equipmcnt, training, personnel, ctc. . . 
61. Do the leaders of this VI'D do a good job? (president, chief, treasurer, etc. ) 
62. How are these leaders appointed? (votes, most qualified, etc. ) 
63. Have any new "recruits" or other members been asked to leave or put on probation 
for something? How are people disciplined? (formal-probation, informal-people 
tease or don't talk to them, etc. . . ) 
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62, What makes a good firefighter or EMS tech? 
63. What did you do (personally) during the fund-raiser? 
64. How was this year's income from the fund-raiser in relation to previous years? 
65. How are your fund raisers compared to other VFD's in the area? 
66. Did the drought affect it in any way? 
67. How did the drought affect Leonardville? 
68. Were there more fires due to the drought'? 
69. Do you think the VFD will continue to function on the level it does today or will it 
get better or worse and why? 
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